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‘As it’s never been told before’: investigating the popularity and impact of Rachel 
Smythe’s webcomic ‘Lore Olympus’

Caitlan Smith

The University of Western Australia 

This paper explores the intersection of the new media of webcomics and the Webtoon webcomic, 
‘Lore Olympus’ (2018-) which is Rachel Smythe’s adaptation of classical Greek mythology, and 
its effect on the consumption of public knowledge about antiquity. ‘Lore Olympus’ is a modern 
re-telling of the Abduction of Persephone myth, where the gods, goddesses, and mythical 
creatures reside in a modern era setting and the human world is still set in the ancient Greek 
past. The webcomic currently has over three million subscribers. This paper argues that ‘Lore 
Olympus’’ popularity can be attributed to at least three key factors: the accessibility within 
the medium of webcomics and its open-access platforms, Smythe’s artistic style that makes it 
memorable and visually eye-catching, and the webcomic’s relatability to its modern readers 
by including conversations of contemporary social issues including mental health and rape 
culture.

‘Witness what the gods do… after dark. The friendships and the lies, the 
gossip and the wild parties, and of course, forbidden love. Because it 
turns out, the gods aren’t so different from us after all, especially when it 
comes to their problems. Stylish and immersive, this is one of mythology’s 
greatest stories – The Taking of Persephone – as it’s never been told before.’ 

- Description of ‘Lore Olympus’ on Webtoon1

This paper examines the webcomic ‘Lore Olympus’ (2018-) created by Rachel Smythe, 
popular on the website Webtoon, with over 4.8 million subscribed readers.2 In the words 
of its creator, ‘Lore Olympus’ (henceforth LO) is a ‘modern-day deconstruction’ of the 
Greek myth of the Abduction of Persephone by Hades.3 The modern aspect lies not 
only in its setting—the realm of the gods, i.e. Olympus and the Underworld, are set in 
the modern era, while the human world is set in ancient Greece—but with its inclusion 
of contemporary issues such as sexual consent, transitioning into adulthood, mental 
health, and trauma. It follows the main characters, Persephone, and Hades, but their 

1  Rachel Smythe ‘Lore Olympus’, Webtoon (2018-), accessed 31 March, 2021, https://
www.webtoons.com/en/romance/lore-olympus/list?title_no=1320,. Webtoon here and through 
this article is in reference to the English webtoon publishing platform (www.webtoons.com/
en/). It is a part of Webtoon Entertainment Inc. and the Naver Corporation based in South 
Korea. The international platforms of Webtoon Entertainment Inc. subsume different names in 
different countries. For example, it is called Naver Webtoon in Korea, LINE Manga in Japan, and 
Webtoon in England, France, Indonesia, and Thailand. 
2  Subscribed readers: As of March, 2021, Webtoons.com. 
3  D Ekis, ‘Lore Olympus Webtoon comic creator Rachel Smythe on getting noticed, 
popularity, & more (2019)’ [video], YouTube (7 January, 2019), accessed 30 March, 2021,  https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SgG6ZdZlp4,
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story is supported by other Olympian gods, goddesses, and nymphs with their family 
drama and associated mythologies. For example, the myth of Eros and Psyche is a 
sub-plot and other relatively minor characters in mythology make an appearance such 
as Semele, Thetis, and Echo.

Webcomics, or rather digital comics, are series of comic strips published online 
and is a fast-growing and widely popular media on open-access platforms such as 
Webtoon and Tapas.4 This paper explores the intersection of the new media of webcomics 
and LO’s adaptation of classical mythology and its effect on the consumption of public 
knowledge about antiquity. Firstly, I explore the reason why LO is so popular to a 
modern audience. I argue that the popularity of LO is due, in part, to three key aspects. 
Firstly, to borrow Heekyoung Cho’s terminology, the ‘platformization’ of webcomics, 
whereby platforms, or online arenas that facilitate the production, distribution, 
consumption, and participation of media establish the ecology and, simultaneously, 
‘maximize the commodity value of the cultural content.’5 Secondly, LO/Smythe’s 
artistic style can be attributed to its popularity amongst its readers, notably from the 
assignment of colours to each character; for example, Persephone is pink, and Hades is 
blue. This, in conjunction with the bold but limited colour palettes against watercolour-
like backgrounds, makes Smythe’s artistic style visually compelling. Lastly, LO’s 
popularity can also be linked to its relatability to its modern readers by including and 
retelling ancient myths with contemporary issues, particularly rape culture, misogyny, 
and mental health. 

Popularity

LO is not the only webcomic on Webtoon regarding the Abduction of Persephone; 
however, it is the only featured webcomic on Webtoon regarding this myth.6 In fact, it 
is one of the most liked and subscribed of all the webcomics on Webtoon. 7 The rise of 
LO’s popularity has prompted a print version of the comic, Lore Olympus: Volume One, 
due in October 2021 and The Jim Henson Company is developing an animated version 
to be hosted by Netflix.8 The rising popularity of LO begs the question: why is LO so 
popular? 
4  Anisa Rawhani, ‘The Brave New World of Webcomics: Making Sense of Platforms, 
Publishers, and a Newfound Popularity’, Broken Pencil, Summer (2018), 13-17. 
5  Heekyoung Cho, ‘The Platformization of Culture: Webtoon Platforms and Media 
Ecology in Korea and Beyond’, The Journal of Asian Studies, 80:1 (2021), 77, https://doi.org/10.1017/
S0021911820002405 
6  Featured webtoons are those that are monetized by Webtoon, have weekly scheduled 
updates, and Webtoon editors monitoring the content, versus Canvas content (previously 
known as Discovery) where anyone can upload their artistic content for free. I count at least 
11 webcomics on Webtoons regarding Hades and Persephone (as of March 2021): A Ballad for 
Hades by CielPennemore, Persephone-Queen of Hades by coloricioso, Awkward Hades by Poly-M, 
Hades and Persephone by Gaumeo, Hades by Milkscomics, Hades and Persephone by kimber-anne, 
Hades the Angel by 4minded, Hades for Hire by Jade0w0, Hades in Space by ocxnephilim, I’m a 
Persephone by Ziazia_, and Punderworld by sigeel.
7  Silvana Reyes Lopez, ‘5 Reasons to Love and Support Lore Olympus’, Bookriot (19 
June, 2018), accessed 30 March, 2021, https://bookriot.com/lore-olympus-webcomic/,; Nicole 
Ntim-Addae, ‘The King and his Queen (to be): An Interview with Rachel Smythe’, Gossamer 
Rainbow (24 November 2018), accessed 30 March, 2021, https://gossamerrainbow.wordpress.
com/2018/11/24/rachel-smythe-lore-olympus/,; Juliana Failde, ’15 Best Webtoons, According to 
the App’, CBR.com (19 January, 2021), accessed 30 March, 2021, https://www.cbr.com/best-
webtoon-stories/ 
8  Print: Rachel Smythe, Lore Olympus: Volume One (Random House, 2021). Animation: 
Geoff Boucher, ‘“Lore Olympus”: Webtoon and the Jim Henson Company Will Partner for 
YA Animated Series’, Deadline (10 October, 2019), accessed 30 March, 2021, https://deadline.
com/2019/10/lore-olympus-webtoon-and-the-jim-henson-company-will-partner-for-ya-
animated-series-1202757078/,; Mary Anne Butler, ‘“Lore Olympus” Animated Series Coming 
to Netflix from Jim Henson Company’, Nerdbot (1 June, 2020), accessed 30 March, 2021, https://
nerdbot.com/2020/06/01/lore-olympus-animated-series-coming-to-netflix-from-jim-henson-
company/
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The existence of Greek mythology has persisted throughout human 
consciousness and storytelling.9  However, I do not believe that interest in Greek 
mythology wholly accounts for the popularity of the webcomic. Instead, I argue that 
the accessibility, artistic style, and relatability of the characters by incorporating current 
issues has made LO so popular. The fact that this is an adaptation of Greek mythology 
is secondary. Still, this popularity makes it vital to Classical reception studies and its 
utility of educating the public about antiquity. In the following sections, I will defend 
my reasons for the popularity of LO before examining the webcomic’s educational and 
outreach impact. 

Lore Olympus Season One Summary

LO is an ongoing series; as such, for the confines of this essay, the discussion of material 
will be limited to the first season of LO which was completed on 14 June 2020 and is 
comprised of 115 episodes. The story follows the main characters of Kore/Persephone 
and Hades in the development of their relationship and romance. Persephone is 
nineteen years old and newly transitioned into her immortal-goddess state. Raised 
by her over-protective mother, Demeter, Persephone desperately wishes for freedom, 
which she has subsequently been denied her whole life, not even being allowed to 
leave the confines of her home without an escort (e.g., ep. 62). She finally finds some 
freedom by obtaining an academic scholarship from TGOEM, or The Goddesses of 
Eternal Maidenhood founded by Hestia, Athena, and Artemis, so that she can attend 
university in Olympus. Demeter does not allow Persephone to live in Olympus until 
after Kore has an ‘incident’ that results in her name being changed to Persephone, or 
‘Bringer of Death’, by the mortals. The incident is revealed in the season finale (ep. 
115) where Persephone performed an (unlicensed, as it had to be approved by Zeus) 
act of wrath against a mortal village, disregarded a sacred truce with Demeter and 
dug up a flower patch that allowed the flower nymphs, who had been Persephone’s 
companions since her birth to live. 

LO begins with Persephone and Hades’ ‘meet cute’ at a party hosted by Zeus. 
Hades upon first seeing Persephone states that ‘she puts Aphrodite to shame’ (ep. 3). 
Aphrodite overhears this comment, prompting her rage to pull a ‘prank’ on Hades 
in retaliation. Aphrodite gets her son, Eros to get Persephone drunk and conceal her 
(unconscious body) in Hades’ car to find later. Persephone and Hades are instantly 
smitten with each other and constantly flirt throughout the series whilst battling with 
their rapidly developing feelings. Hades states at one point that Persephone ‘makes 
me [Hades] feel all warm and snuggly inside when I think about her’ (ep. 45), whilst 
Persephone likes to look at his ‘dorky face’ (ep. 12) and feels that he was ‘the first 
person to respect me, and not just because he was obligated to do so’ (ep. 64). 

The aftermath of this prank resulted in Persephone staying over at Hades’ home 
and initiating the beginning of drama and conflict in the series. Persephone and Hades 
are photographed by a paparazzo whilst leaving his house because Hades, as the King 
of the Underworld and part of the ‘Six Traitors Dynasty’, makes him a celebrity in this 
world. The publication of the ‘scandal’ in a gossip magazine alerts the world to the new 
relationship between the couple (although platonic at this point), resulting in criticism 
of both Hades and Persephone by their peers for various reasons. However, the real 
underlying drama and conflict stems from Apollo’s sexual assault of Persephone in 

9  The ongoing debate to define myth is a long-standing scholarly topic, but particularly 
see the pioneering works of Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1949); Ronald Barthes, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers  (London: 
Jonathan Cape, orig. pub. 1957, trans. 1972); Richard Buxton, Imaginary Greece: The Contexts 
of Mythology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); and Bruce Lincoln, Theorizing 
Myth: Narrative, Ideology, and Scholarship (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999) to start off 
with. Also see Ken Dowden & Niall Livingstone’s edited volume, Companion to Greek Mythology 
(Hoboken: Wiley, 2011) particularly chapter 28 for a succinct overview. 
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episode 24 and, afterwards, how Persephone deals with her deteriorating mental 
health due to the assault. 

Webtoons and ‘Platformization of culture’

Cho has argued that ‘the novel system of [the webtoon’s] production, distribution, 
consumption, and participation—namely, the digital webtoon platforms that have 
brought fundamental changes to the comic culture in the twenty-first century.’10 I believe 
this sentiment would also be shared by George Kovacs and C.W. Marshall, editors of 
Classics and Comics and Son of Classics and Comics, two volumes that specifically explore 
the intersections of Classics and comics.11 In his chapter, Kovacs broadly summarises 
the cross-sectional history of comics and Classics — he mentions the evolution of myth 
delivery methods from the oral culture of Homer to the fifth and fourth centuries BCE 
Greek theatres that expanded the reach to wider audiences.12 The dissemination and 
delivery methods of myth continued to expand in the Roman era with Virgil and 
Ovid, who ‘reasserting the primacy of epic, turned myth into a literary pursuit, and 
their efforts have preserved Greco-Roman myth for centuries.’13 With the invention of 
the printing press and the subsequent technological boom of the twentieth century, 
mass media, such as comics and film, were possible where ‘information could now 
reach very large audiences without geographical constraints.’14 Webcomics is the next 
step in the evolution of myth distribution, which allows the instantaneous delivery of 
information across the globe via the internet. 

 Smythe has expressed gratitude to Webtoon for the ‘visibility’ it has offered 
her work in multiple interviews.15 Smythe was initially drawn to Webtoon because it 
is a free-hosting platform that has a ‘built-in audience’ of already established online 
readers.16 Cho identifies the free-content model (both to creator and reader) as what 
made the ‘mid-2000s webtoon boom possible by lowering the barriers to access 
and continuously attracting new users to webtoon culture.’17 There is a difference, 
however, in the types of publication of webcomics on Webtoon — between ‘Discover’ 
and ‘Featured’ webcomics.18 The ‘Discover’ section, as described by Webtoon’s website, 
‘is our free and open platform for creators to publish their digital comics and connect 

10  Cho, ‘The Platformization of Culture’, 74. 
11  Though Kovacs and Marshall did not necessarily include webcomics, a still emerging 
medium at this time, I believe their scholarship still has some applicability to webcomics in 
addition to the original printed formatted of comics that are Kovacs and Marshall’s main 
concerns. 
12  George Kovacs, ‘Comics and Classics: Establishing a Critical Frame’, in Classics and 
Comics, ed. George Kovacs & CW Marshall, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 3-24.
13  Kovacs, ‘Comics and Classics’, 11. 
14  Kovacs, ‘Comics and Classics’, 11. 
15  Addae, ‘The King and his Queen (to be)’; Alexandra Kot, ‘Interview with “Lore 
Olympus” Creator Rachel Smythe at LA Comic Con’, Temple of Geek (24 October, 2019), https://
templeofgeek.com/interview-with-lore-olympus-creator-rachel-smythe-at-l-a-comic-con/, 
accessed 30 March 2021; Ekis, ‘Lore Olympus Webtoon creator’.
16  Ekis, ‘Lore Olympus Webtoon creator’.
17  Cho, ‘The Platformization of Culture’, 80. ‘As a business model, webtoon platforms 
can be defined as a multisided market because they facilitate interactions between different 
groups of participants, connecting webtoon artists, viewers/readers, advertisers, and other 
media production companies.’ For more on the success of this model see: José Van Dijck, The 
Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2013) and José Van Dijck, Thomas Poell, & Martjin de Waal, The Platform Society: Public Values in 
a Connective World (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018).
18  ‘Discovery’ and ‘Featured’ content were rebranded in July 2019 and now go by 
‘Canvas’ and ‘Originals’, respectfully. Webtoon Canvas, ‘Canvas Corner #1’, Webtoon (2019-), 
accessed 30 March, 2021, https://www.webtoons.com/en/challenge/canvas-corner/list?title_
no=367518&page=4. For the sake of clarity, I have chosen to stick to the original branding for 
this article. 
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with millions of readers around the globe.’19 Whereas, the ‘Featured’ section is more 
professionally managed where creators are paid and receive marketing and PR 
support.20 

When Smythe speaks about how she got where she is today, these three factors 
are always mentioned in her narrative. Smythe has stated that she likes to make 
‘metaphorical dream sequences’, but her editor stops her from making too surreal 
a narrative and monitors the frequency of these sequences to provide a ‘strong[er] 
sequential storytelling’.21 Smythe also makes a great effort to promote her work outside 
of the Webtoon platform by sharing fan-made content (especially fan-art) regularly 
on other social media platforms and thus, directly engaging with her audience.22 
Lastly, Smythe is required to upload ‘high-quality’ chapters once a week as a featured 
webcomic creator. She reveals the struggles of keeping up with this schedule. This, 
however, arguably also adds to the medium’s popularity, which provides consistency 
and reliability which consumers enjoy. ‘Discovery’ creators on the other hand are not 
contracted to a set schedule and in an ‘impatient for content’ culture, waiting months 
for an update can result in the loss of followers.23 All featured webcomics on Webtoons 
are serialised on a designated day once a week (and, sometimes, twice a week), and 
this, Cho argues, ‘shapes viewers’ reading habits’.24 

Thus, Webtoon offer free services to any creator; nonetheless, they are still 
selective about the webcomics that they choose to promote or ‘feature’ and advertise. 
(Webtoon is not the only platform to abide by these methods, but it will be the only one 
under scrutiny here for the confines of this essay.) Cho terms this a ‘platformization 
of culture’, where ‘media ecology is molded by digital platforms’.25 This all, of course, 
is for profitability. Webtoon takes advantage of the impatience of readers and offers 
‘Fast Passes’. As mentioned above, ‘Featured’ webcomics are serialised to a day of the 
week when a new chapter is published and free for all to read. These webcomics also 
have three additional episodes available that can be purchased with ‘coins’, a digital 
currency on Webtoon that is bought with actual currency. So, for instance, let’s say 
LO’s latest chapter is released on Sunday the 2nd for free, but instead of waiting for 
the next chapter to be released on the 9th you can buy a ‘Fast Pass’ to read that chapter 
now. The same is for the chapters that are to be released on 16th and 23rd, with one 
Fast Pass needed for each chapter. Then when it is the 9th, another chapter that would 
be freely published on the 30th is available to be ‘Fast Passed’. This is one of the ways 
by which Webtoon makes money.26 Interestingly, this also splits the fan community 
between those who patiently (but still painstakingly) wait for the free publications 
versus ‘Fast-Passers’. 

Overall, what can be said about the platformization of webcomic culture with 
LO is that while Webtoon as a platform has made LO openly and easily accessible to 

19  Webtoon, ‘Notice: [Q&A] What is LINE WEBTOON Discover?’, Webtoon (26 
February 2016), https://www.webtoons.com/en/notice/detail?noticeNo=188#:~:text=The%20
Featured%20section%20of%20LINE,comics%20for%20our%20Featured%20section, accessed 
30 March, 2021. 
20  Webtoon, ‘Notice’.  
21  Ekis, ‘Lore Olympus Webtoon creator’, 9:50. The most frequent recurring dream 
sequences in LO is the greenhouse metaphor to represent Persephone’s inner-conscience, ep. 6, 
24, 38. 
22  Addae ‘The King and his Queen (to be); Ekis, ‘Lore Olympus Webtoon creator’, 21:55. 
23  Jo Rachel, ‘All About Lore Olympus with Creator Rachel Smythe’ [podcast], Wonder Girl 
Podcast (Soundcloud, 2019), accessed 30 March, 2021, https://soundcloud.com/user-35260934/
all-about-lore-olympus-with,; Ekis, ‘Lore Olympus Webtoon creator’. Often creators apologize 
to their audiences for short chapters or go on hiatus to take a break from the strenuous demands 
of their serialisation schedules, e.g., Smythe, ‘Lore Olympus’, #13, #31. 
24  Cho, ‘The Platformization of Culture’, 83. 
25  Cho, ‘The Platformization of Culture’, 77-90. 
26  There are other similar monetary schemes that will not be discussed here, see Cho, 
‘The Platformization of Culture’. 
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anyone with an internet connection, it is more fundamental to the core of LO than 
previously supposed. Yes, LO popularity is primarily due to its own unique merits 
as is discussed below, but its platform has made the extent of its popularity and 
accessibility possible. This was not for its mythology content but for its profitability. 

Artistic style

Most notable about LO is its art style: the watercolour-like execution with a bold, 
contrasting, and limited colour palette that establishes characters and scenic 
atmospheres. Each deity is designated by colour — for example, Persephone is 
pink, and Hades is blue. Smythe has stated that this is to create contrast between 
the two characters as she ‘wanted Persephone to really pop out every time she is in 
the underworld’, which is depicted in deep blues, and vice versa.27 Some characters 
share colours, such as the siblings Artemis and Apollo, who are both (slightly varying 
shades of) purple. Smythe has stated that the colour meaning ranges from ‘functional 
to complementary’; even though she claims she has a limited understanding of colour 
theory, she still relies heavily on colour and lighting to tell her story.28 Patti Bellantoni 
in her book on the power of colour in visual storytelling, emphasises the importance 
of colour and its impact on sensory and emotional reactions: ‘I am convinced, whether 
we want it to or not, that it is color that can determine how we think and what we 
feel.’29 Thus, colours in LO are used to evoke emotional reactions, influencing how the 
reader understands and experiences the comic based on the colour palette. Smythe 
has admitted: ‘I communicate a lot of information using colour in a specific way. 
Aside from that fact, I feel like it gives the story a point of difference. There are many 
comics centred around Greek Mythology, and I’d like to think my colourful characters 
make Lore Olympus memorable.’30 Thus Smythe herself, and others, directly link her 
popularity to LO’s use of colour.31

While Smythe has not readily identified any other association between her 
characters and their colours, some, I believe, are easily discernable. For example, other 
couples such as Zeus and Hera are complementary colours (purple and yellow) and 
some colours, I believe, can also represent familial ties (e.g., Ares is yellow because he 
is the son of Hera and Apollo and Artemis are purple because they are the children 
of Zeus, though this has yet to be confirmed in LO). Or simply, a character’s colour 
is representative of their godly function, e.g., Eros is a purplish pink that could be 
associated with love (think Valentine’s hearts and cupid that run towards the pinkish 
side) and Zeus’ purple tone can be representative of his regal status. However, any 
theories I could speculate here would be unconfirmed and not within this paper’s aims. 
Thus, I will only briefly consider the colour-descriptive associations of the two main 

27  Smythe, ‘Lore Olympus’, #18 Q&A. Also noteworthy, is that the characters are aware 
of their colours, often describing each other by their colours, e.g. ‘You big blue idiot!’ (ep. 34), 
‘Who? Pinky?’ (ep. 2)
28  Ekis, ‘Lore Olympus Webtoon creator’, 5:28-6:50 ‘like if you were to look at my drafts, 
which are black and white, it doesn’t make any sense until the colours actually applied’; Rachel, 
‘All about Lore Olympus’, 15:49. It is also worthy to note that Smythe is trained as a graphic 
designer. 
29  Patti Bellantoni, If it’s Purple, Someone’s Gonna Die: The Power of Color in Visual Storytelling 
(Oxford: Focal, 2005), xxvii. Bellantoni conducted a social experiment with her university 
students where she asked them to bring to class what they thought was, say, ‘red’. ‘As students 
began to explore the sounds, tastes, smells, textures, and, of course, ‘sight’ of a color, they 
discovered, for example, that what smells, feels, or tastes a certain color may not be that color 
(e.g. strawberries do not taste red).”, xxii. 
30  Addae, ‘The King and his Queen (to be)’. 
31  Lopez, ‘5 Reasons to Love and Support Lore Olympus,’ in their article lists ‘the 
beautiful art’ as the first reason: ‘[Smythe’s] lovely care for detail and color scheme in this web 
comic will grab you so hard. […] You’ll see that each [color] fits the character so well! It just 
leaves you wanting more.’ A fan-generated question that Smythe, ‘Lore Olympus’ answered 
in her #18 Q&A asked, ‘Would you please share a bit of your artistic process in creating your 
amazing art?’ 
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characters to provide a brief understanding of how character colours affect the reader. 
The visual aesthetic and practical meaning of Persephone and Hades’ colours have 
already been discussed above. Still, I would also like to point out that these colours 
also represent the quintessential female/male gender identification and can serve as a 
symbolism of contrast. Further to this, Bellantoni also notes that ‘bubblegum pink’ is 
often reminiscent of innocence or silliness, which can be amply seen in Persephone’s 
character.32 Furthermore, Hades’ blue, Bellantoni deems ‘The Detached Color’, ‘can be 
a tranquil pond or a soft blanket of sadness. It is quiet and aloof.’33 Hades can be seen as 
a sympathetic character, he is sad, he is alone (despite being in a relationship with the 
nymph, Minthe), and ostracised by his peers and, in fact, the whole world around him, 
not unlike the Hades of ancient mythology (e.g., Homer, Il. 8.369, 9.457; Sophocles, 
El. 542-3).34 Thus, the associated adjectives ‘powerless’, ‘cold’ can be applied here. 35 
Throughout the early chapters, Persephone makes comments on how cold it is in the 
Underworld, which Hades is ‘used to’ (ep. 7), but in this sense, it can also denote being 
emotionally cold or having a lack of feeling as Hades has shut himself off from the 
world (ep. 71). Therefore, it is also with the help of these colour associations that the 
reader defines Persephone and Hades. 

While the use of colour is perhaps the most obvious tool Smythe deploys in 
his storytelling, her use of a specific brush type (drag brush) to invoke the emotional 
turmoil associated with Apollo’s sexual assault of Persephone is just as impactful. Any 
time after the assault when something reminds her of that event, this drag brush is 
used. Ironically, while Smythe has denied this, the brush stroke looks like distorted 
staff lines of a music sheet, music being associated with Apollo.36 This tool not only 
conveys to the reader what Persephone is feeling as she recalls her trauma but also 
triggers the reader’s emotional response. We feel along with Persephone, provoking 
our sympathetic or, even, empathetic feelings towards the character.37 As such, this ties 
into the next section’s discussion on the relatability of LO to a modern audience. 

To summarise, the strategic use of colour employed by Smythe is multifaceted. 
It is used to distinguish characters and their relationship between characters, but it also 
signifies to the reader how to see or read that character. Smythe believes this makes 
LO’s characters memorable in comparison to other Greek mythology comics, but, in 
fact, this is not novel.38 We see a similar colourisation of gods in Disney’s Hercules (1997), 
who also glow with their divinity, differentiating them from the mortals.39 Disney also 
plays with the associative quality of colour throughout their animated films.40 Thus, 

32  Bellantoni, If it’s Purple, xxvii. 
33  Bellantoni, If it’s Purple, 82. 
34  For a wider chronology of Hades’ representation in ancient Greece see Jan N. Bremmer, 
‘Hades,’ in Encyclopedia of Religion, ed. Lindsay Jones, 2nd ed., vol. 6 (Macmillan Reference, 2005), 
3724-3726.
35  Bellantoni, If it’s Purple, 85-110. 
36  Rachel, ‘All about Lore Olympus’, 17:29. 
37  E.g., Reader comments on episode 26 ‘You called, you answered’ where Persephone 
talks on the phone with Hades preceding the assault by Apollo. Joethehero97 (posted 19 August 
2018): ‘GIRL OMG IM HERE FOR YOOOOUUUUUU’; PrimaDiana (posted 7 March 2021): 
‘This had me in tears. I’m so invested in this.’
38  Quoted above in footnote 30: Addae, ‘The King and his Queen (to be)’.
39  E.g., Hercules loses his divine glow when Pain and Panic feed him the elixir that makes 
him mortal. 
40  To name just a few examples, the ‘poisonous’ lime-green associated with villainy: the 
apple that poisons Snow White in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) is dipped into a green 
potion. The evil Queen’s eyes are also green, just like Lady Tremaine’s in Cinderella (1950) that 
glow green when her plan to secure her daughter as wife to the prince is almost at its fruition. 
Lastly, though I could go on, Maleficent’s sorcery power in Sleeping Beauty (1959) is lime green 
and is invoked not only when Maleficent uses her power but when Aurora is hypnotised and 
pricks her finger on the spinning wheel. Oh My Disney Contributor, ‘Disney Movies Taught 
Us that Lime Green is a Harbinger of Evil’, Oh My Disney (2016), https://ohmy.disney.com/
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Smythe is falling back on a long-standing tradition of established association of colours 
with specific characteristics.41 

Relatability 

As stated in the description of LO on Webtoon quoted at the beginning of this paper, ‘the 
gods aren’t so different from us after all, especially when it comes to their problems.’42 
The deities in LO are both physically and mentally scarred; they have trauma and 
flaws that (some) fully acknowledge and are aware of. Smythe has stated that she 
is deconstructing the gods’ personalities and recontextualising them in a modern-
day setting because some ancient traits do not work in a modern environment, and 
changes need to be made to make sure that they ‘make sense to us’.43 In doing so, 
Smythe is making the characters and their situations relatable to its modern audience 
and often expanding the psychology of the characters’ personalities and traits. For 
example, Hades is plagued by the trauma of being forcibly separated from his mother, 
Rhea, and devoured by his father, Cronus (ep. 25). He experiences night terrors about 
the event (ep. 25), is covered with physical scars from the ordeal, and is ashamed and 
traumatised that he resembles his father (ep. 76).44 Hades mentions seeing a therapist 
and even employing his therapist’s strategies (even though he does not think they 
work) to compartmentalise his emotions (ep. 47). The psychological expansion of 
Hades’ character by illustrating how an individual might handle the experience of 
being devoured and then left alone for thirteen years (in Cronos’ stomach) brings in the 
modern concept of mental health. Smythe, when speaking about the character Hades, 
stated that he is worldly and mature (he does run the whole Underworld Corporation) 
but still maintains an emotional innocence and is socially awkward because he was 
never given the opportunity to develop emotional maturity (he went from isolation 
in Cronos’ stomach to isolation ruling the Underworld).45 Smythe believes it is this 
juxtaposition between maturity and innocence that makes one ‘want to help him’ and 
makes the character appealing.46 It is also this innocence that makes him relatable to 
Persephone: they ‘both have been left behind by their peers; that is why they get along 
so well.’47 

 Persephone too suffers from mental health issues, especially what I would 
consider an inferiority complex, or the lack of self-esteem. This is evident in her 
persistent reference to herself as a ‘stupid village girl’ (ep. 2, 31, 80) that derives from 
a lack of confidence in the modern world of Olympus and the Underworld after solely 
being raised in the mortal, ancient realm.48 Her naiveté about the modern Olympian 
world is evident early on. She has never had a cell phone or any social media accounts, 

movies/2015/11/12/disney-movies-taught-us-that-lime-green-is-a-harbinger-of-evil/, accessed 
30 March 2021. 
41  Bellantoni, If it’s Purple; Heather Logue, ‘Metaphysics of Color 1: Physicalist Theories 
of Color’, Philosophy Compass 11, no. 4 (2016): 211-219; Janet Best, Colour Design: Theories and 
Applications (Cambridge: Elsevier Science & Technology, 2017), 193-214. 
42  Smythe, ‘Lore Olympus’.
43  Webtoon, ‘ON THE AIR w/ Rachel Smyth | Creator of Lore Olympus’ [video], YouTube 
(17 April, 2020), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yy2WQSy_f5I, 3:10-3:40, accessed 30 
March, 2021. Lillian Doherty concluded similarly, ‘when classical myths […] are adapted to 
new media, they must be changed to appeal to the modern audience’. L. Doherty, Gender and 
the Interpretation of Classical Myth (London: Duckworth, 2001), 33. 
44  Others of the ‘Six Traitors’ (Zeus, Hades, Poseidon, Hera, Demeter, Hestia), as they 
are referred to in LO, also bear scars of the battle with the Titans and overthrow of Cronus, but 
Hades has the most severe and numerous of scars.  
45  Rachel, ‘All about Lore Olympus’, 11:04-11:43. 
46  Rachel, ‘All about Lore Olympus’, 11:04-11:43. 
47  Rachel, ‘All about Lore Olympus’, 11:04-11:43.
48  The APA Dictionary of Psychology defines ‘inferiority complex’ as ‘a basic feeling of 
inadequacy and insecurity, deriving from actual or imagined physical or psychological 
deficiency, Gary R. VandenBos, ed., ‘inferiority complex’, in APA Dictionary of Psychology, 2nd ed. 
(Washington, DC: American Psychological Association, 2015): 537. We discover in a flashback 
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she does not know how to use a computer, and is unfamiliar with the current idioms 
and particular vernacular. For example, in episode 36: ‘Smarty Pants’, when shown the 
scandal magazine of her and Hades, her response is ‘This is a photo of my friend and 
me. But a lot of these other statements are not true. They must have terrible sources, 
*hah* how embarrassing for them. I’m not sure how one “sleeps their way to the 
top.” Sounds pretty lazy to me’ (ep. 36). Thus, Persephone does not understand the 
euphemism ‘sleeping her way to the top’ and is also unaware of the over-exaggeration, 
if not, falsification of information typical in gossip magazines. 

 Persephone’s lack of self-worth is persistent in her budding relationship with 
Hades. In episode 17: ‘Get In’, after she finishes shopping with Eros and Artemis and 
wanders off to the restroom, she begins an inner monologue doubting her relationship 
and importance to Hades, because Hades has yet to return her text message (because 
she failed to put her name in the text and it was an unregistered number on Hades’ 
phone, which he ignored). ‘Why hasn’t he responded? Did I write the number wrong? 
Was he just humoring me? Maybe he doesn’t want to be my friend? What am I even 
trying to achieve anyway?’ (ep. 17). Eros, then, finds her wrapped in the arms of the 
suit of a mannequin (possibly a substitute Hades who often wears suits throughout the 
series). Eros questions Persephone’s feelings towards Hades, to which she responds, 
‘He just…made me feel important,’ Eros then asks, ‘You don’t feel important?’ (ep. 17). 
Before Persephone can answer, Artemis arrives, breaking the conversation. Though 
Persephone did not answer Eros, the impression the reader is given is that she does not 
feel important.

 Hades mirrors these insecurities about his self-worth. In episode 71: ‘Let 
Down’, when Minthe does not show up for their dinner-date and Hades drowns his 
sorrows in alcohol, he laments, ‘I’ve spent lifetimes outrunning that deep feeling of 
loneliness. However, tonight it’s completely inescapable.’ — to which an imaginary 
Cronus responds, ‘Of course she [Minthe] doesn’t want to be around you. You’re 
just like me’ (ep. 71). This is a recall from the first episode where Minthe’s emotional 
manipulation and abusive relationship with Hades is showcased — ‘What I mean is I 
don’t particularly feel like being seen in public with you today’ (ep. 1) after Hades asks 
her to join him at Zeus’ party after he purchased her the purse she wanted. Minthe 
concludes her conversation with, ‘Hades, all the fine suits in the world won’t change 
the fact that you stink of death’ (ep. 1). The insecurities formed in his toxic relationship 
with Minthe spill over into his relationship with Persephone: after Persephone calls 
him to check in on him after he texts her at 4 am, his inner monologue says, ‘You idiot! 
Oh no, I can’t believe I didn’t consider the time when I messaged her! She probably 
thinks I’m a (sic) huge loser. She’s calling to tell me she doesn’t want to come here 
anymore. Maybe Zeus paid her to be nice to me all this time?’ (ep. 74). Thankfully, 
Persephone and Hades make strides in helping each other heal. Persephone is quick to 
defend Hades and admit that she does care for him when Apollo tries to make Hades 
think otherwise (ep. 81) and Hades encourages Persephone not to think of herself as a 
‘stupid village girl’ for being born in rural Sicily, where he admittedly was also born 
(ep. 80).  

 I believe the fundamental feature of LO is its conversation around misogyny 
and rape culture. Several male characters display misogynistic tendencies, particularly 
Zeus and Apollo; however, they are counterbalanced by strong feminine role models, 
namely Hera and Hecate, who outright berate these men on their behaviour. To name 
only one example in episode 19: ‘A Fifth of Gin’ and 20: ‘Treat’, Zeus, Hades, and 
Poseidon are having their weekly ‘family brunch’ (at a strip club), where the brothers 
are ‘considering [the] logistics’ of how Hades and Persephone, who is so ‘itty-bitty’, 
would have intercourse. Hera reveals herself after being disguised as a waitress who 
has heard their whole conversation and scolds the threesome for their crass discussion. 

episode 101: ‘Woman in the Woods’ that the reason she calls herself ‘stupid village girl’ is 
because of Ares, who yells at her upon their first meeting. 
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Inducing Zeus’ anger, he shouts, ‘He [Hades] works hard, doesn’t my brother deserve 
something nice?’ To which, Hera promptly responds, ‘She’s not something nice. She’s a 
woman. She doesn’t exist for your brother to practice on.’ In retaliation for her comment, 
Zeus, crackling with lightning physically gets into Hera’s face and shouts, ‘You’re just 
angry because nobody is talking about you’ (ep. 20). In this scene, Zeus reveals that 
he considers women to be property and finds Hera’s outburst to be hysterical and 
self-serving. Zeus’ mindset is further reinforced when he gives Hades’ permission to 
take Persephone as a wife: ‘Why don’t you just take her as your bride. I won’t stop 
you. I know it’s a little old fashioned, and she might be upset in the beginning. But 
she’d get used to it’ (ep. 20). This dialogue is situated over a panel of Persephone in a 
large, puffy white wedding dress, head in hands, crying. This reflects both Zeus’ lack 
of empathy for women and some of our understanding of ancient Greek marriage 
practices.49 

Throughout LO, the women continually point out their disadvantage and 
stigmatisation ascribed to them in a patriarchal society – such as when Hecate reveals 
the scandal magazine and both physical and verbally scolds Hades for his actions: ‘I’ve 
never been more disappointed! […] What have I told you about being discreet!? This 
doesn’t affect you in the same way. You’ll get a f**king high five at the water cooler 
at most’ (ep. 34). Hera and Hecate stand as powerful women and role models who 
consistently stand up, confront, and try to correct men’s toxic behaviours.

Thus far, I have presented that the issues of mental health and misogyny 
represented in LO could be relatable to a modern female audience. However, even 
more distressing and (sadly) relatable to many modern women are LO’s scenes, 
references, and discussion on rape. Arguably the most controversial scene in LO 
(to date) is Apollo’s sexual assault of Persephone. After spending the evening with 
Artemis, Apollo, and Hermes, Persephone goes to bed, and Apollo secretly follows 
her. Persephone tries to rebuff him, but he coerces her to consent. Her inner thoughts 
are intertwined with the drag brush discussed above — ‘This choice could be my own. 
It feels ugly. But at least it would be mine.’ Persephone then changes her mind, ‘Why 
did I agree to this? I don’t want to do this anymore. I want to stop. Is it too late to say 
something?’ But Apollo begins to take pictures of her, shocking her into submission 
(ep. 24). Following their encounter, Apollo becomes possessive of Persephone (ep. 44) 
and stalks her (ep. 37), despite Persephone outright refusal of wanting any sort of 
relationship with him (ep. 98). 

Throughout the rest of the season, we see Persephone struggle with the trauma 
of her assault. She tries to avoid Apollo, who constantly appears in Artemis’ home 
despite men being (supposedly) forbidden from the household (ep. 12). She no longer 
sleeps in her bed following the event (ep. 95) and goes through an ‘unsettling and 
invasive’ experience at the gynecologist’s office when she realises her period is late (ep. 
83). All the unbridled stress of dealing with the trauma alone (because she does not 
tell anyone but Eros); feeling guilty for taking the TGOEM’s scholarship although she 
no longer qualifies; feeling that she is letting her mother, Hestia, Athena, and Artemis 
down because she no longer wishes to be in TGOEM, therefore, failing to meet their 
expectations; still adjusting to moving to Olympus; dealing with her developing 
feelings for Hades; and not being able to perform well in her internship at Underworld 
Corp, when she has previously always excelled, all accumulates. All these events in 
season one transpired over fifteen days in LO’s world; thus, in the season one finale, 
entirely overwhelmed by everything, Persephone runs away from home (ep. 113). 

49  In that, marriages were often arranged by the kyrios (male guardian) of the bride, who 
selected the future bridegroom and contracted the marriage with a dowry. Bonnie MacLachlan, 
Women in Ancient Greece: A Sourcebook (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2012), 57-65. And in the 
lamentation of young women and their loss of ‘maidenhood’. Sappho, fr. 114V; MacLachlan, 
Women in Ancient Greece, 34-7, 56-7. 
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Smythe, when discussing the topic of sexual assault in LO during an interview, 
said she ‘wanted to be helpful’ and make a space to ‘create a discussion,’ because 
Smythe finds it problematic how sexual assault ‘or any violence against women [on 
TV] is often used to help male characters grow.’50 ‘It’s not helpful to young people,’ 
Smythe continued, ‘it doesn’t create a discussion.’51 ‘I know some people will be 
uncomfortable with [the inclusion of sexual assault] and some people will not like it. 
But a great deal of people do [like it] and I know, because they emailed me. And it is a 
lot of people. It is a horrific amount of young women.’52 Thus, LO ‘is a Her plotline.’53 
Even the interviewer during this conversation mentioned how much the story had 
‘resonated’ with her.54 The overwhelming amount of comments all showcase how 
important it is to have a forum to discuss these issues for woman.55 Smythe drew from 
her own experience to create Persephone’s story; even though Smythe’s story ‘is not 
the same as Persephone’s story’, Smythe had found comfort when she heard people 
having similar experiences to her, and it helped her ‘grieve through it.’56 Arguably, LO 
does the same for many other women.57 

Not only has it given a forum for modern women to discuss their own experiences 
with sexual assault, but it has given a voice to antiquity that is notably absent in the 
ancient sources. Sotiria Koutsopetrou summarises this nicely in her dissertation on 
rape culture in ancient Greece:

[T]he ancient Greeks held a contradictory attitude on the matter [of rape]. 
They did condemn the rape of their women, but also excused many forms 
of sexual violence against them. […] From a legal perspective, an act of 
rape was understood as an insult against the property and the authority of 
the male kyrios (guardian) of the female victim and not against the victim 
herself. The female consent or point of view were immaterial.58

Much of the scholarship on sexual violence in ancient Greece struggles with the 
investigation of the topic using modern conceptions of ‘rape’ and consent.59 Nevertheless, 
LO has made Greek mythology relevant with the discussion on contemporary issues of 
rape culture and mental health and brings forth the inherent absences of psychological 
issues in its mythology. In other words, LO has brought Greek mythology into twenty-
first century social issues by providing references to these modern issues and placing 
them in an ancient context. LO sees its godly characters as psychologically ‘human’ 
and having to deal with the same problems that plague humanity. 

50  Kot, ‘Interview with “Lore Olympus” Creator’, 15:45-19:50.
51  Kot, ‘Interview with “Lore Olympus” Creator’, 15:45-19:50.
52  Kot, ‘Interview with “Lore Olympus” Creator’, 15:45-19:50. My transcription of audio 
interview. 
53  Kot, ‘Interview with “Lore Olympus” Creator’, 15:45-19:50. 
54  Kot, ‘Interview with “Lore Olympus” Creator’, 15:45-19:50.
55  Also see reader comments, esp. on ep. 26, 31, 37, 38, 45, 58, 66, 83. 
56  Kot, ‘Interview with “Lore Olympus” Creator’, 15:45-19:50.
57  Also, this is within a culture where women still do not feel that they have agency with 
regards to sexual assault (e.g., Abigail L. Moser & Lynne M. Webb, ‘U.S. College Women’s 
Reports of Rape, Resistance, and Prevention: A Case Study of One Campus,’ in Rape Culture 
101: Programming Change, ed. Geraldine Cannon Becker & Angel T. Dionne, (Bradford, Ontario: 
Demeter Press, 2020), 75-100 with bibliography). 
58  Sotiria Koutsopetrou, ‘Rape and Rape culture in Ancient Greek Culture? Was rape 
“really” rape in Ancient Greece?’, Master’s Thesis, University of Bergen, 2019, ii, accessed 30 
March, 2021, https://bora.uib.no/bora-xmlui/handle/1956/19935
59  For example, see Edward M. Harris, ‘Susan Deacy and Karen Pierce, eds. Rape in 
Antiquity: Sexual Violence in the Greek and Roman Worlds,’ Mouseion 41, no. 3 (1997): 483-496.
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Conclusion

This paper has examined the inherent popularity of the webcomic Lore Olympus that 
follows a modern adaptation of the Greek myth of the Abduction of Persephone. I 
have argued that LO’s popularity can be attributed to at least three key factors: the 
accessibility within the medium of webcomics and its open-access platforms, Smythe’s 
artistic style that makes it memorable and visually eye-catching, and the webcomic’s 
relatability to its modern readers by including conversations of contemporary social 
issues including mental health and rape culture. Fans of LO continue their conversations 
by commenting on LO episodes and on social media to deliberate about the content of 
LO and disseminate further knowledge about Greek mythology.60 While encouraging 
the ongoing interest in Classical studies by the general public, what is concerning is the 
lack of accountability in these rapidly expanding new media.61 Within social media, it 
is not often that sources are cited, thus information is disseminated with questionable 
authentication. I can offer no sound solution to this problem beyond encouraging 
classicists, academics, and the creators of these adaptations to engage with each other 
more actively. 

60  There is also something to be said about how fans of LO fit into cosplay (or costume 
play) culture, where fans often dress up as characters from LO and how that plays into how 
fan’s identity is associated with LO characters and their trauma, like Persephone and Hades. 
See Osmud Rahman, Liu Wing-Sun, & Brittany Hei-man Cheung, ‘”Cosplay”: Imaginative Self 
and Performing Identity’, Fashion Theory 16, no. 3 (2012), 317-341, https://doi.org/10.2752/17517
4112X13340749707204 
61  E.g., On the Facebook group pages, fan art, other mythology adaptations including 
fanfiction, and cosplay (costume play) is also shared, then liked and shared again, and so on.
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Remembering epiphanies: Adapting the Reproductive Story to Include an 
Abortion Experience

Dorinda ’t Hart

In this article, I explore the act of remembering the abortion experience within a larger 
reproductive narrative. A pregnancy is a private and intimate experience as it occurs within 
a woman’s body, but reproduction is also infused with collective notions of women’s bodies 
and roles in society and nation-building. These collective notions are enacted on the body and 
become internalised within the body. Hence, the act of remembering an abortion experience 
becomes an embodied memory of these sometimes-competing collective notions and internalised 
private desires. Using narratives from the project, Post-Abortion Narratives shared by Perth 
women, I argue that the theoretical concept of epiphanies can provide a vehicle for adapting 
tacit understandings of motherhood into clear articulations of the decision to terminate. I then 
explore the production of an artefact of the experience as described by two participants, Sarah 
and Leanne. 

Introduction

In this article, I explore the act of remembering the abortion experience. A pregnancy is 
a private and intimate experience. It occurs within a woman’s body and usually she is 
the first one to become aware of it, initiating a decision-making process.1 A pregnancy, 
whether it is wanted or unwanted, is often accompanied by physical changes, hormonal, 
and mood changes, and sometimes with illness. Thus, the memory of an unwanted 
pregnancy and subsequent abortion is also a private and intimate experience. The 
memory of the event is located within the woman’s body and sometimes thoughts and 
memories of the event emerge unbidden and intrude into daily life.2 

Yet, the body is not only a private entity. It is simultaneously the vehicle for 
action in the social world. Thus, it is acted upon through interactions in the world 
and is thereby continually informed and inscribed socially and politically.3 Socially, 
a pregnancy foreshadows significant change in lifestyle, career, and family. Other 
than a spontaneous miscarriage or choosing to terminate, a pregnancy will necessarily 
create further changes in the now-mother’s life through the birth of a child. Politically, 
reproduction is at times infused with collective notions of women’s bodies and roles 
in society and nation-building.4 These collective notions are enacted on the body and 
become internalised within the body.5 Hence, the act of remembering an abortion 
experience becomes an embodied memory of these sometimes-competing collective 
notions and internalised private desires.

1  Ramatou Ouedraogo, Leigh Senderowicz, and Coralie Ngbichim ‘”I wasn’t ready”: 
Abortion decision-making pathways in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso,’ International Journal of 
Public Health 65 (2020): 477-486. doi: 10.1007/s00038-020-01359-6.
2  JoAnn Trybulski, ‘Women and abortion: the past reaches into the present,’ Journal of 
Advanced Nursing 54, no. 6 (2006): 683-690. doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2648.2006.03871
3 Joan Cassell, The Woman in the Surgeon’s Body (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press), 42; Elizabeth Grosz, Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism (St. Leonards, 
NSW: Allen & Unwin, 1994), 23.
4  Loretta Ross and Rickie Solinger, Reproductive Justice: An Introduction (Oakland, 
California: University of California Press, 2017), 92
5  Ross and Solinger, Reproductive Justice, 38; Casell, The Woman in the Surgeon’s Body, 
43. 
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In this article, I first review previous research, especially studies that have 
examined reasons for an abortion. While the participants in this Western Australian 
study gave similar reasons for their decision to terminate an unplanned pregnancy, 
the contribution of this study is to engage with those reasons through the theoretical 
concept of epiphanies. I argue that the epiphany provides a tool for constructing the 
adaptation of internalised understandings of motherhood into clear articulations of 
the decision to terminate. I then explore the narratives of two of my participants, Sarah 
and Leanne, who also produced an artefact of the experience.6 These artefacts play a 
supportive role in the narrative of change described by these two participants. 

Previous Research

In the study of women’s abortion experiences, a key area of interest is in the reasons 
why women choose to terminate their pregnancies. This interest has been sustained 
over many years, in both settings of legal access and restricted access and the topic is 
often revisited in order to detect change in attitudes and/or access.7 This section will 
outline the significant trends in these studies.

 The studies commonly determine that women find it difficult to pinpoint a 
solitary reason for their decision to terminate.8 Rather, women tend to point to a complex 
array of reasons, which together confirm that the decision to terminate their pregnancy 
is ‘the right one’.9  Further, the reasons women give tend to be interconnected, such 
that care for self may well be connected to partner-related reasons and/or not being 
able to support another child.10 Or, the woman’s stage of life and potential interruption 
of education or employment may be connected to what she would envisage as a good 
environment for the child to thrive.11 Some studies speak to the influence of sexual 
partners and significant others, while other studies have examined the influence of 
beliefs in the decision-making process.12

6  Names used are those chosen at the time of the interview.
7  Victor J Callan, ‘Repeat Abortion-Seeking Behaviour in Queensland, Australia: 
Knowledge and Use of Contraception and Reasons for Terminating the Pregnancy,’ Journal of 
Biosocial Science 15, no. 1 (1983): 1-8. doi: 10.1017/S0021932083006215; Lawrence B Finer, Lori 
Frohwirth, Lindsay Dauphinee, Susheela Singh, and Ann Moore, ‘Reasons U.S. Women have 
Abortions: Quantitative and qualitative perspectives,’ Perspectives on Sexual and Reproductive 
Health 37, no. 3 (2005): 110-118. doi: 10.1363/3711005.
8  Akinrionla Bankole, Susheela Singh, and Taylor Haas, ‘Reasons Why Women have 
Induced Abortions: Evidence from 27 countries,’ International Family Planning Perspectives 24, 
no. 3 (1998): 117-152. doi: 10.2307/3038208; Bankole, et al., ‘Reasons Why’, 119; Finer, et al., 
‘Reasons US Women’, 113.
9  Aida Torres and Jacqueline Darroch Forrest, ‘Why do women have abortions?’, Family 
Planning Perspectives 20, no. 4 (1988): 169-176. doi: 10.2307/2135792; S. Sihvo, N. Bajos, B. Ducot, 
and M. Kaminski, ‘Women’s Life Cycle and Abortion Decision in Unintended Pregnancies,’ 
Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health 57, no. 8 (2003): 601-605. doi: 10.1136/jech.57.8.601; 
Maggie Kirkman, Doreen Rosenthal, Shelley Mallett, Heather Rowe, and Annarella Hardiman, 
‘Reasons Women Give for Contemplating or Undergoing Abortion: A qualitative Investigation 
in Victoria, Australia,’ Sexual & Reproductive Healthcare 1, no. 4 (2010): 149-155. doi: 10.1016/j.
srhc.2010.08.001.
10  Tonye Telema Wokoma, Malathi Jampala, Helen Bexhell, Kate A. Guthrie, and Stephen 
W. Lindow, ‘Reasons Provided for Requesting a Termination of Pregnancy in the UK,’ The 
Journal of Family Planning and Reproductive Health Care 41, no. 3 (2015): 186-192. doi: 10.1136/
jfprhc-2013-100745.; Maggie Kirkman, Heather Rowe, Annarella Hardiman, Shelley Mallett, 
and Doreen Rosenthal, ‘Reasons Women Give for Abortion: A review of the Literature,’ Archives 
of Women’s Mental Health 12, no. 6 (2009): 365-378. doi: 10.1007/s00737-009-0084-3.; M.A. Biggs, 
Heather Gould, and Diana Greene Foster, ‘Understanding Why Women Seek Abortions in the 
US,’  Women’s Health 13, no. 1 (2013): 29. doi: 10.1186/1472-6874-13-29.
11  Sophia Chae, Sheila Desai, Marjorie Crowell, and Gilda Sedgh, ‘Reasons why women 
have induced abortions: A synthesis of findings from 14 countries,’ Contraception 96, no. 4 
(2017): 233-241. doi: 10.1016/j.contraception.2017.06.014.
12  Karuna S. Chibber, M. Antonia Biggs, Sarah CM Roberts, and Diana Greene Foster, 
‘The role of intimate partners in women’s reasons for seeking abortion,’ Women’s Health 
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In Australia, several studies have also been conducted to examine the reasons 
why women seek an abortion. An earlier study found that the most salient reason 
for Queensland women was, ‘an inability to cope either financially or emotionally.’13 
Following this, married women felt that their family was complete, while single women 
focussed on the disruption to studies or other life plans. A later study in Victoria found 
that many women were concerned about being too young and felt too immature to 
consider looking after a baby.14 Others felt the child deserved a better quality of life 
than what they could provide. Instability of relationships with the sexual partner were 
also a common factor in deciding to terminate. These reasons concur with studies 
elsewhere to present a picture in Australia of abortion decision-making as a complex 
and interconnected process.

How this process is remembered has received some attention in previous 
research, with the responses tending to fall into a ‘relief versus regret’ paradigm.15 While 
most studies point to feelings of relief immediately after the abortion, public discourse 
and media discourse tend to promote the expectation of emotional difficulty following 
an abortion experience.16 The reasons that my Western Australian participants have 
cited for seeking an abortion are not different to those reported by previous research 
conducted elsewhere. The contribution of this study is to examine the narratives of the 
abortion experience without the segregation of relief versus regret, instead employing 
the sociological lens of epiphanies. This concept will be further explained in a following 
section.

Issues 24, no. 1 (2014): e131-e138. doi: 10.1016/j.whi.2013.10.007.; Stephen L Fielding, and 
Eric A. Schaff, ‘Social context and the experience of a sample of U.S. Women taking RU-486 
(mifepristone) for early abortion,’ Qualitative Health Research 14, no. 5 (2004): 612-627. doi: 
10.1177/1049732304263677.; Mónica Frederico, Kristien Michielsen, Carlos Arnaldo, and 
Peter Decat, ‘Factors influencing abortion decision-making processes among young women,’ 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 15, no. 2 (2018): 329-342. doi: 
10.3390/ijerph15020329.; Amy Adamczyk, ‘The effects of religious contextual norms, structural 
constraints, and personal religiosity on abortion decisions,’ Social Science Research 37, no. 2 
(2008): 657-672. doi: 10.1016/j.ssresearch.2007.09.003.
13  Callan, ‘Repeat Abortion-Seeking Behaviour’, 6.
14  Kirkman, et al., ‘Reasons Women Give for Contemplating or Undergoing Abortion’, 
152.
15  Tracy A. Weitz, Kirsten Moore, Rivka Gordon, and Nancy Adler, ‘You say “regret” and 
I say “relief”: A need to break the polemic about abortion,’ Contraception 78, no. 2 (2008): 87-89. 
doi: 10.1016/j.contraception.2008.04.116.; Carol Sanger, ‘Talking about abortion,’ Social and Legal 
Studies 25, no. 6 (2016): 651-666. doi: 10.1177/0964663916668250.
16  Larissa I. Remennick and Rosie Segal, ‘Socio-cultural context and women’s experiences 
of abortion: Israeli women and Russian immigrants compared,’ Culture, Health & Sexuality 3, 
no. 1 (2001): 49-66. doi: 10.1080/136910501750035671.; Zoë Bradshaw and Pauline Slade, ‘The 
effects of induced abortion on emotional experiences and relationships: A critical review of the 
literature,’ Clinical Psychology Review 23, no. 7 (2003): 929-958. doi: 10.1016/j.cpr.2003.09.001.; 
Maggie Kirkman, Heather Rowe, Annarella Hardiman, and Doreen Rosenthal, ‘Abortion is a 
difficult solution to a problem: A discursive analysis of interviews with women considering or 
undergoing abortion in Australia,’ Women’s Studies International Forum 34, no. 2 (2011): 121-129. 
doi: 10.1016/j.wsif.2010.11.002.; Katrina Kimport, Kira Foster, and Tracy A. Weitz, ‘Social Sources 
of Women’s Emotional Difficulty After Abortion: Lessons from Women’s Abortion Narratives,’ 
Perspectives on Sexual and Reproductive Health 43, no. 2 (2011): 103-109. doi: 10.1363/4310311.; Pam 
Lowe and Sarah-Jane Page, ‘Sophie’s Choice: Narratives of ‘saving’ in British public debates on 
abortion,’ Women’s Studies International Forum 79 (2020): 1-7. doi: 10.1016/j.wsif.2020.102332.; 
Erica Millar, ‘Mourned choices and grievable lives: The anti-abortion movement’s influence 
in defining the abortion experience in Australia since the 1960s,’ Gender & History 28, no.2 
(2016) :501-519. doi: 10.1111/1468-0424.12220.; Katrina Kimport, ‘(Mis)Understanding abortion 
regret,’ Symbolic Interaction 35, no. 2 (2012): 105-122. doi: 10.1002/symb.11.; Barbara Baird and 
Erica Millar, ‘More than stigma: Interrogating counter narratives of abortion,’ Sexualities 22, no. 
7-8 (2019): 1110-1126. doi: 10.1177/1363460718782966.
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The project: Post-Abortion Narratives shared by Perth Women

In the current research project, Post-Abortion Narratives shared by Perth Women, I sought 
female participants who had undergone a legal abortion within the last ten years in 
Perth, Western Australia.17 In Australia, abortion procedures have been covered under 
the federally funded Medicare health care plan since 1975, while the legal status of 
abortion services has remained under state jurisdiction.18 As a result, abortion has 
been available to women living in Perth at private clinics for a fee approximately 
double the Medicare rebate, long before decriminalisation occurred in 1998.19 Before 
decriminalisation, public surveys showed that 80% of West Australians supported 
abortion access in order to protect the health of the pregnant woman and in the case of 
foetal abnormalities.20  With this long history of liberalisation and private availability, 
the view that abortion services are a necessary part of reproductive health has 
become increasingly hegemonic.21 In this context, I have sought to theorise the act 
of remembering the abortion experience, without falling into either side of the ‘relief 
versus regret’ paradigm.22

The project, Post-Abortion narratives sought the participation of those who 
had experienced an abortion in order to examine the navigation of such a personal 
decision in this immediate social context.23 My goal was to examine the tacit role 
of each woman’s expectations for women and for motherhood as it informed their 
journey of negotiation and navigation towards their abortion decision. My interest lay 
in examining the exercise of the individual’s agency while making a personal decision 
within a specific social context. By engaging with her narrative, I was able to employ 
an open-ended approach in which the participant could speak about those matters 
which were important to her.24

17  Since 1998, a legal abortion in Western Australia is an abortion performed by a 
medical practitioner before 20 weeks of gestation, in an approved facility, after the woman 
has given informed consent. After 20 weeks, an abortion may be legal with the approval of a 
panel appointed by the Minister of Health. For more information, see Termination of pregnancy: 
Information and legal obligations for medical practitioners edited by Department of Health. Perth: 
Women and Newborn Health Service. Conversely, illegal abortions were those done prior to 
1998, were self-induced, or induced by someone who is not a medical practitioner. 
18  Medicare is Australia’s federally funded public health care service. While an abortion 
was rebatable under Medicare, the legalities of the procedure were determined by the state 
governments. Barbara Baird, ‘Decriminalization and women’s access to abortion in Australia,’ 
Health and Human Rights 19, no. 1 (2017): 197-208.
19  Barbara Baird, ‘Medical abortion in Australia: A short history,’ Reproductive Health 
Matters 23, no. 46 (2015): 169-176. doi: 10.1016/j.rhm.2015.10.002.
20  Stefania Siedlecky and Diana Wyndham, Populate or Perish: Australian Women’s Fight 
for Birth Control. (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1990), 83; Cheryl Davenport, ‘Against the odds: 
Abortion law reform in Western Australia,’ In Party Girls: Labor Women Now, ed. Kate Deverall, 
Rebecca Huntley, Penny Sharpe and Jo Tilly (Australia: Pluto Press, 2001): 88-99.; Natasha Cica, 
1998. ‘Legal studies: Ordering the law on abortion in Australia’s “wild west”,’ Alternative Law 
Journal 23, no. 2 (1998): 89.
21  Baird, ‘Decriminalization and women’s access to abortion in Australia’, 197-208; Kerry 
Petersen, ‘Decriminalizing abortion - the Australian experience,’ In Abortion Care, ed. Sam 
Rowlands (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,  2014), 236-243.  
22  Weitz, et al., ‘You say “regret” and I say “relief”’, 87.
23  The project was reviewed by the Human Research Ethics Committee at the University 
of Western Australia, application number RA/4/20/5912.
24  Robert L. Miller, Researching Life Stories and Family Histories: Introducing Qualitative 
Methods (London: SAGE, 2000), 89; Catherine Kohler Riessman,  Narrative Methods for the Human 
Sciences (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2008), 24.
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Methods

For this research project, women were recruited via local newspapers and social media, 
and were invited to an interview of approximately 1-2 hours.25 At the beginning of the 
interview, the aims and purpose of the study were explained, the audio recording 
made explicit, and the consent form signed.26 A road map for the structure of the 
ensuing interview was also explained to the participant. 

After briefly discussing her current circumstances, the participant was invited 
to share the story of her abortion experience, in her own way.27 As the participant 
shared her narrative, I largely engaged in silent listening, giving feedback such as 
‘hmm’ or ‘yes’, a nod or smile, and occasionally asking for clarification, usually around 
relationships.28  At this stage of the interview, a deliberate attempt was made not to 
interrupt the flow of the narrative nor to derail her train of thought but to engage in 
attentive listening and to build acceptance and trust with the participant.29 After the 
narrative appeared to have come to a close, the participant was asked to reflect on 
values and ideas that had surfaced in her narrative regarding motherhood, careers, 
and families. In writing Sarah’s narrative, I chose to signal her pauses as a line break 
rather than three dots. Following sociologist Catherine Kohler Riessman’s argument 
that transforming the spoken narrative into written text is also an interpretive act, I 
argue that this stylistic decision is a closer reflection of how she spoke, and I hope it 
will give the reader a small taste of sitting with Sarah and listening to her story.30

Although I set out to engage with the participants’ abortion narrative, the 
participants all shared their narrative within the context of their whole reproductive 
story. For some, this meant comparing their abortion experience with previous or later 
pregnancies. For others, it meant reflecting on the potential future child or children 
and the kind of circumstances they wanted to be able to provide for that child. This 
adaptation of their reproductive story to include an abortion, an experience that my 
participants did not seek to forget or diminish, will be further explored through the 
theoretical concept of epiphanies. 

25  For further report on methodology, see Dorinda ’t Hart, ‘COVID times make “deep 
listening” explicit: Changing the space between researcher and participant,’ Qualitative Research 
(2021): 1-16. doi: 10.1177/14687941211027780.
26  Steinar Kvale and Svend Brinkmann, InterViews: Learning the Craft of Qualitative Research 
Interviewing, 3rd ed. (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2015), 55.
27  Michael Quinn Patton, Qualitative Evaluation Methods (Newbury Park, California: 
SAGE Publications, 1980), 196; Alan Bryman, Social Research Methods, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), 438.
28  Kvale and Brinkmann, InterViews, 29; Pierre Bourdieu, ‘Understanding,’ Theory, Culture 
& Society 13, no. 2 (1996): 17-37. doi: 10.1177/026327696013002002.; Paul Thompson. 2000. Voice 
of the Past: Oral History, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 239.
29  Thompson, Voice of the Past, 238; Elliot Gerorge Mishler, Research Interviewing: Context 
and Narrative (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2009).; John B. Talmage, ‘Listening to, 
and for, the research interview,’ In The SAGE Handbook of Interview Research: The Complexity of 
the Craft, ed. Jaber F. Gubrium, James A. Holstein, Amir B. Marvasti and Karyn D. McKinney 
(Thousand Oaks, California: SAGE Publications, 2012), 295-303; Don Ihde, ‘Auditory 
imagination,’ In The Auditory Culture Reader, ed. Les Back and Michael Bull (Oxford: Berg, 2003), 
61-66.; Martyn Hammersley and Paul Atkinson, 2007. Ethnography: Principles in Practice, 3rd ed., 
ed. Paul Atkinson (Park, Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2007), 110; Carl Rogers and Richard E 
Farson, Active Listening (Mansfield Centre, USA: Martino Publishing, 2015), 3,4.
30  Catherine Kohler Riessman, Narrative Analysis: Qualitative Research Methods, Volume 30 
(Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1993), 3.
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Concept of epiphanies

An epiphany is an experience in a person’s life that leaves an indelible mark and 
creates some sort of change within that person.31 Leaving an imprint on the person, the 
experience leads to ongoing reflection on events that preceded the experience and may 
be the catalyst to changing something in their life.32 As epiphany, the experience can 
become a tool for reflexive engagement with the perceived normalcy and naturalisation 
of the choices made.33 

Sociologist Norman Denzin argues that locating the epiphany is important 
because it reveals the intersection between the personal trouble and the public issue.34 
The notion that women’s personal troubles are public issues has been promulgated by 
feminist thinking, particularly in the 1960s.35 At that time, the catch phrase was, ‘the 
personal is political’ and productive work was done to unveil the private difficulties 
that many women experienced behind closed doors, and connect these troubles with 
the political struggle for equality.36 This work was largely done through storytelling.37

American sociologist C. Wright Mills similarly argued that in the study of 
social phenomena, it is critical to examine the intersection of biography and history.38 
Many experiences may appear to be a personal and idiosyncratic problem, but it 
is not enough to describe the personal experience. For a full-bodied explanation, 
examination must also be made of the history and structural forces that shape and 
inform the experience. The narrative will thus draw on those forces that shape their 
thinking about their experience. 

This is true for the current study of abortion experiences. Each participant 
has made a personal decision. The narrative of becoming pregnant and deciding to 
terminate is experienced as a personal and unique moment. No participant’s experience 
and subsequent narrative was the same as anyone else’s. Yet, part of the intrigue of 
this project has been to understand the personal decision-making experience that has 
taken place within a highly politized discussion. The epiphany helps make explicit the 
link between the individual experience and the social structures and norms that shape 
the experience.39

While the epiphany occurs as a result of a personal trouble, it is also located 
within the public sphere. The experience of an unwanted or surprise pregnancy is a 
personal event, but the path to the abortion decision is located in the public realm of 
abortion debate. One of the reasons that access to abortion is a debated public issue 
is because it sits at the intersection of wider social values regarding reproduction, 

31  Norman K. Denzin, Interpretive Interactionism (Los Angeles: SAGE Publications Inc., 
2001): 34; Wanda K. Mohr, ‘Interpretive Interactionism: Denzin’s potential contribution to 
intervention and outcomes research,’ Qualitative Health Research 7, no. 2 (1997): 270-286. doi: 
10.1177/104973239700700207.
32  Ben Green, ‘I Always Remember That Moment: Peak Music Experiences as Epiphanies,’ 
Sociology (Oxford) 50, no. 2 (2016): 333-348. doi: 10.1177/0038038514565835.
33  Clare Chambers, ‘Masculine domination, radical feminism and change,’ Feminist 
Theory 6, no. 3 (2005): 325-346. doi: 10.1177/1464700105057367.
34  Denzin, Interpretive Interactionism, 37.
35  Barbara Baird, ‘Abortion and the Limits of the Personal Becoming Political,’ Australian 
Feminist Studies 33, no. 95 (2018): 129-146. doi: 10.1080/08164649.2018.1498735.; Chambers, 
‘Masculine domination’, 334.
36  Kate Pritchard Hughes, 1997. ‘Feminism for beginners,’ In Contemporary Australian 
Feminism 2, ed. Kate Pritchard Hughes (South Melbourne: Longman, 1997), 1-29.
37  Rosemarie Tong, Feminist Thought: A More Comprehensive Introduction, 3rd ed (Boulder, 
Colorado: Westview Press, 2009), 48; Baird, ‘Abortion and the Limits of the Personal Becoming 
Political’, 133.
38  C. Wright Mills and Todd Gitlin, The Sociological Imagination, 40th ed. (Cary: Oxford 
University Press, [1959] 2000), 6. 
39  Chambers, ‘Masculine domination’, 330-331. 
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women’s bodies and women’s role in society.40 Yet, each pregnancy is experienced 
by an individual woman within her particular circumstances and personal concerns. 
A pregnancy and subsequent abortion occur within her own private body so that her 
narrative is experienced personally and individually. 

Denzin has identified four types of epiphanies: major, cumulative, minor or 
illuminative, and a relived epiphany.41 It is useful to examine the abortion narratives in 
terms of an epiphany, even though not all the participants experienced the abortion in 
the same life-changing manner. Retrospectively, the entire experience of an unplanned 
pregnancy and subsequent abortion did cause reflection and re-assessment of their 
lives and relationships to a greater or lesser extent. In this article, I engage with two 
narratives as examples of a major epiphany, an experience that creates significant 
change in a person’s life. The first narrative, although the experience was not 
particularly upsetting or traumatic, is regarded as a major epiphany because of the 
significant change that Sarah describes having occurred within herself, which caused 
her to adapt to new ways of thinking and being. I then engage with Leanne’s narrative, 
in which she critiques social expectations around teenage motherhood. She used her 
abortion experience as a driver for change in her own circumstances and life goals. 
Both participants speak to a significant artefact of their experience: an indelible mark 
on the medical record for Sarah and an indelible tattoo on Leanne’s body.

Sarah’s Adaptation Narrative

Sarah was 33 years old at the time of interview. She met her husband while travelling 
through England, then married and settled down there for 15 years. 

I had my two children when I was, uh… maybe like, 20 and 22. So, quite 
young… and I… I’d always wanted to be a mum. And that was my family. 
And that was my family, done.

At this point in her life, Sarah then went to university to study midwifery. At the time 
of the abortion, she was just completing the last requirements for the degree and was 
looking forward to beginning her career. After a couple of cold winters in England, 
the family decided to move back to Australia where Sarah could then begin her career 
in midwifery. Together, Sarah and her husband had decided that they had a perfect 
family, and that their family was complete. 

I had packed [husband] off 
to have a vasectomy  
and he got as far as the carpark of the hospital 
in England  
and he chickened out.  
And he drove home again,  
all intact (laughing). 

Instead, Sarah had a copper coil (IUD) inserted, which should have lasted about five 
years, giving them time to move to Australia, get settled, and for her husband to have 
his vasectomy. Moving to a new country was a stressful time for them all and Sarah 
began to feel unwell. At first, she thought it was the stress and the jetlag; however, the 
symptoms did not pass after her arrival in Australia. She did not think it would be easy 
to get pregnant, especially with a copper coil inserted, but when she did a pregnancy 
test, it confirmed that she was pregnant. 

Previously, Sarah had not given much thought to the ethics or implications of 
abortion. She had never been faced with the issue in her own life or in the lives of her 
friends. Even when the topic came up in her midwifery course, she had decided, ‘I 

40  Baird, ‘Abortion and the Limits of the Personal Becoming Political’, 129-146; Ross and 
Solinger, Reproductive Justice, 16. 
41  Denzin, Interpretive Interactionism, 37.
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don’t need an opinion on this.’ As she sat in the waiting room, she thought about her 
reasons for being there: 

I was a little bit embarrassed because I thought, 
well,
I’ve got two kids already. 
I’m married. 
I could… 
I could have another child, like financially
we could have another child. 
But,
I’d just started my career. 
I didn’t want to take maternity leave. 
I didn’t want to have a break in my career before it had even started. 
We’d made a plan that we weren’t having any more children. 
We’d just moved country. 
We hadn’t got a house here. 
We were living with my dad, my elderly dad.
It just wasn’t the right time.

Sitting in the waiting room with her own thoughts, Sarah felt like she waited ‘a 
long time.’ Finally, the nurse called her in to do an ultrasound check, then to see the 
anaesthetist and finally the doctor who performed the procedure.

And then it all happened, 
and I woke up 
and they had…
they had some fruit and biscuits (laugh) 
on a plate next to me when I woke up, 
and a cup of tea 
and my mum took me 
home… 

As the interview was about to conclude, Sarah suddenly asked me, ‘Do you know 
about gravida and parity in maternity care?’ I had to admit that I did not and asked 
her to explain. She said, 

When a woman comes in to have her 
baby. We say that 
she’s a G, is a gravida, how many pregnancies she’s had. So, I’m a G3.  
P for parity, is how many live births you’ve had. 
So, I’m a G3P2, because I’ve had three pregnancies, two live babies.  
I don’t know if it’s because I’m a midwife, this is the number that is in my 
mind, that that was a pregnancy and that did happen.  
And though it wasn’t wanted, it still happened.  
And it was still kind of important to me.

Sarah felt that she had transitioned from one medical category, G2P2 to another 
category, G3P2. She described that transition as ‘significant’ on an ‘inward’ level. She 
described the impact of the abortion experience as follows:

I haven’t just erased it.
That baby didn’t just
go 
out of my life and it’s never happened. 
Like, I still think about it. 
I still remember the experiences that went alongside it. 
I still remember what fruit was on that plate
when I woke up out of sedation.  
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She also described her adaptation to thinking about abortion in a broader sense, 
not just in terms of her own personal experience. Hence, she noticed when my call 
for participants appeared in the local newspaper and acted on it. She now felt that 
she had an opinion on the topic. Further, as a midwife, she now takes note of other 
women’s medical records and will sensitively ask them if they want to talk about their 
experiences. While the medical record stands as a concrete artefact of the experience, 
she read it as describing a significant event that had occurred in her life, creating 
change in her perspective and interaction in the world. 

Discussion on Sarah’s Adaptation

Before her abortion, Sarah describes herself as not having thought too deeply about 
what abortion entailed, neither for herself personally nor in the broader sense, 
politically or ethically. Rather, she had followed her life in the way that suited her: 
moved to England, met her husband and had two children, completed a degree and 
was ready to move forward in her career. The picture that Sarah drew of herself was 
of someone who had been well socialised in the path to womanhood and that it was 
the unexpected pregnancy which caused her to examine those roles and pursue a more 
active role in her decision-making.42

Before her abortion, Sarah held tacit views on motherhood and life plans. 
She was happy with the flow of her life because the only unusual part was that she 
had her children before embarking on a career. As other studies have found, Sarah 
noted that many women create a career first and later become mothers.43 In becoming 
unexpectedly pregnant, she was forced to examine these views, evidenced by the 
tension she felt while sitting in the waiting room, waiting for the nurse to call her. 
While many women consider terminating a pregnancy due to lack of resources, Sarah 
knew she could provide for a child.44 She had the family stability to have another 
child, but it didn’t fit her plans and the way she wanted her life to move forward. Just 
as teaching psychologist, Christina Zambrano-Varghese found that the development 
of life plans begins at a young age, Sarah acknowledged that her years at a private 
school for girls had shaped her tendency for planning, so that she was not prepared 
to change her life plan to accommodate the arrival of another child.45 She was also 
happy with her ‘pigeon pair’ of children (a girl and a boy), which made her family 
complete. Similarly, Lawrence Finer’s team from Guttmacher Institute (New York) and 
Maggie Kirkman’s team from the Key Centre for Women’s Health in Society and the 
Royal Women’s Hospital (Melbourne) found that when women feel their family is 
complete, another child could interfere with their career goals.46 The experience of the 
unexpected pregnancy and subsequent abortion thus created change in Sarah. Her 
tacit assumptions about life plans and motherhood came to the fore so that now she 
was also able to articulate her reasons for not wanting another child, those reasons 
being a completed family and readiness to begin her career. 

42  Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology of 
Gender (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 211; Fiona Joy Green, ‘Re-conceptualising 
Motherhood: Reaching back to move forward,’ Journal of Family Studies 21, no. 3 (2015): 196-207. 
doi: 10.1080/13229400.2015.1086666.; P. Choi, C. Henshaw, S. Baker, and J. Tree, ‘Supermum, 
superwife, supereverything: Performing femininity in the transition to motherhood,’ Journal of 
Reproductive and Infant Psychology 23, no. 2 (2005): 167-180. doi: 10.1080/02646830500129487.
43  Finer, et al., ‘Reasons US Women’, 113 ; Biggs, et al., ‘Understanding Why Women 
Seek Abortions in the US’, 7. 
44  Rachel K. Jones, Lori F. Frohwirth, and Ann M. Moore, ‘I would want to give my 
child, like, everything in the world: How issues of motherhood influence women who have 
abortions,’ Journal of Family Issues 29, no. 1 (2008): 79-99. doi: 10.1177/0192513X07305753.
45  Christina M. Zambrano-Varghese, ‘Life plan development in young adult women: 
An exploration using grounded theory,’ The Qualitative Report 22, no. 1 (2017):136-159. doi: 
10.46743/2160-3715/2017.2952.; Angela McRobbie, ‘Post-feminism and popular culture,’ 
Feminist Media Studies 4, no. 3 (2004): 255-264. doi: 10.1080/1468077042000309937.
46  Finer, et al., ‘Reasons US Women’, 113. 
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Further, subsequent to her abortion, Sarah adapted her way of being in the 
world in two ways. First, she read the new category of G3P2 as an artefact in her medical 
record and a symbol of the ‘significant’ change that had occurred to her on an ‘inner’ 
level. The event was important to her, and this artefact gave her a concrete souvenir for 
remembering it. She was also able to read similar artefacts in other women’s medical 
records and adapt her interactions with them accordingly. Secondly, she became more 
aware of abortion as a political issue, such that she now noticed when it appeared 
in the news. Thus, she responded to my article and call for participants in the local 
newspaper and was keen to get involved in the research. She did not want to forget 
the event, nor did she feel that the abortion had erased the ‘baby’. Rather, it was a 
significant experience that she embraced in her reproductive story and allowed it to 
shape her interactions with the world. Thus, I argue that understanding the abortion 
experience as an epiphany contributes to studies that examine this kind of long-term 
change and adaptation occurring from the abortion experience.47 

Leanne’s Adaptation Narrative

Leanne was 26 at the time of the interview. She shared the story of her abortion that 
happened two months after her 18th birthday. She was working at a fast-food outlet at 
the time because she had, ‘semi dropped out of school in year 12,’ so had ‘nothing’ as 
‘qualifications’ for any other kind of work. She was not in a relationship at the time, 
but she describes her lifestyle as follows:

I was... obviously young. Going out partying and drinking a lot. And it 
was a one-night stand who I fell pregnant to. Well... we were seeing each 
other, we’d seen each other a couple of times, but it was nothing... serious 
or whatever. 

Leanne felt ‘so alone’ during the experience, that, ‘it was horrible. To be honest, it 
was horrible.’ She’d felt that she had no one to turn to or ask for advice. She’d felt 
trapped between being judged for ‘being immature’ and not taking precautions, or for 
becoming a ‘teen mum.’ 

One of a big deciding factor for me was I didn’t want to be... I didn’t want 
to be a single teen mum, cos that’s so shit. It’s not, now, because well, I had 
[the oldest child] as a teenager. But, you know, and all those shitty shows 
and the way that people portray teen mums is just shit and I just refuse to 
be. And also ended up being one. But I was like, I refuse to be just a single 
teen mum, because just that, just that itself, people are just automatically 
like...

You know, like, where were her parents?

She’s just a baby, how could she raise a baby? You know, all of those... 
negative, really negative that you know... people just assume that... 
teenagers can’t raise babies and be decent people, which is not true but. 
That’s a big thing. 

Leanne was still a teenager when she became pregnant again at 19 but felt that, ‘I just 
couldn’t go through [an abortion] again.’ She later married that partner, and they had 
another son together. 

I felt so much better when I got married. Obviously, it didn’t last because 
like, it was a stupid idea. But at the time, I got married, not because of him, 
not because I even liked him. But because I’d had a baby and I had to, to 
avoid being it. To avoid being a single, teen mum, I had to get married. 
And the second you’re married, everything, like the way people treat you 
is so different.

47  Trybulski, ‘Women and abortion’, 684. 
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In the months that followed the abortion, Leanne started drinking heavily until she 
realised with a start that she was becoming ‘like her dad’. So, she stopped drinking 
immediately and completely. Instead, she started planning a tattoo to commemorate 
her abortion. 

I was trying to convince myself as well, I think at the time... that... I made 
this decision because I was strong enough to make the decision.

She chose the words, ‘With Love Comes Strength,’ which are tattooed across her 
shoulder blades, with the alpha and omega symbol at the base of her neck. She 
deliberately placed it at the back so that it would not be always in her vision. She has 
to, ‘actively look for it,’ in the mirror to be reminded, but also didn’t want to forget. 
The abortion experience no longer drives her every decision, but is now something 
that is there that, ‘never really made sense.’

It’s just something that I... felt I needed to do. I’m... cos I didn’t want to 
forget about it. But I didn’t want to hold it. So, it was like I need some other 
way... to carry it with me, but not to hold it.

After that, 

I started feeling like, ‘No, I did make the right decision.’ You know, and the 
more time went on, the more I was like, ‘No, I’ve made the right decision.’

Leanne has since gone on to get a double diploma in community services and 
counselling. She works shift work in a homeless shelter and runs a busy family with 
four primary school-aged children. 

I was like, ‘Well, what did I do that for? If I’m not gonna do anything with 
my life? Why did I do that?’ So, it is such a driving force behind quite a lot 
of the things that I do, because maybe I’m still making up for it. Making 
up for my decision.

She is determined to have a ‘better life’ and to ‘give her children a better life.’ She 
argues that, ‘if I decide not to do the things that make my life better then what’ve I 
done [the abortion] for? Nothing. It was just a waste of time. So, now I do all these 
things.’

Discussion on Leanne’s Adaptation

In her narrative, Leanne wrestled with the change that occurred in her thinking about 
motherhood, particularly single teen motherhood. Like many pregnant teenagers, her 
first (terminated) pregnancy saw her choosing between being judged for becoming 
pregnant and being judged for having an abortion.48 Carrying her second pregnancy 
to term, still as a teenager, she simultaneously used negative depictions of a teen mum 
in the media as a reason for her abortion, while also believing herself to be competent 
as a teen mother. Hence, she juxtaposes seemingly contradictory sentences:

I didn’t want to be a single teen mum, cos that’s so shit. 
It’s not, now, because well, I had [the oldest child] as a teenager.

The use of contradictory sentences can be seen to be a way of moving thoughts forward 
in an effort to reconcile the contradiction.49 Previously, Leanne had believed teenage 
motherhood to be negative, so she resisted becoming one. But her experience of an 
unplanned pregnancy at a young age and subsequent abortion, quickly followed 
by another pregnancy carried to term, forced her to re-evaluate these previously 

48  Deborah Lupton, The Social Worlds of the Unborn (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2013), 78.
49  J. B. Grize and G. Pieraut-Le Bonniec, ‘The use of contradiction in argumentative 
discourse: Argumentation within language,’ Journal of Pragmatics 24, no. 1-2 (1995):17-34.
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unexamined views on teen motherhood. These views have also been identified by 
public health researchers Maggie Kirkman et al., who reported that the teenagers 
in their cohort felt unready to proceed into motherhood, aiming to experience other 
things such as study or travel first.50 Similarly, other public health studies into reasons 
for seeking an abortion, such as those conducted by M. Antonia Biggs, Heather Gould, 
and Diane Greene Foster from the Bixby Centre for Global Reproductive Health 
(University of California), and Sophie Chae et al. from the Guttmacher Institute (New 
York), have identified financial reasons and timing as two key issues that women 
face.51 A major concern expressed by many of their participants was interference in 
their life goals and education or career. However, while Kirkman et al. found that 
young participants adopted these views on teenage pregnancy, Leanne resisted and 
interrogated them, critiquing the stigma surrounding teen motherhood and using her 
abortion as a driver for change to pursue goals that previously seemed out of reach.52

As with Sarah, Leanne also embraced the abortion experience into her 
reproductive story. Not wanting to experience another abortion shaped her subsequent 
reproductive decisions. It informed her decision to get married, to avoid the status 
of ‘single, teen mother’ and influenced her decision to return to study, to ‘make her 
life better.’ Like Sarah, she didn’t want to forget the abortion, memorialising it in the 
form of a tattoo she could always carry on her body, but not hold before her face. 
Some studies have investigated the role of tattoos in serving as a bank of memories,53 
imprinting history onto the body.54 Australian philosopher and feminist theorist, 
Elizabeth Grosz conceptualises the body as the threshold between the interiority of 
memory and the exteriority of the experience.55 In this sense, the body is more than a 
surface on which to inscribe a tattoo, it is also the lived body through which the world is 
experienced. Hence, Leanne’s act of memorialising her experience as an indelible mark 
on her body provided an avenue for her to create change in her life and subsequent 
decision-making.  

Conclusion

I argue that through understanding these abortion narratives as an epiphany, both 
display the desire to create space to remember the abortion experience as significant. 
As embodied memory, Sarah embraced the terminated pregnancy into her total 
reproductive story, reading the medical record as an artefact through which she could 
make sense of her experience. Likewise, Leanne memorialised her experience in the 
form of a tattoo as artefact, in order to make sense of her experience. In both cases, the 
unplanned pregnancy and subsequent abortion was experienced as a major epiphany 
because it caused an examination of tacit views regarding the acceptable timing of 
motherhood. Previously held uncontested, these views were projected to the fore, and 
caused both Sarah and Leanne to adapt their ways of interacting with the world. Sarah, 
as a midwife, was able to adapt her nursing practice towards women with similar 
medical records. For Leanne, becoming intentional in her decision-making towards 
goals would give her, and her children, a ‘better life’.

50  Kirkman et al., ‘Reasons Women Give for Contemplating or Undergoing Abortion’, 
152.
51  Biggs, et al., ‘Understanding Why Women Seek Abortions in the US’, 6; Chae, et al., 
‘Reasons why women have induced abortions,’ 235.
52  Kirkman et al., ‘Reasons Women Give for Contemplating or Undergoing Abortion’, 
152. 
53  Kristina Sundberg and Ulrika Kjellman, ‘The tattoo as a document,’ Journal of 
Documentation 74, no. 1 (2018): 18-35. doi: 10.1108/JD-03-2017-0043.
54  Abram Sandi, ‘TattooYU: Tattooed Souvenirs from the Yugoslav People’s Army and 
Regimes of Memory of the Body Inscribed with Socialism,’ Kultura (Skopje) 5, no. 9 (2015): 
103-115.
55  Elizabeth Grosz, Space, Time, and Perversion: Essays on the Politics of Bodies (New York: 
Routledge, 1995), 33.
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Charlotte’s Choice: Representing Charlotte’s Marriage and Agency in Pride and 
Prejudice Adaptations

Louise Pitcher

University of Western Australia

Charlotte’s choice to marry Mr Collins is central to her agency in Pride and Prejudice, and 
therefore analysing how adaptations represent her marriage is key to understanding Charlotte’s 
role in new versions of Pride and Prejudice. This article will cover two adaptations of Pride 
and Prejudice: The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (2012-2014), a modern adaptation in the form of 
a YouTube web series following Lizzie Bennet’s vlog; and Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 
(2009) by Seth Graham-Smith, a ‘literary mashup’ rewrite of the original novel that juxtaposes 
comedy-of-manners with gory gothic violence. Both adaptations respond to and reinvent the 
agency of a character who cares more about stability than independence. This article will explore 
how these adaptations alter Charlotte’s choice to marry Mr Collins, and how these alterations 
affect the meaning of each. 

Introduction: Contrasting the Lizzie Bennet Diaries and Pride and Prejudice and 
Zombies

Pride and Prejudice is a comedy-of-manners novel published in 1813, and like all of 
Jane Austen’s works the novel ‘considers what it means to marry well’.1 The story 
follows Elizabeth Bennet as she clashes with various characters, including her 
unwelcome suitor Mr William Collins, her love interest Mr Fitzwilliam Darcy, and 
her best friend Miss Charlotte Lucas, in the process of learning to move past first 
impressions and assumptions. The novel shows Elizabeth’s tendency to be stubborn 
in her assumptions, and culminates with Elizabeth’s realisation that Mr Wickham, 
who made a good first impression, is actually a manipulative and greedy man out to 
harm Elizabeth’s sister Lydia, and that Mr Darcy, whose prideful nature resulted in a 
bad first impression, is actually kind. An important conflict of the story is Elizabeth’s 
disagreement with Charlotte when Charlotte accepts a marriage proposal from the 
disagreeable Mr Collins. This proposal only occurs because Elizabeth first rejects 
Mr Collins, and he seeks a replacement fiancée in Charlotte. The women clash over 
Elizabeth’s assumption that Charlotte should also value love and respect in a spouse, 
whereas Charlotte instead seeks to avoid the shame and instability associated with 
spinsterhood. The disagreement is resolved when Elizabeth realises that Charlotte is 
content with her marriage months in, regardless of Mr Collins negative qualities. This 
prompts Elizabeth to start reconsidering her assumptions about other characters and 
situations which furthers her character development and her romance with Mr Darcy.

Why is Charlotte important to Pride and Prejudice adaptations? Often treated as 
merely a vestigial remnant of patriarchal conformity, Charlotte initially appears as a 
woman who fails to demand respect or independence.2 A regrettable figure, stuck with 
Mr Collins because she refuses to ask for better than her patronising, sexist, hypocrite 
1  Melina Moe, ‘Charlotte and Elizabeth: Multiple Modernities in Jane Austen’s Pride 
and Prejudice’, English Literary History 83, no. 4 (2016), 1075-1103, p. 1075.
2  Ruth Perry, ‘Sleeping with Mr. Collins’, Persuasions: The Jane Austen Journal 22 (2000), 
120. Moe, ‘Charlotte and Elizabeth’, 1076.
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of a husband. Contrasted with Elizabeth, Charlotte almost seems like a failure of 
feminism. Yet, treating her as a failure sidesteps the fact that Charlotte actively schemes 
to get this result. Far from reluctantly resigning herself to marrying Mr Collins, 
Charlotte actively seeks out a loveless marriage for financial and social stability. She 
then proceeds to arrange her married life so she gets exactly what she wants, while 
interacting with Mr Collins as little as possible. Charlotte’s choice to marry Mr Collins 
is central to her agency in Pride and Prejudice, and therefore analysing how adaptations 
represent her marriage is key to understanding Charlotte’s role in any adaptation. 
This article will compare two adaptations of Pride and Prejudice and how they react to 
different feminist concerns in their treatment of Charlotte. This article will compare 
The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (2012-2014), a modern adaptation in the form of a YouTube 
web series following Lizzie Bennet’s vlog; and Pride and Prejudice and Zombies by Seth 
Graham-Smith (2009), a rewrite of the original novel in the form of a ‘literary mashup’ 
that combines the original text with new elements.3 

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries stays true to the plot of the Pride and Prejudice, swapping 
out contemporary equivalents for plot points. The show is formatted as Lizzie talking 
to her vlog audience describing modernised versions of the novel’s story. Lizzie retells 
her interpretation of events and characters, each modernised for a new context. For 
example, Lizzie’s disastrous first meeting with Darcy occurs at a party instead of a 
ball, Jane’s love interest Bingley is now Bing Le—a rich medical student instead of a 
gentleman, and her relationship with a mother who wants Elizabeth to get married 
above all else now exists without the inheritance requirements of Regency England. 
The vlog portrays Elizabeth’s slow realisation that her assumptions can be wrong when 
Charlotte leaves the vlog because Lizzie cannot accept that she has taken a job offer from 
Mr Collins—a modern equivalent to Mr Collin’s marriage proposal, and later when 
George Wickham threatens to release a sex tape of her sister Lydia—an equivalent to 
Lydia’s elopement in original novel. In contrast, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies focuses 
on addition instead of equivalences. The novel is rewritten into plainer language and 
then includes a zombie plague happening in the background of the original plot, 
which shifts the world into a heightened version of reality. This Elizabeth is not only 
an intelligent accomplished woman, she is also skilled with extreme violence. Instead 
of Elizabeth and Lady Catherine clashing with skilled wordplay over Elizabeth’s 
worthiness of her nephew Darcy, Catherine sets her personal ninjas to judge Elizabeth 
in a fight to the death, where Elizabeth proves herself by eating the still-beating heart 
of her opponent. This Darcy is not only prideful of his inherited wealth, but of his 
superior combat training. This adaptation’s Charlotte not only marries Mr Collins 
because she is seeking marriage, but because she has been infected by a zombie and 
seeks a palatable last few months of life using Mr Collins resources. These adaptations 
may contrast in the way they centre equivalences or additions; however, Charlotte’s 
priorities in these adaptations still reflect different facets of her agency and ability to 
make choices in ways that explore aspects of her characterisation and values from the 
original Pride and Prejudice.

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries rejects ideas of representational faithfulness, focusing 
on the role Charlotte serves within the overarching narrative rather than keeping 
plot points the same. This adaptation takes the position that an unsatisfying job is 
the twenty-first century equivalent to an unsatisfying marriage, with both chosen for 
monetary and social reasons. The Lizzie Bennet Diaries has Charlotte Lu, played by Julia 
Cho, choose to accept a lucrative career opportunity in online film production working 
with Mr Collins, an offer initially rejected by Lizzie who perceived it as a ‘selling 
out’ of her artistic ethics. Mr Collin’s job offer involves working to produce clickbait 
YouTube videos for his production company, which Lizzie rejects for the lack of 
creative control or emotional authenticity involved. Charlotte contrastingly views the 
job as a route to financial and social stability where the lack of emotional authenticity 

3  Bernie Su (dir.), The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (YouTube, 2012-2014). Seth Grahame-Smith 
and Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies (Philadelphia: Quirk Books, 2009).
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is irrelevant, judging the position as not substantially different to her current unpaid 
position helping produce Lizzie’s videos. This incarnation of Charlotte feels similar 
pressure as the original Charlotte to stop being a burden on her family. After finishing 
her Master’s degree in communication, Charlotte feels guilty about continuing to rely 
on her family for support and is content to take the job offered by Mr Collins to solve 
that dilemma. When Charlotte Lu explains her motivations, she makes it clear her 
happiness will be best supported by the financial stability provided to her and her 
family by Mr Collins’ job offer. This rationale is closer to the motivations of the original 
novel, merely transposed into a modern context, and Charlotte retains her position as 
a narrative mirror to Lizzie who rejects the job opportunity first when it does not align 
with her ideals about financial stability and artistic ethics. 

However, Charlotte’s position in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries is not just about 
spiritual versus textual fidelity. Even with adaptational changes that prioritise the 
contrast between Charlotte and Elizabeth, and Charlotte’s active decision-making 
regarding her choice, the new context shifts the implications. Lori Halvorsen Zerne 
points out how The Lizzie Bennet Diaries modernises the conflict of Pride and Prejudice 
by replacing the quest for marriage with a quest for a stable career in a way that ‘calls 
into question the cultural mandate for women to balance successfully their careers and 
their relationships’ the same way the original questions what it means to marry well.4 
While employment is an analogue to marriage with regard to Charlotte’s motivations, 
it incorporates its own contemporary subtext. The web series replaces sexist English 
inheritance laws with American student debt after the Global Financial Crisis. The 
debate regarding working purely for money or loving your job mirrors the debate 
between marrying for stability or marrying for love; however, the cultural subtext has 
shifted. Allegra Tepper describes how The Lizzie Bennet Diaries explore ‘the current 
cultural anxieties of emerging adulthood in a looming recession, and the ordeals of 
the first technology- and media-saturated generation’ claiming that the relevance 
to audience’s contemporary concerns is why the series ‘rings true with both Austen 
devotees and the uninitiated’.5 The Lizzie Bennet Diaries uses both its medium and 
its narrative to make the story relevant to a digital audience who empathise with the 
characters concerns about employment in a financial crisis. The web series navigates 
major decisions of adulthood, exchanging the stability Charlotte seeks from marriage 
with seeking stability through employment. Even as the text is faithful to Charlotte’s 
agency, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries must balance its faithfulness to Charlotte’s role as 
mirror to Elizabeth and catalyst for character growth with its new context.

In contrast, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies makes few narrative changes. 
The core alterations centre around additions that shift the meaning, rather than the 
equivalences used by The Lizzie Bennet Diaries. Seth Graham-Smith adds new zombified 
elements to the core text in a process he describes as 85% Austen 15% himself.6 As such, 
Pride and Prejudice and Zombies still has Charlotte choose to marry Mr Collins. However, 
instead of the marriage reflecting a value conflict between Charlotte and Elizabeth, this 
novel justifies Charlotte’s marriage by having her be bitten by a zombie. Charlotte is 
‘stricken’—a term used to describe those infected by zombies in the text—and decides 
marrying Mr Collins will give her the best palliative care in the months before she 
dies. Charlotte describes her motivation for marriage as ‘I don’t have long, Elizabeth. 
All I ask is that my final months be happy ones, and that I be permitted a husband 
who will see to my proper Christian beheading and burial.’7 Charlotte and Elizabeth’s 
initial parallels reflected two sides of the debate about romantic marriage at the time of 

4  Lori Halvorsen Zerne, ‘Ideology in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries’, Persuasions: the Jane Austen 
Journal Online 34, no. 1 (2013), 2.
5  Allegra Tepper, ‘Lizzie in Real Life: Social and Narrative Immersion through 
Transmedia in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries’, Film Matters 6, no. 1 (2015), 45–51.
6  Quoted in Camilla Nelson, ‘Jane Austen... now with ultraviolent Zombie Mayhem’, 
Adaptation: the Journal of Literature on Screen Studies 6, no. 3 (2013), 39.
7  Grahame-Smith and Austen, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, 64. 
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the original Pride and Prejudice’s publication.8 Instead of the three paths Charlotte and 
Elizabeth face being in spinsterhood, in a loveless marriage, or in a romantic marriage 
(or debt, a passionless job, or running your own business, in the case of the Lizzie Bennet 
Diaries), Pride and Prejudice and Zombies raises the stakes. A loveless marriage becomes 
the path of failure, a marriage where Charlotte gets to use Mr Collins’ resources and 
then kill him becomes the path of compromise, and a marriage where Elizabeth can 
fight zombies with a romantic partner becomes the ideal. Charlotte’s zombification 
results in not only her own death but also the death of Mr Collins, therefore removing 
the idea that Charlotte could have found long term happiness in a loveless marriage. 
Charlotte’s zombification becomes a punishment for succumbing to the mindlessness 
that justified her social conformity, and her marriage becomes her method of punishing 
Mr Collins as a symbol of that conformity. The consequences of Charlotte’s choice 
become exaggerated from a pleasant, albeit loveless marriage, to literal death. This is 
just one example of the heightened version of reality Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 
uses to alter the meaning of plot points. Though it retains Charlotte’s choice as one 
centred around marriage, by changing her motivations it changes the implications of 
her ability to make that decision. 

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries is no less a response to the concerns of its audience, 
though instead of responding to themes of social violence and the abject like Pride 
and Prejudice and Zombies, the webseries explores themes of female independence and 
racial inequality. Camilla Nelson makes it clear that Pride and Prejudice and Zombies is 
reacting to the social context that created it, and the desire to see low culture issues 
dressed up in high culture accoutrements.9 The Lizzie Bennet Diaries finds a way to 
make Charlotte’s original agency obvious, making her story about a job rather than 
a marriage, so that the audience can understand why Charlotte is okay with making 
a pragmatic choice for financial stability that will affect the rest of her life. Pride and 
Prejudice and Zombies injects a new form of violent agency centred around Charlotte’s 
symbolic punishment and ability to punish others. Taken in relation to each other, The 
Lizzie Bennet Diaries and Pride and Prejudice and Zombies exemplify two polarised visions 
of feminism. The first presents Charlotte’s agency as her ability to find happiness in 
making realistic choices that work with her goals, outside of Lizzie’s idealistic dreams 
of perfection; the second presents Charlotte’s agency as a broader issue, where her 
zombification serves as reassurance that no woman would choose to compromise if 
it weren’t for a violent patriarchal threat. This article will explore the implications 
of how these diametrically opposed adaptations alter Charlotte’s choice to marry Mr 
Collins and how these alterations affect the meaning of each. 

Adaptation and Hierarchy

Due to Pride and Prejudice’s widespread and numerous adaptations, audiences are far 
more likely to interact with a work inspired by the novel long before they sit down 
to read the novel. Adaptations reflect not only their creator’s interpretation but also 
how the creator navigated their audience’s assumptions. Nicole Peters describes 
how ‘contemporary Austen fans construct their relationships to Austen and her 
novels around adaptation’ as the different versions highlight or diminish features in 
relation to contemporary values.10 With so many examples of audiences interacting 
with secondary film adaptations of Pride and Prejudice first, and in many cases not 
interacting with the original novel at all, assuming that the source material is the best 
metric by which to judge an adaptation’s content is fundamentally flawed. Linda 
Hutcheon emphasises the reductive nature of this perspective by pointing out that 
many audiences interact with adaptations long before the primary source material. 
Instead, Hutcheon prefers a conceptualisation of intertextuality where interactions 

8  Perry, ‘Sleeping with Mr. Collins’, 126.
9  Nelson, ‘Jane Austen... now with ultraviolent Zombie Mayhem’, 352.
10  Nicole Peters, ‘Austen’s Malleability: Fans, Adaptations, and Value Production’, 
Reception (Wilmington, Del.) 10, no. 1 (2018): 74–95. 
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between texts are horizontal, not hierarchical.11 Released only three years apart, these 
texts react to each other and Austen’s legacy just as much as they do to the original 
novel. The two texts take alternating stances on how to adapt the narrative. Pride 
and Prejudice and Zombies shifts the story into a heightened version of reality where 
everything is taken to a supernatural extreme and Charlotte’s agency is made violently 
obvious, whereas The Lizzie Bennet Diaries attempts to resituate the story in a modern 
context to make Charlotte’s unhesitating choice understandable. 

Adaptational choices are always influenced by their intended audiences. 
Deborah Cartmell claims in ‘Adaptation as the Art Form of Democracy’ that adaptational 
choices are all about marketing a text to the widest audience possible.12 She claims that 
these kinds of adaptations end up as a process of democracy where the intent to please 
large audiences results in alterations to the text to ensure they match common appeal.13 
While neither of these texts are the Hollywood blockbusters that Cartmell describes, 
both Pride and Prejudice and Zombies and The Lizzie Bennet Diaries were created with the 
intent of mass release: Pride and Prejudice and Zombies being written at the editor Jason 
Rekulak’s request to capitalise on the end of Pride and Prejudice’s copyright period, and 
The Lizzie Bennet Diaries being a high budget web series production co-created by the 
extremely successful YouTuber and entrepreneur Hank Green.14 Though Cartmell’s 
assumption that all adaptations are created to appeal to mass audiences is perhaps 
exaggerated, these particular texts are prime examples of that approach to creating an 
adaptation, and the choices in the changes they make to Charlotte’s choice of marriage 
or employment can easily be read as an attempt to ensure the audiences find Charlotte 
palatable. Charlotte has a unique agency that almost forces audiences to confront their 
underlying assumptions and the two adaptations respond to this differently. Pride and 
Prejudice and Zombies does this by removing the question of traditional values from the 
equation and making her decision all about the added zombie plot. The violence and 
contagion of Charlotte’s zombification masks the philosophical question of marriage 
values, reducing the conflict felt by the intended audience. The Lizzie Bennet Diaries 
does this by finding a modern equivalent the audience can relate to, making her 
choices more understandable to an audience that is unlikely to have faced having to 
decide whether to accept a loveless marriage that will stop them from being reliant on 
their birth family.

Charlotte and Elizabeth as Narrative Mirrors

It’s almost impossible for an adaptation of Pride and Prejudice to prevent Charlotte and 
Elizabeth from being narrative mirrors somehow. Alex Woloch categorises Charlotte 
as a ‘helper’ character due to the way she serves as a counterbalance to Elizabeth’s 
character growth.15 Charlotte acting in opposition is considered to be a core element 
of the text, one that is usually preserved in adaptation, whether Charlotte’s marriage 
becomes a job or a plague, Charlotte’s position as a counterbalance to Elizabeth is viewed 
as one of the checkboxes to be ticked to achieve a ‘faithful’ adaptation. In adaptation, 
this narrative mirroring is either heightened or downgraded, but is almost always 
present. Charlotte does not care about romantic marriage, Elizabeth does. Charlotte 
wants financial stability, and Elizabeth cares more about her independence. Far from 
reluctantly resigning herself to an unhappy marriage because she doesn’t love or even 
like Mr Collins, Charlotte deliberately schemes to convince Mr Collins to propose 
because Charlotte believes that happiness in marriage is separate to considerations of 

11  Linda Hutcheon, Theory of Adaptation, (Taylor and Francis, 2014), xii.
12  Deborah Cartmell, ‘100+ Years of Adaptations, or, Adaptation as the Art Form of 
Democracy’, in A Companion to Literature, Film, and Adaptation, ed. Deborah Cartmell (Chichester, 
UK: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., 2012), 3.  
13  Cartmell, ‘100+ Years of Adaptations, or, Adaptation as the Art Form of Democracy’, 3.
14  Lev Grossman, ‘Pride and Prejudice, Now with Zombies!’, TIME (2 April 2009), 
accessed 30 December 2021, http://content.time.com/time/arts/article/0,8599,1889075,00.html. 
15  Alex Woloch, The One vs. the Many: Minor Characters and the Space of the Protagonist in 
the Novel (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003).
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love or even mutual respect between spouses. Charlotte does not value the same ideals 
of independence that lead Elizabeth to reject Mr Collins’ proposal, Charlotte values the 
financial stability and independence that will be given to her as a woman married to 
a respectable man.

Charlotte’s marriage reflects her own priorities and agency, even as it may 
clash with the sensibilities of modern feminist audiences. The contrast between 
Charlotte and Elizabeth’s expectations of marriage reflects a growing division in 1813 
in what the upper classes viewed as the purpose of marriage. Melinda Moe describes 
how English society was grappling with how to deal with an ongoing value shift 
surrounding the purpose and circumstances of marriage and female independence.16 
Moe describes Charlotte’s narrative in the original Pride and Prejudice as a conflict 
of multiple modernities reflecting ‘a highly conflicted moral drama about the 
relationship between marriage and individual fulfilment’.17 Talia Schaffer describes 
this tension as between ‘familial marriages’ centred around companionship, trust, 
and participation in social organisation—as exemplified by Charlotte Lucas and Mr 
Collins—and ‘romantic marriages’ that privileged passion, individual desires and 
progress—as exemplified by Elizabeth Bennet and Mr Darcy.18 Shaffer describes this 
conflict in the Victorian era when it is more established; however, Austen deals with 
the birth of these divergent marital values. Melinda Moe describes how ‘[i]n Austen 
criticism, Charlotte Lucas says a lot about the difficulty that, with some important 
exceptions, feminist literary analysis continues to have in recovering late eighteenth-
century female subjectivity whose personal fulfilment is not oriented toward freedom, 
growth, and improvement.’19 Charlotte’s acceptance of Mr Collins proposal creates 
a temporary schism between the friends that is resolved when Elizabeth sees how 
content Charlotte is living with her marriage months later. Charlotte’s choice to marry 
Mr Collins forces Elizabeth to confront the idea that a woman she respects has a 
different idea of feminism than her and this value dissonance is central to Charlotte’s 
role as a narrative mirror to Elizabeth. The conflict is not just that Charlotte is willing 
to compromise and Elizabeth is not, it is that Charlotte does not view her actions as a 
compromise at all, and Elizabeth must come to terms with this. 

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries and Adapting to a Modern Context  

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries does not just place Pride and Prejudice in the modern era, it 
makes it a story for modern audiences. Charlotte’s job with Mr Collins is not only a 
choice that makes more sense in a modern context, it is the closest modern equivalent 
to marriage for Charlotte’s character. Unlike Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, The 
Lizzie Bennet Diaries works with the justifications Charlotte had for her choices in 
Pride and Prejudice, merely bringing her rationale forth for a contemporary audience. 
Employment, like a Regency marriage, is a choice that can have life-altering effects 
and is a choice Charlotte makes gladly. Charlotte makes decisions that will define 
her future—taking the job offer from Mr Collins— and then adapts her life to ensure 
that she gets what she wants out of it—arranging her time so she can still work with 
Lizzie on her vlog even as she climbs the ladder at Collins and Collins. It is not only 
that Charlotte Lu is more accepting of compromise, though that is a point of contrast 
between her and Elizabeth, but that Charlotte does not see a job working with Mr 
Collins as a compromise of her ethics or her goals. The audience may judge Charlotte’s 
ending as a compromise between Lizzie’s artistic ethics and financial failure; however, 
Charlotte is happy running a branch of a company owned by Mr Collins, mass-
producing content for YouTube. Charlotte expresses no interest in Lizzie’s version of 
a ‘happy ending’ where Lizzie creates content she is passionate about with a romantic 
16  Moe, ‘Charlotte and Elizabeth’, 1076.
17  Moe, ‘Charlotte and Elizabeth’, 1076.
18  Talia Schaffer, Romance’s Rival: Familiar Marriage in Victorian Fiction (Oxford, USA: 
Oxford University Press, 2016). Shaffer describes this conflict Victorian era when it is more 
established; however, Austen deals with the birth of these divergent marital values.
19  Moe, ‘Charlotte and Elizabeth’ 1077.
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partner who works in the same field. Charlotte prioritises avoiding the ‘failure’ of 
unemployment and being unable to repay student debt over the ability to decide her 
own creative projects—something she was lacking anyway working only on Lizzie’s 
vlog. The core source of Charlotte’s dissatisfaction was her disagreement with Lizzie, 
not the lack of ‘artistic integrity’.  

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries is one of many works of fiction set in the aftermath of 
the Global Financial Crisis and it is impossible to ignore the after-effects of the resulting 
increased awareness of financial risk in this Americanised adaptation. Though it does 
not explicitly deal with the crisis, Charlotte’s fear of financial instability in the face of 
her student loans is a perfect example of a growing awareness of risk and precarity 
in fiction after the crisis.20 This serves as a parallel to the precarity of the original 
Charlotte, as an unmarried woman unable to inherit. Not only is The Lizzie Bennet 
Diaries set in the period 2012-2014 making the two women prime examples of people 
who sought out higher education after the 2008 financial crisis but still struggled to 
find work after graduating, the characters reflect different privileged experiences of 
the situation. Another subtext not explicitly discussed, Charlotte Lu’s Asian-American 
status adds depth to the friends’ conflict over compromising for financial stability.21 
When the white Elizabeth chooses to remain dependent on her family to hold out 
for a job with creative integrity—one that does eventuate—Charlotte Lu presumably 
feels more pressure to accept reasonable work because she faces not only the post-
graduate student debt and employment challenges Lizzie experiences, but also racial 
discrimination in the hiring process. 

 The Lizzie Bennet Diaries shifts the scope of the narrative. Lori Halvorsen Zerne 
describes how the web series exchanges the financial security of marriage for the financial 
security of a career.22 Zerne goes on to describe how the main thread of the series is 
about the success of the characters, in which Charlotte and Elizabeth become another 
contrast.23 Elizabeth as the face of the vlog central to the conceit of the storytelling, 
achieves the visible success that results in job offers and her own company, whereas 
Charlotte, who is responsible for the largely invisible work of filming, editing, and 
co-writing, gets offered her own ‘success’ only after Elizabeth rejects it. This becomes 
another reflection of the fact that white creators are much more likely to obtain success 
than people of colour, adding further depth to Charlotte’s justification for ‘settling’. 
All adaptations engage with fidelity on multiple levels, and yet whatever changes they 
do or do not make are often less interesting than their results. In this case, The Lizzie 
Bennet Diaries maintains the conflict between Charlotte and Elizabeth’s goals while 
also incorporating privilege and financial uncertainty. 

The intersection of finance and ethics is a core element of Lizzie and Charlotte’s 
argument. Lizzie objects to Charlotte working on Mr Collins clickbait-styled mass-
produced content purely for financial stability, and Charlotte objects to Lizzie’s 
refusal to understand the financial precarity motivating her decision. Using Lizzie and 
Charlotte, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries presents both sides of the argument surrounding 
finances versus ethics. Lizzie and Charlotte get into a loud argument where Lizzie 
refuses to concede before Charlotte shouts at her about the difference in their financial 
and familial positions: ‘We live in an apartment. I have a younger sister about to 

20  Tony Hughes-d’Aeth and Golnar Nabizadeh, ‘Fiction in the Age of Risk’, Textual 
Practice 31, no. 3 (2017), 439–42. 
21  Charlotte Lu’s Asian-American context is complicated by the fact that she is played 
by Julia Cho, a Korean-American actress, yet dialogue referencing visiting relatives in China—
Episode 43 ‘Missing Charlotte’—and the nature of Lu as a common Chinese last name, implies 
Charlotte is meant to be Chinese. Charlotte’s sister Maria Lu is played by Korean-Chinese 
American actress Janice Sonia Lee, which may serve as an explanation. ‘Missing Charlotte’, The 
Lizzie Bennet Diaries (YouTube, 4 September 2012).
22  Zerne, ‘Ideology in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries’, 3.
23  Zerne, ‘Ideology in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries’, 3.
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start college. There is no house to sell.’24 Instead of quietly avoiding the argument the 
way they do in Pride and Prejudice, Charlotte forces Lizzie to confront her reasons for 
choosing to work with Mr Collins and critiques her lack of empathy for perspectives 
outside her own, especially regarding her lack of sympathy for Charlotte’s precarious 
finances. Lizzie is an example of the prejudice against prioritising financial stability 
over ethics. Angelique Nairn and Deepti Bhargava detail the negative stereotypes 
surrounding female characters who practice public relations and how their decision 
to prioritise their work over morality results in them being framed as monstrous.25 
Nairn and Deepti Bhargava describe them as concerned with prejudices about a lack of 
integrity in public relations and an assumed willingness to substitute style and money 
for truth.26 While not the same role Charlotte is taking on, these concerns parallel the 
prejudices about unethical media that are central to Lizzie’s objections to Charlotte’s 
choice. 

Charlotte is not a villain in the Lizzie Bennet Diaries, even as her values conflict 
with the protagonist. Nairn and Bhargava describe a process they refer to as ‘demon 
in a dress’ where fictional women who take on media roles that are thought of as 
unethical—like public relations or creating mass-produced content—are framed as 
monsters, yet The Lizzie Bennet Diaries takes the opposite approach.27 After Charlotte 
Lu leaves, Lizzie’s story becomes centred around missing Charlotte and learning to 
accept Charlotte’s choices. Alex Woloch, in analysing Charlotte’s role within the novel, 
describes her as a ‘helper’ character following the trend of Austen’s asymmetrical 
character development, where side characters primarily serve to develop the thematic 
architecture and further the protagonist’s growth.28 This role as helper for Elizabeth is 
initially portrayed in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries through Charlotte’s role as videographer 
and off-screen voice that moderates the extremes of Lizzie’s prejudiced when she 
narrates events. However, after their fight over Mr Collins’ job offer, Charlotte becomes 
a catalyst for Lizzie to re-evaluate her assumptions. Rather than moving Charlotte to 
the periphery of the narrative, she becomes the focus. Beyond Lizzie’s vlogs focussing 
on her argument with Charlotte—as seen in Episode 43 ‘Missing Charlotte’—the web 
series even diverges out into a seven-episode spinoff called ‘Maria of the Lu’ centred 
around Charlotte’s relationship with her sister Maria Lu, who is named in the original 
novel but never appears.29 Charlotte is presented as making the right choice to avoid 
precarity, represented both by her career success at Collins and Collins, but also her 
ability to schedule her time so she can continue to work on Lizzie’s vlog after they 
resolve their argument. Far from being a failure, Charlotte’s initial willingness to 
compromise on Lizzie’s ideals gives her exactly what she wants and Lizzie has to come 
to terms with that.

This adaptation transposes the core feature of Charlotte and Elizabeth’s 
conflict—two women who desire different things out of their futures—into modern 
America, without losing the fact that both women are working actively to ensure these 
futures. Ruth Perry describes Charlotte’s marriage as an act of pragmatism to avoid 
an ‘impoverished and dependent old age’ and these are the same goals that motivate 
Charlotte Lu.30 That pragmatism is not treated as inherently negative, and in both Pride 
and Prejudice and The Lizzie Bennet Diaries, Charlotte’s pragmatism is successful at jarring 
Elizabeth out of her assumption that her friend shares her values. Lizzie’s re-evaluation 

24  Jane Austen and Vivien Jones, Pride and Prejudice, revised edition (London: Penguin 
Books, 2014), 91. ‘Friends Forever’, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (YouTube, 31 August 2012).
25  Angelique Nairn and Deepti Bhargava, ‘Demon in a Dress?: An Exploration of How 
Television Programming Conceptualises Female Public Relations Practitioners as Monsters’, 
M/C journal 24, no. 5 (2021), 2.
26  Nairn and Bhargava, ‘Demon in a Dress?’, 2.
27  Nairn and Bhargava, ‘Demon in a Dress?’, 2.
28  Woloch, The One Vs. the Many, 89.
29  ‘Missing Charlotte’, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (YouTube, 4 September 2012). ‘Maria of 
the Lu’, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries (YouTube, 8 September 2021).
30  Perry, ‘Sleeping with Mr. Collins’, 126.
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after their fight over Mr Collins allows the characters to further their relationship 
and individual development. Perry describes the difference between Charlotte and 
Elizabeth’s marriages as being an acknowledgment of both the older desire for 
practical marriage and the newer demand for sexual and romantic attraction.31 In line 
with Pride and Prejudice using Charlotte to confound Lizzie’s assumptions, Charlotte 
Lu’s choice is framed as the right decision for her, with the evidence manifesting ten 
episodes later after they reconcile from their fight, and Charlotte resumes her role as 
videographer and mediator. The dissatisfaction Charlotte experiences after their fight 
is framed as being exclusively about being at odds with her best friend, and not at all 
about regretting choosing the job. Charlotte is presented as being right to choose the 
job because it positively affects her financial circumstances while still allowing her 
to maintain personal relationships with Lizzie and her sister Maria. The Lizzie Bennet 
Diaries maintains Charlotte’s agency, her reasons for taking the job offer, and the 
‘happy ending’ Charlotte gains by being willing to work with Mr Collins. 

Initially, Charlotte serves exclusively as an aide to Elizabeth. However, after 
their fight, Charlotte makes it clear that she is ceasing her role as an extension of Lizzie. 
Charlotte points out that working on content for Mr Collins, even with its perceived 
lack of integrity, is no different than working on content for Lizzie where she also lacks 
creative control. In the commentary version of Episode 42 ‘Friends Forever’ where this 
divergence in values comes to a head, Ashley Clemens, the actor who portrays Lizzie, 
describes Lizzie’s assumptions as being about forgetting Charlotte’s internality as 
separate to her own: ‘when you grow up with someone there’s kind of this assumption 
that you have the same values and want the same things but you know that’s not always 
the case’.32 Charlotte’s new job not only results in Lizzie having to face Charlotte as 
someone distinct from herself who can disagree with her, but also involves Charlotte 
abandoning her role as an extension of Lizzie. Without Charlotte filming and editing 
Lizzie’s thoughts into something for the audience to consume, Lizzie not only has to 
externalise her thoughts by herself, but re-evaluate her relationship with Charlotte. 
Nicole Peters discusses how adaptations draw on values held by the intended 
audience, reframing narratives to appeal to them.33 Charlotte’s arc in The Lizzie Bennet 
Diaries ends with Charlotte acknowledging that her friendship remains important to 
her, and Lizzie acknowledging that Charlotte’s choices for financial security do not 
have to interfere with that friendship. This parallels the burgeoning conflict that was 
experienced by the original audience in how to reconcile new ideas of marriage, as 
described by Talia Schaffer.34 The Lizzie Bennet Diaries exchanges that conflict for one 
surrounding employment; a more familiar scenario to new audiences and, like Peters 
discusses, uses that to remake Charlotte’s arc from Pride and Prejudice into something 
the audience can relate to.

Monstrous Women Making Monstrous Choices

Unlike The Lizzie Bennet Diaries, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies shifts and exaggerates 
the agency held by Charlotte in Pride and Prejudice. The novel makes Charlotte’s 
monstrosity the focus of both her ability to make choices and the choices she makes. 
Charlotte’s zombification is central to her story. Though it would be easy to say that 
Elizabeth has agency and Charlotte does not, especially in the case of Grahame-Smith’s 
adaptation, Charlotte’s agency is made clear through her ability to make decisions in 
line with her values, even when they conflict with Elizabeth’s and risk harming others. 
The supernatural terror that threatens the characters in Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 
is a reflection of the social fears that plague them less literally. Elizabeth fears the 
motivations and long-term consequences of entering into a ‘mindless’ marriage, and 
31  Perry, ‘Sleeping with Mr. Collins’, 120. 
32  ‘Ep. 42 Commentary w/ Ashley Clements and Julia Cho | The Lizzie Bennet Diaries’, 
Pemberley Digital 2 (19 February 2015).
33  Nicole Peters, ‘Austen’s Malleability: Fans, Adaptations, and Value Production’, 
Reception (Wilmington, Del.) 10, no. 1 (2018), 74–95. 
34  Schaffer, Romance’s Rival, 397. 
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these fears are realised in Charlotte who has already started to become a zombie, a 
symbolic representation of a loss of agency. However, while Charlotte loses the ability 
to participate in society in the long term, Elizabeth’s assumption that Charlotte loses 
agency in the process of marrying Mr Collins is a reflection of her biases. Through her 
choices, Charlotte goes on to achieve social and monstrous success. Within the limits 
of her restricted social status and newly restricted life expectancy, Charlotte both 
marries well and succeeds in causing her new husband’s death. Katharine Mclaren 
Todd describes how Gothic literature expresses social anxieties relating to gender 
roles saying that ‘[w]hile it might seem as though supernatural entities or outside 
forces are often to be feared in Gothic literature, the most sinister force is usually that 
of the protagonist’s unsettled mind’ and that ‘[g]othic texts, therefore, present a fitting 
backdrop for the display of the collective fears and unpleasant realities’. 35 Charlotte 
succeeds as a ‘mindless’ member of society—in Elizabeth’s eyes—by marrying outside 
of love, and she also succeeds as a member of the ‘mindless’ zombie horde, spreading 
her infection before her ultimate destruction. What Elizabeth’s perspective does not 
give us, however, is the understanding that both of these successes reflect an agency 
where Charlotte does not share Elizabeth’s fear of conformity, nor her fear of spreading 
the zombie contagion. Charlotte wants a good marriage. Charlotte wants to live well 
before she dies and be quickly killed when she rises again. Charlotte is actively choosing 
to use Mr Collins to achieve both of these goals, even as the oppressive nature of the 
patriarchy and the zombies reduce the options available for Charlotte to choose.

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies contrasts with The Lizzie Bennet Diaries: instead 
of choosing to emphasise the romantic elements of the narrative—where Charlotte’s 
employment choices match conventions for friendship conflict in the contemporary 
romance genre—it instead emphasises a monstrous othering of Charlotte’s divergent 
values in a way that better matches the gothic genre. Austen adaptations often fit into 
the romance genre purely by retaining core plot points about romantic relationships.36 
However, it is not just the presence of the zombies that brings elements of the gothic 
into Pride and Prejudice and Zombies. The novel uses ideas of transgressions beyond 
humanity, the supernatural, and the abject to explore social anxieties, which is a core 
element of the gothic genre. Gothic as a genre is hard to define, with Francesca Saggini 
describing it as ‘hybrid, changeable and often multi-layered’ and it may be debatable 
whether the inclusion of zombies alone is enough to qualify Pride and Prejudice and 
Zombies as shifting to a gothic genre.37 Yet Pride and Prejudice and Zombies is a gothic text 
for more than its monsters, and Charlotte’s agency becomes a subject of the monstrous 
for more than her zombie infection. Pride and Prejudice and Zombies creates a sense of the 
uncanny when it juxtaposes English polite society manners with acts of extreme gore 
and violence. Though used for humour, the presence of a lingering zombie threat is 
abnormal enough to disturb the reader. It makes readers consider both the abnormality 
of social mores and the abnormality of monster plagues in the same sentence. Both of 
these judgements frame how readers respond to Charlotte’s choices and make them 
question whether Charlotte is a monster because she is a zombie, or because she is 
selfishly willing to harm others. 

The addition of Charlotte’s zombification shifts the morality of her choices. 
Melinda Moe describes how Charlotte reflects a personal fulfilment that focuses on 
stability rather than progress, and that is the core of her narrative as a human choosing 
to marry another human.38 However, the added factor of her zombification puts her 
in the position of choosing to focus on her own gain in the face of a larger threat. 
35  Katherine Mclaren Todd, ‘“Ourself behind ourself, concealed”: The thematic 
importance of doubling in nineteenth and early twentieth-century American Gothic literature’ 
(PhD diss., University of Mississippi, 2011), 1.
36  George Raitt, ‘”Lost in Austen”: Screen Adaptation in a Post-Feminist World’, Literature 
Film Quarterly 40, no. 2 (2012), 129.
37  Francesca Saggini, The Gothic Novel and the Stage: Romantic Appropriations (London: 
Taylor & Francis Group, 2015), 137.
38  Moe, ‘Charlotte and Elizabeth’, 1091. 
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This Charlotte has the possibility of progress removed from her choices, and therefore 
chooses immediate gratification over a suicide that would remove the risk of infecting 
and killing others. Charlotte’s agency becomes centred in her monstrosity, with 
her choices given urgency and risk because of her infection. Pride and Prejudice and 
Zombies does not address the specifics of Charlotte’s transformation. Perhaps she is 
in a Jekyll and Hyde situation where her newly monstrous other is slowly subsuming 
her consciousness. Perhaps her human mind is the reason for her willingness to risk 
spreading the zombie infection. Either way, Charlotte’s desire for personal stability—
albeit a temporary stability due to her impending death—means she prioritises her 
happiness over the inevitability of infecting and killing Mr Collins. For Charlotte, Mr 
Collins is a means to an end, rather than a person. Marie Mulvey-Roberts describes how 
literary mash-ups often critique ‘flaws’ of the original, and Charlotte’s narrative is no 
exception.39 Pride and Prejudice and Zombies rejects the idea that a woman perpetuating 
patriarchal structures could find happiness. Mulvey-Roberts describes how Pride and 
Prejudice and Zombies responds to critiques of Pride and Prejudice’s privileged bubble 
of wealth and safety. The introduction of a new violent looming threat just outside of 
this bubble makes it obvious how much this reduced worldview ignores threats and 
flaws.40 Charlotte chooses to ignore the looming threat outside her controlled world 
and suffers for it, and then chooses to continue ignoring the issue for her own ends. 
Society supports her actions until it gets her and her new husband killed. Charlotte falls 
to an issue ‘plaguing’ society, and through her choices willingly falls to mindlessness 
and spreads the issue further. The zombie plague of Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 
replaces patriarchal structures in justifying Charlotte’s choices while also making the 
consequences of her conformity fatal. Within the hyper-exaggerated world created for 
this adaptation, fear and violence associated with the zombies are used to revisit the 
social anxieties of Charlotte’s narrative, shifting those anxieties beyond patriarchal 
structures and expanding her motivations to the monstrous.

Regardless of monstrous or human motivations, Pride and Prejudice and 
Zombies’ Charlotte becomes a different kind of narrative mirror to Elizabeth. Instead of 
reflecting a difference in temperaments that set them up with different long-term goals, 
Charlotte’s marriage and zombification set the women up for immediate disconnection. 
In Pride and Prejudice, their differences come in their futures: two similar women find 
their paths diverging. They find themselves looking at different lives, both content 
with their choices. In Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, the women differ in their pasts. 
Elizabeth’s international combat training and knowledge of zombies helps her avoid 
Charlotte’s impending death; the future of someone who has not moved past pre-
zombie expectations of women. Ruth Perry describes in ‘Sleeping with Mr Collins’, 
how Charlotte finds success in her marriage to Mr Collins, even with the absence 
of romantic feelings, because she does not desire to have any.41 In discussing how 
expectations of marriage have changed, Perry points out the lack of disgust shown by 
Charlotte or Elizabeth at the thought of Charlotte having to engage in marital relations 
with Mr Collins, regardless of how repulsive they both find his personality. This is 
because the cultural values at the time do not view it as a violation in the way that 
contemporary readers are more likely to.42 As a modern adaptation, Pride and Prejudice 
and Zombies derails this conflict between character and audience values by removing 
the issue entirely. The Lizzie Bennet Diaries deals with the problem of adaptation by 
finding a modern equivalent: a well-paying, stable job with a repulsive boss. The 
audience would not factor in feelings of violation or disgust due to the normalcy of 
the situation, similar to the way the marriage would have been viewed by Pride and 
Prejudice’s initial audience. Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, in contrast, deals with the 

39  Marie Mulvey-Roberts, ‘Mashing up Jane Austen: Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 
and the Limits of Adaptation’, The Irish Journal of Gothic and Horror Studies 13, no. 17 (2014), 21.
40  Mulvey-Roberts, ‘Mashing Up Jane Austen’, 29.
41  Perry, ‘Sleeping with Mr. Collins’, 120.
42  Perry, ‘Sleeping with Mr. Collins’, 120.
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problem by side-stepping the dilemma of contrasting values surrounding marriage, 
and makes the relationship all about the potential of a fatal supernatural infection.

Charlotte’s monstrosity causes us to question how we understand the clash 
between morals and desire. Angelique Nairn and Deepti Bhargava write about framing 
a woman as monstrous for transgressing ethical standards, with media socialising 
audiences to expect women who transgress to be punished for not making acceptable 
choices.43 In the heightened reality of Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, Charlotte’s 
zombification serves as both the cause of her marriage, and the punishment for choosing 
it. Charlotte’s symbolic monstrousness can be connected to her marriage because the 
choice to prioritise her own desires over community safety is the core of her narrative 
in this adaptation. While Nairn and Bhargava’s article about female public relations 
practitioners being perceived as monstrous liars might seem more relevant to Charlotte 
Lu’s professional façade, Charlotte Lu is not presented as monstrous for making the 
choice to prioritise her career.44 The Lizzie Bennet Diaries is viewed through the lens 
of a character who disagrees with Charlotte’s professional conformity, but she is not 
presented as a liar or monster for doing so. In contrast, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 
makes Charlotte a literal monster for making her choice, though Charlotte’s initial 
monstrousness is more in line with Nairn and Bhargava’s ideas about a character who 
is a monster because they are a selfish liar. Charlotte choses to lie about her infection 
because she selfishly wants a good life, and becomes a monster due to that desire. In 
this case her monstrosity is represented less symbolically by her devolvement into 
the mindlessness of a classic horror zombie. Charlotte becomes a monster through 
her selfish actions that place others in danger. Charlotte shows no care for Mr Collins’ 
safety or the risk to the public she causes by remaining as a zombie. Charlotte cares 
more about the life she will experience before she dies, and receiving an appropriate 
burial, than she cares the people she puts in danger.

Charlotte’s narrative is about being willing to remain a monster as long as it gets 
her what she wants. It would be more in line with expectations for Charlotte’s monstrous 
greed to be represented by an insatiable desire for passionate emotions, a gluttony of 
feeling in thoughtless impulses. Instead, Charlotte is the only thinking example of the 
monstrous we see in the novel. Even after being infected, she coolly plans how to 
engender the best outcome, subtly wooing the attention of Mr Collins in anticipation 
of him seeking a replacement once Elizabeth rejects him. Charlotte understands and 
manipulates the motivations of both characters for her own benefit. This may indicate 
Charlotte exists in opposition to her monstrous infection, supported by the fact that 
her plans are intended to end with her death, thereby stopping her ability to spread 
the infection. However, a lack of emotion can itself be considered monstrous. Charlotte 
shows a distinct lack of ‘human’ compassion with her willingness to risk infecting Mr 
Collins in their marriage bed, as long as she gets her ideal death. The lack of morals is 
central to the monstrous feminine Nairn and Bhargava describe as a media shorthand 
for transgressive women.45 However, since the gothic elements of this novel are not 
just restricted to the literal monstrous, the fact that her choices involve the death of a 
man who happily profits from his patriarchal dominance, and who views women and 
wives as interchangeable, makes this a case of the literally monstrous zombie being 
used to punish the symbolically monstrous Mr Collins. Charlotte uses Mr Collins for 
her own ends and ultimately destroys him. 

43  Nairn and Bhargava, ‘Demon in a Dress?’, 2.
44  Nairn and Bhargava, ‘Demon in a Dress?’, 3.
45  Nairn and Bhargava, ‘Demon in a Dress?’, 2.
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Conclusion

Charlotte makes us question what it means to have a happy ending. Whether Charlotte’s 
agency is about making practical choices or about making the best of supernatural 
powers, Charlotte’s choice is central to her story and her relationship with Elizabeth. 
Adaptations have to grapple with how to account for Charlotte’s choice. Pride and 
Prejudice’s restricted narrative provides versatility for adaptations to incorporate themes 
of ‘politics, gender, class, and war, which lurk beneath the surface of the original’ in a 
way that has contributed to Austen’s extensive legacy of adaptations.46 Thomas Leitch, 
in his article ‘Adaptation and the Battle …Within the Public Humanities’, discusses how 
adaptations not only offer an opportunity to rise above existing conflicts, but also to 
reframe them in ways that provide new armament for social issues.47 Both adaptations 
take advantage of their recreation to highlight and reimagine social issues; to explore 
facets of Pride and Prejudice in more depth. Nelson claims ‘the texts signal, configure, 
and perhaps even mask contemporary fears and anxieties over class and race, and the 
social processes of commodification under capitalism.’48 Both the Lizzie Bennet Diaries 
and Pride and Prejudice and Zombies sidestep the issue of whether Charlotte ought to 
have prioritised marrying for love over her social and economic concerns. Instead, these 
texts shift the argument to the fields of capitalism and morality. However, we cannot 
pretend that the adaptive choices do not still fundamentally deal with Charlotte’s 
agency and the choices available to her. Charlotte’s original marriage can be ignored 
as an anachronism, easily dismissed or excluded from modern adaptations. But the 
question of women’s agency remains a pertinent one, and contemporary adaptations 
remain worthy of study in this regard. Charlotte has limited options, a differing set of 
goals to Elizabeth Bennet, and the agency to make choices about how to get the ending 
she wants. Both texts are excellent, if divergent, examples of how adaptations reflect 
and represent social anxieties surrounding women’s independence and responses to 
risk and precarity. 

46  Mulvey-Roberts, ‘Mashing Up Jane Austen’ 18.
47  Thomas Leitch, ‘Introduction: Adaptation and the Battle of, and for, and over, and 
within the Public Humanities’, Adaptation: the Journal of Literature on Screen Studies 14, no. 2 
(2021), 161–167.
48  Nelson, ‘Jane Austen... now with ultraviolent Zombie Mayhem’, 1.
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Good KARMA: Détourning the Reading Device in Electronic Literature

Chris Arnold

The University of Western Australia

My creative writing project, Zero Day, is a verse novel in three parts. Part Three, the form of 
which is the subject of this paper, was written to be displayed on the phones of nearby observers, 
preferably without their consent. To achieve this last, I selected the KARMA attack as my 
vector. A KARMA attack is used to create a rogue wireless network—put simply, the book 
will advertise a wireless network that looks like one the reader’s phone already recognises. 
Despite rogue wireless networks being passive exploits, I hope that the form will contribute an 
element of surprise, contribute to what Zero Day might say about its geopolitical situation, 
and contribute to the reader’s understanding of their digital risk profile. I’ll be arguing cases 
for these three points.

0x00: BOF. KARMA—geddon? chameleon? 

My creative writing project, Zero Day, is a verse novel in three parts. The story is a 
fictionalisation of events that happened to some very dear friends; it follows a mother 
and son as they live with the young man’s brain injury, suffered on day zero. The 
characters and their real-life counterparts live in Perth, Western Australia, on stolen 
Whadjuk Noongar Country. Zero Day is conceived as an installation piece (a partially 
hollowed-out book with embedded touchscreen). Each part takes a different form 
and follows a different focaliser character. Part One follows the mother, and its form 
is relatively conventional: verse written for the printed page. Part Two is written to 
appear on the embedded screen, in a maps- (or Google Earth–) like interface. Part Two 
follows a character of my devising, an urban wanderer that retells the events; arranged 
by geography rather than time. Part Three follows the son (the narrator refers to him 
as The Kid), and its form is the subject of this paper. Part Three was written to be 
displayed on the phones of nearby observers with minimal reader intervention, by 
using a ‘KARMA attack’. A KARMA attack creates a rogue wireless network—put 
simply, the book will advertise a wireless network that looks like one the reader’s 
phone recognises.1 If the reader’s device makes a connection, a poem will pop up and 
cycle through the 16 poems of Part Three.2  

To exhibit Zero Day, I imagine a gallery setting would be the ideal way to stage 
the intervention: readers will be primed to expect something unusual and to look 
at information accompanying the object. For the book to be informative about any 
information security (infosec) principles (an idea I’ll discuss later), it ought to be staged 
in a consensual space with signage to make readers aware of what might happen. It 
will include digital (and paper, ideally) take-home information sheets for readers who 
want to learn some simple intrusion countermeasures.3 I’d like for readers to (at least) 

1  Strictly, device rather than phone: it could be a watch, tablet, laptop, etc.
2  The popup is done with a ‘captive portal’ which, despite the vaguely threatening 
name, is a standard feature of wireless devices.
3  The NSA, for example, has a really good one for more advanced users, (currently) at: 
‘Mobile Device Best Practice,’ National Security Agency, accessed July 26, 2022, https://media.
defense.gov/2021/Sep/16/2002855921/-1/-1/0/MOBILE_DEVICE_BEST_PRACTICES_FINAL_
V3%20-%20COPY.PDF. 
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learn enough about their phone’s security settings to defend themselves against easy 
modes of exploitation.

Despite its name, my project is far from a virtuosic hacking performance. The 
KARMA attack is some 18 years old at the time of writing, and the vulnerabilities 
it depends on are patched out of modern devices—I can’t hook my optimistically 
named ‘New iPad’ from 2011. This is an institutional project (my PhD project) and 
my institution doesn’t seriously teach or research infosec, so reader device safety is 
paramount for this implementation. I chose a rogue wireless network for my book’s 
platform because it’s a reasonably passive exploit; it’s a non-intrusive technique and 
its effects are voided as soon as the reader walks away. Despite its passivity, a rogue 
wireless network is still an attack that (I hope) will contribute an element of surprise, 
contribute to what Zero Day might say about its geopolitical situation, and contribute 
to the reader’s understanding of their digital risk profile. I’ll be arguing cases for these 
three points.

But first (and very briefly), how a KARMA attack works: it’s a variant of the evil 
twin, in which a wireless network is made with the same name as a trusted network.4 
If the device does not take steps to verify the identity of the network, the malicious 
network can be used to eavesdrop on the victim’s communications. Or, in my case, 
to send them some poetry. The evil twin is pretty basic stuff, the digital equivalent 
of putting a neighbour’s house number on your letterbox to intercept their mail. A 
KARMA attack is only slightly more advanced—the attacker does not need to know 
in advance what to call the evil twin. Mobile devices have a designed-in desperation 
for wireless access. When not connected to their favourite network, they periodically 
broadcast their list of preferred networks (a Preferred Network List or PNL). One of 
the problems with wireless communications is that they tend to be omnidirectional—
they radiate in a (more or less) sphere from the broadcasting device.5 Anyone in range 
can listen for PNL broadcasts and create a network with a name they have scraped out 
of the aether. 

This kind of wireless ‘testing’ is common practice in infosec, but I suspect not 
so well-known outside those contexts. Readers might be familiar with viruses and 
other kinds of malicious software (malware). Other artworks have made features of 
malware or been classified as malware. These include Guo O Dong’s The Persistence 
of Chaos (2020) and biennale.py by Eva and Franco Mattes (2001). These artworks put 
the invisible (a computer’s malware infection) on display, but they arguably fail to 
speak to the individual observer’s particular relationship with their device. Zac Gage’s 
Lose/Lose (2009) succeeds in this way, with every enemy in a retro shoot-em-up game 
representing a file on the user’s disk. Kill an enemy, delete a file. Reminiscent of the 
2001 Tekken Torture Tournament staged by Eddo Stern and Mark Allen, in which Tekken 
3 players received electric shocks, Lose/Lose requires the reader’s intervention to install 
and run, which is quite a different experience to that proposed by Zero Day—proximity 
to the book is the only intervention required. Moreover, Zero Day cannot be classified 
as malware: nothing is installed or run on the reader’s device, aside from normal web 
content.

An advantage of the KARMA approach is that it has a backup mode. A 
consensual reading experience is available alongside the ‘evil’ one: the book advertises 
an open wireless network (called ‘Free Wifi’—it’s on the known beacon list and appeals 
to me in a hacker-kitsch way, plus it's too generic to be used to track readers' phones) 
that operates in the same way, automatically displaying the poetry. 

4  The seminal paper behind the KARMA attack is Dino A. Dai Zovi and Shane A. 
Macaulay, ‘Attacking Automatic Wireless Network Selection,’ Proceedings of the 2005 IEEE 
Workshop on Information Assurance and Security, (2005): 365–72.
5  This is, of course, one of the affordances of wireless networking too—conveniences 
and vulnerabilities often travel in pairs.
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‘Hacker’ is a loose term, but for the purposes of this discussion I’ll be sticking to 
the dude-at-a-keyboard-in-a-hoodie kind of hacker.6 I think the ‘hacker text’ is 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual sequence of a KARMA attack. 7

 
a good home for experimental and activist poetry. In Digital Poetics, Loss Pequeño 
Glazier argues that experimental poetry historically finds expression in new media. 
Additionally, I think there are synergies in the ways that experimental poetry and 
hacking approach language and its uses.8 Neither hackers nor poets address their 
subject head-on, in whatever way is considered conventional in the speech act’s 
context. Both can deploy techniques of circumlocution; layering registers of language 
or distinct languages; or obfuscation and misdirection. Charles Bernstein writes that 
‘clarity in writing is a rhetorical effect, not a natural fact’.9 Poetry and hacking (which

6  For discussions of the many meanings of ‘hacker’, see, for example, Chapter One 
of Tim Jordan, Hacking (Cambridge: Polity, 2008). Jordan’s discussion is a good survey of 
conceptions and even mentions McKenzie Wark’s class-led inquiry into hackers as a social 
and economic class, where Wark works from the premise that ‘Hackers create the possibility 
of new things entering the world’ (para. 004); effectively, anyone that produces innovations 
of any kind. See McKenzie Wark, A Hacker Manifesto (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2004), para. 004. Jordan ultimately rejects Wark’s definition as too broad to be useful (Jordan, 
Hacking, 6–9), and even Jordan’s is too broad for my purposes here. For ‘dude’: the stock image 
is always a man. It’s a problem. See Allison Parrish, ‘Programming is Forgetting: Toward a 
New Hacker Ethic,’ Open Transcripts, presented on 10 July, 2016, accessed December 15, 
2021, http://opentranscripts.org/transcript/programming-forgetting-new-hacker-ethic/. For a 
more low-level historical discussion of how ingrained masculine mastery is to the language of 
computer science, see Wendy Hui Kyong Chun, Programmed Visions (MIT Press, 2013), 29–34.
7 SVGs sourced from Wikimedia Commons. Source SVGs from Wikimedia Commons. 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wifi.svg: CC-BY-SA-3.0 License; https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Linecons_speech-bubble.svg: CC-BY-3.0 License, image modified; 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Smartphone_-_The_Noun_Project.svg: CC-C0-1.0 
License.
8  Loss Pequeño Glazier, Digital Poetics (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 
2002), 22–28.
9  Charles Bernstein, Attack of the Difficult Poems (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 2011), 75. This idea persists in Bernstein’s writing, back to essays anthologised in The 
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Book.
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Figures 2-5. Zero Day prototype10.

10 Images sourced by the author.
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is not to suggest that those are the only uses of language that do so) can serve as 
reminders of this principle—Glazier writes, ‘Materiality is important because writing 
is not an event isolated from its medium but is, to varying degrees, an engagement 
with its medium’.11 Hacks and poems represent deep engagement with language: 
exploration of the distortions that languages can suffer to produce new effects. As such, 
the two modes of writing are well suited to resisting normative modes of expression 
and contributing something new to social and political discourses. However, to quote 
Joseph Tabbi: ‘the post-digital is no place for avant-gardes’.12 I am, perhaps, claiming a 
natural home for experimental poetry because that’s what I do, but I hope that others 
will find scope for expressiveness in infosec practices and communities. I would be 
interested to see what others make. 

0x01:  Pen-Poetics13

Hacking is, to borrow an idea from Guy Debord and the Situationists, a kind of 
détournement.14 Détournement is translated as ‘hijacking’, ‘misappropriating’, or 
‘diverting’, among others.15 Google also has ‘rerouting’, which is appropriate from a 
code/logic perspective. These are good analogies for the act of hacking a computer, and 
although the object of hacking differs in substance from Situationism’s artistic targets, 
I think that similar cultural and philosophical critiques might be viable goals of the 
two practices. Debord and Wolman endorse appropriating and recontextualising; in 
their article, they give Marcel Duchamp’s Mona Lisa with a moustache as a prototypical 
example. Of potential sources and their effects, they write,

Any elements, no matter where they are taken from, can be used to 
make new combinations. The discoveries of modern poetry regarding 
the analogical structure of images demonstrate that when two objects 
are brought together, no matter how far apart their original contexts 
may be, a relationship is always formed. Restricting oneself to a personal 
arrangement of words is mere convention. The mutual interference 
of two worlds of feeling, or the juxtaposition of two independent 
expressions, supersedes the original elements and produces a synthetic 
organization of greater efficacy. Anything can be used.16

Tinkering with an ‘arrangement of words’, then, is within détournement’s remit, 
and that’s exactly what hackers (and experimental poets) do: craft messages to be 
weaponised against the system. Slippage between the system (computing platform) 
and The System is intentional here. I’m primarily targeting smartphones in my 
project; the smartphone is not only emblematic of consumer capitalism (its rapid 
obsolescence; its pre- and post-consumer toxic waste as economic externality), it has 
become instrumental in consumer capitalism: a single source of texts to generate and 
satisfy desire. The phone is an important site of reading, and I see its détournement as 
a potent method for speaking back to hegemonic structures.

11  Glazier, Digital Poetics, 23.
12  Jospeh Tabbi, ‘Introduction,’ The Bloomsbury Handbook of Electronic Literature (London: 
Bloomsbury, 2017), 7.
13  Pen, as in ‘pen[etration]-testing’, not as in PEN International—this is definitely not the 
forum to suggest supporting your local PEN chapter.
14  Guy Debord and Gil J. Wolman, ‘A User’s Guide to Détournement,’ trans. Ken Knabb, 
Bureau of Public Secrets, accessed October 20, 2021, http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/detourn.
htm. The Situationists (or Lettrists) were an anticapitalist art movement of post-war France, 
best known for their concept of psychogeography and their slogans deployed in the Paris 
1968 student actions. The slogans turn up in all sorts of places, notably Malcolm McLaren’s 
Kings Rd shop in the 1970s. A couple of other examples are Napoli Is Not Nepal’s 2009 album 
title Boredom is Always Counterrevolutionary and Anwen Crawford’s No Document (2021). Guy 
Debord is the most prominent figure, known for Society of the Spectacle.
15  ‘Misappropriation’ and ‘diversion’ from Eliot Borenstein, Pussy Riot: Speaking Punk to 
Power (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2021), 12.
16  Debord and Wolman, ‘A User’s Guide to Détournement.’
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0x02: A Hacker’s Guide to Détournement

Debord and Wolman assert four conditions for artistic intervention to count as 
détournement. First (and essential for all kinds of détournement) is the condition 
that ‘[i]t is the most distant détourned element which contributes most sharply to 
the overall impression, and not the elements that directly determine the nature of 
this impression’.17 In making my parallels between détourned artwork and hacking, 
I take Debord and Wolman’s distance to refer to a certain irony at work in the 
détournement’s manipulation of language: the manipulation of signifiers alone does 
not make a statement, but their placement in context does.18 Here I see a correlation 
between poetry and hacking: the exact instance of language manipulation is rarely the 
point of interest; what the writer does with language generates the potential for social 
impact. A good example might be the acquisition of bitcoin in ransomware attacks, like 
the one that impacted UK hospitals in 2017.19 I’m using 2017’s ‘WannaCry’ example 
for double duty: first, I’d like to insist that I have no wish to endorse bad behaviour 
(not very bad behaviour, at least; more in the order of civil disobedience than serious 
crime).20 Second, the encryption and ransom part of WannaCry is only the payload: a 
vulnerability to unauthorised code execution must be exploited before the ransom is 
possible. Therein lies the hack—accessing files is the hard part; encrypting them and 
asking for ransom is easy. Similarly, the KARMA attack itself is not the goal of my 
project—as far as exploits go, it’s old hat.21 Rather, I am interested in how the attack 
might draw the reader’s attention to certain geographical, political, and technical 
issues. These, as I will elaborate, include readers’ perceptions of place and risks to 
privacy.

Related to détournement’s first principle is Debord and Wolman’s second: 
‘distortions introduced in the détourned elements must be as simplified as possible, 
since the main impact of a détournement is directly related to the conscious or 
semiconscious recollection of the original contexts of the elements’.22 A ‘recollection of 
the original contexts of the elements’—the expectation that things should be presented 
in a certain way—is a key lever in many kinds of exploit.23 To make the evil twin 
possible, developers of the phone’s software expected that only the trusted network 
will advertise the trusted network’s name.

Of the remaining two conditions for ‘deceptive’ détournements: first, that 
‘Détournement is less effective the more it approaches a rational reply’, and second, 
‘Détournement by simple reversal is always the most direct and the least effective’, 
only the former makes much sense for my comparison with hacking.24 Debord 
and Wolman go on to explain that messages in the form of ‘rational reply’ become 
‘indistinguishable…from the ordinary spirit of repartee’.25 Posting anti-Facebook 
rhetoric on Facebook is not really what I’m suggesting here; the platform itself should 
be subverted to add to the reading experience. Defacing Facebook’s website to modify 

17  Debord and Wolman.
18  Ironic appropriation plays a significant role in the relationship between détournement 
and the iconoclasm of Situationist-inspired punk aesthetics. See, for example, Greil Marcus, 
Lipstick Traces (London: Faber, 2011). Eliot Borenstein calls the impulses of Situationism and 
Actionism ‘irony-rich, but content-poor’. Pussy Riot, 42.
19  Alex Milan Tracy, ‘Ransomware attack hits 200,000 computers across the globe,’ New 
Scientist, May 17, 2017,  https://web.archive.org/web/20190419105359/https://www.newscientist.
com/article/mg23431263-500-ransomware-attack-hits-200000-computers-across-the-globe/.
20  This kind of hacktivism—a digital analogue of civil disobedience actions—is almost 
as old as the world-wide web. Electronic Disturbance Theatre created FloodNet in 1998, to stage 
what was effectively a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack. This was done in support 
of the Mexican Zapatista rebels. A good description of the action is in Graham Meikle, Future 
Active (Annandale: Pluto Press Australia, 2002).
21  Cue grey hat joke here.
22  Debord and Wolman, ‘A User’s Guide to Détournement.’
23  Debord and Wolman.
24  Debord and Wolman.
25  Debord and Wolman.
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every reader’s experience would count, but that’s straying into seriously criminal 
territory (in Australia, at least).

Setting aside criminal activity, what creative writing practice can take from 
hacking is an element of surprise: writers are able to take advantage of the familiarity 
of the user’s device to draw attention to elements of the literary work and its context. 
There are new opportunities because books don’t work the same way: the codex 
represents a one-to-one relationship between text and interface, where electronic 
devices are general-purpose devices for accessing many texts. As such, there are few 
surprises when we open a book. The poet could press flowers or arachnids into the 
book to modulate affect, perhaps, but that kind of strategy doesn’t scale up. Even 
an e-book on a reader’s phone is the same e-book on every reader’s phone and not 
materially different from the next e-book. The site of reading (the platform: the 
device and its installed software) is familiar, comfortable, but the e-book does not say 
anything about the platform itself. A poetry that aims toward Shklovsky’s notion of 
ostranenie (estrangement) might benefit from hacker practice to cut through the device’s 
familiarity and give the reader some critical distance.26 A good example of a text that 
defamiliarises the reading environment is Susanne Berkenheger’s The Bubble Bath.27 
Berkenheger uses the excessive pliability of Internet Explorer’s early versions (4–5) to 
create weird popups: windows that pulsate or drift about the screen. These windows 
represent swimmers in a public pool, while the attendant watches underwater cameras; 
the sexual overtones to the story give the pulsating windows a flabby, sleazy, edge. 
Not only do the popups advance the story, these are things that websites can’t do, for 
very good security-related reasons. Other unusual behaviours—windows flitting past, 
other windows growing to fill the screen, the cursor being ‘hijacked’—help to sell the 
‘shark demon’ aspect of the plot, which begins when the ‘server reports a security 
problem’, going on to ‘load virus: shark.exe’.28 The Bubble Bath’s odd narrative of sex, 
drugs, and malware makes a unique commentary on surveillance systems. It exhibits 
the most bizarre browser behaviour I’ve ever seen, and it still makes striking reading 
today.

In terms of Zero Day’s narrative, estrangement is the experience of The Kid in 
several ways: life changes for The Kid and his mother on day zero; the factual bases 
of memory and identity are destabilised by brain damage; and rehab means creating 
new neural pathways to control his body. Form and narrative align, courtesy of some 
slippery language: The Kid reroutes his neurology while the book détourns the reading 
device.

Détourning the device makes strange the site of reading in an altogether new 
way, if only for a moment. The device’s familiarity means it feels like home, and 
‘Home Evokes the Maudlin’ for Loss Pequeño Glazier. 29 In thinking about the home 
page, Glazier pursues many senses of ‘home’, from the place we live to the root node 
of a network. He writes that home ‘is…uncomfortable because it assumes that one 
can expect comfort “there”’.30 While the home page is (of the kind Glazier studies) 
largely a thing of the past, his critique that we might have a place of digital comfort 
remains relevant. The phone, today, plays the roles of navigator, playmate, social 
secretary, and communication vector in ways that were only beginning to emerge 
in 2002. Our attachments to phones approach fetishism; they are objects that many 
cannot do without, emotionally speaking, so readers are exposed not only to technical 
exploitation, but also emotional exploitation.

26  Lori Emerson makes a similar point in her media-archaeological study of interfaces, 
writing that e-lit authors like Judd Morrissey (subverting the link in The Jew’s Daughter) ‘create 
interfaces that frustrate us as readers, because they seek to defamiliarize the interfaces we no 
longer notice’. Lori Emerson, Reading Writing Interfaces (University of Minnesota Press, 2014), 
34.
27  Susanne Berkenheger, ‘The Bubble Bath,’ 2005, accessed May 2022, http://www.
thebubblebath.de/.
28  Berkenheger.
29  Glazier, Digital Poetics, 64. 
30  Glazier, 64.
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Making the device strange leads me to two other topics of discussion: what the 
‘hacker text’ might have to say about place beyond home and what kinds of public-
educational good might arise from such a manoeuvre.

0x03: Network, Text, Place 

I think that one of the major social issues highlighted by a rogue wireless network is the 
way that people navigate the seam between local and global spaces in the ‘new media’ 
landscape. Mark Poster wrote in 2005 that mobile communications were beginning to 
reform local and global spaces by facilitating a reconfiguration of subjects.31 Of the way 
we use our devices, Poster writes:

The body and the information machine are not to be understood 
as in opposition but as contributing partners in the great project of 
constructing new local and distant spaces of mobile communications. 
For the local and the global themselves are not fixed or pre-given but 
arise through practices and information exchanges. Not only are mobile 
communications changing through the invention of new media and the 
creation of new uses and practices that deploy them; so also are the 
definitions of space, of the local and the global.32

Poster defines the local by opposition: in its older, pre-digital conception, the local 
is opposed to the nation-state. Once upon a time, the nation-state (through choices 
of what to valorise and despise) had a significant impact on the way that subjects 
were constituted. Other influences on subject-making were local, so the distinction 
is useful. Poster argues that developments in media and communications have 
emphasised different points of departure in subjects’ self-perceptions.33 Today, those 
sites of socialisation and individuation might be (in part) Facebook groups, subreddits, 
or Twitter feeds—global pools of writers distributed in space—so discourses and 
inflections in media are no longer strongly bound to the range of TV transmitters, or 
the distribution of newspapers.

Zero Day represents an effort to create new forms that might help electronic 
literature support localised writing. Locative narratives have been around for a while, 
using a collection of technologies to connect new media more closely with their 
geographic situations and histories—audio tours, QR codes, GPS-enabled apps; these 
are all ways that electronic texts connect readers with a specific place.34 My project puts 
its emphasis on place writing in a different way. Rather than exposing the historical 
layering of its physical surrounds, Zero Day aims to expose the perceptual layering 
inherent in places at all times. Quantum superposition is the metaphor deployed in the 
text: the capacity for a thing to be multivalent and contingent on the observer,

Other gulls clustered between crests; how they whorl 
the water under downdraft, make their own overtone 
transverse to the surface. It occurs at the limits of system thinking— 
between synapse, gyre, reflection, deviations of wave reduced to noise

31  Mark Poster, ‘Digitally Local Communications: Technologies and Space,’ in A Sense of 
Place, ed. Kristóf Nyíri (Vienna: Passagen, 2005). 
32  Poster, 36–37.
33  Poster, 37–39.
34  See N. Katherine Hayles’ 2007 survey of electronic literature’s subgenres in Chapter 
One of N. Katherine Hayles, Electronic Literature (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
2008). Adriana de Souza e Silva’s chapter in Comparative Textual Media has a more comprehensive 
history of locative forms; Adrianna de Souza e Silva, ‘Mobile Narratives: Reading and Writing 
Urban Space with Location-Based Technologies,’ in Comparative Textual Media, eds. N. Katherine 
Hayles and Jessica Pressman (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2013), 33–52.
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and maybe subatomic possibilities exist somewhere else 
but—whatever—nobody knows and the kid suspects the theorists 
clink vodka shots with knowledge it’s beyond observation 
so there’s nothing to lose, no quantum suicides in the papers; 

For the quantum physicists—I acknowledge that this metaphor involves a particularly 
egregious misinterpretation of observation. I’m specifically referring to concurrent 
subjective interpretations, where observation in physics (mostly, at least) refers to 
quite the opposite: measurable interaction between physical quantities.

To reflect its space-constraining formal properties, Part Three of Zero Day is 
conceived as an (unorthodox) essay on Perth. I aim to draw attention to different 
conceptions and divisions of space, to acknowledge that settler-colonial perceptions 
coexist with First Nations knowledges; that perceptions are influenced by those 
ideological perspectives in concert with differences in sensory apparatus; and that 
sensory capacity and ideology change over time, with learning and with changes in 
the body. From Part Three,

No longer ok on uneven terrain, the kid’s given up on old quarries—cuts flushed 
with oxidation states of iron: red and black splitting grevillea thicket as sun dews 
on the city quilted below. Once, an odd white light on the horizon line: sun-bright, 
rain and dust a rug shaken out between the kid and it; a warp of not knowing reflected 
 
sun from artificial: an Airbus beneath him, a swim in black and red cuts in stone: 
once somebody’s job and sprayed over with postcodes: 6108, 6071, 6003: this way 
to quantise country, grid granite—a good year it pulses green to black: a subpixel wink 
and crystal aligns feeding lichen, sundew, grevillea and New Holland Honeyeater;

By combining place writing with subversion of the wireless network (that is, trapping 
the device on a local network and temporarily disabling the internet), I hope to induce 
readers to consider their own local, global, political, and environmental situations. In 
particular, to consider how the internet pervades and overlays the physical environment; 
how ubiquitous language and digital representation modulates (or flattens) the 
experience of place. At the same time, I hope the reader might find something beautiful 
in the places depicted in the text—the writer’s local context brought to the reader. 
By mapping the psychogeography of the narrative’s setting, the writer tries to show 
the specific, local interplay of cultural and economic forces underlying the narrative.35 
Bringing the local to the world is nothing new: texts have been doing it for millennia. I 
don’t expect my wireless delivery to seismically shift narrative reception—I only hope 
to draw attention to the medium. 

35  Psychogeography: another idea from Situationism. In ‘Theory of the Dérive’, Guy 
Debord describes this as ‘The ecological analysis of the absolute or relative character of fissures 
in the urban network, of the role of microclimates, of distinct neighborhoods with no relation to 
administrative boundaries, and above all of the dominating action of centers of attraction, must 
be utilized and completed by psychogeographical methods. The objective passional terrain 
of the dérive must be defined in accordance both with its own logic and with its relations 
with social morphology.’ Guy Debord, ‘Theory of the Dérive,’ trans. Ken Knabb, Situationist 
International Online, 1956, accessed August 22, 2021, https://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/si/
theory.html. 
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0x04: The I in STRIDE36

Close to the tension between local and global is a tension between public and private.37 
This makes intuitive sense in a ‘new media’ context: the places we consider private are 
close to where we live. Those are our ‘haunts’: the places we return to.38 By necessity, 
those places are local and contemporary observers experience the global differently: 
through (mostly public) media or travel. Travel might seem a private experience, but 
(unless we have a local connection) travel is generally facilitated by public affordances: 
public transport, short-stay accommodation. 

In terms of digital privacy, I suspect that many of us form strong attachments 
with our phones because they are our point of contact with the people we love.39 
Nothing could be more private than (some of) the conversations we conduct over 
messaging, whether the vector is email, SMS, Whatsapp, Signal, etc. Jane Vincent’s 
chapter in A Sense of Place seems to support this idea; she writes that people ‘have a 
more emotional response to their mobile phone than to other computational devices’.40 
Vincent presents the results of three qualitative studies, and the subjects report some 
very striking reactions; ‘“We often have panic situations – when the battery runs 
down”’, and 

not everyone is content to discard old devices because they have become 
so attached to the memories they hold. “We’d agreed she’d give her old 
phones to her younger brother; I found out later that she hadn’t been 
doing this but had been keeping them under her pillow – she couldn’t 
bear to think of her brother using them.”41

This reaction—the inability to bear the thought of another person using a device—
shows how intimate our relationships with phones can be.

I’ve been thinking about a related set of questions; some I can answer for 
myself but, I suspect, lack firm answers in general. Is there an expectation that 
intimate communications should be kept private? Is this expectation reasonable? Are 
users misled into thinking their communications are private? It’s become cliché to 
say that there’s no longer any such thing as privacy. I don’t think that’s true, and it 
misses the point—a private self is important; so is the capacity to trust others with 
some perception of that private self.42 Discourses build friendships, communities. We 
calculate risks when speaking in private: is someone in that bush, listening? Who can 
read my email? Earning the reader’s trust by being (or at least appearing) authentic is 
something that texts do all the time.43 Authenticity serves a function: it keeps readers 

36  STRIDE is a taxonomic acronym used in infosec for threat modelling. Vulnerabilities 
are classified: Spoofing, (data) Tampering, (non-)Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial 
of service, Elevation of privilege. Information disclosure is the bucket into which we put user 
privacy violations, among other things.
37  Mark Poster seems to understand this relationship without discussing it explicitly—
the end of his chapter considers Italian mobile phone usage; the disjunction between a cultural 
tendency toward privacy and the performance of conversation in public places. Poster, ‘Digitally 
Local Communications,’ 39–40. 
38  Glazier, Digital Poetics, 76. 
39  There can be other reasons—N. Katherine Hayles cites research into the intense 
emotional connection that some stockbrokers form with ‘the market’ and the screens used to 
represent it; Electronic Literature, 97–99. 
40  Jane Vincent, ‘Are People Affected by Their Attachment to Their Mobile Phone?,’ in A 
Sense of Place, ed. Kristóf Nyíri (Vienna: Passagen, 2005), 222.
41  Vincent, ‘Are People Affected by Their Attachment to Their Mobile Phone?,’ 222–24.
42  McKenzie Wark wouldn’t agree. She writes that privacy is a ‘bourgeois concept’. 
McKenzie Wark, Capital is Dead (London: Verso, 2019), 1.
43  Authenticity is a difficult concept and I am simplifying here. For examples of textual 
analyses that address believable specificity in texts’ production of authenticating effects, 
see Lionel Trilling’s discussion of Wordsworth in Lionel Trilling, Sincerity and Authenticity 
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invested in stories. Poetry brings the private into the public for political and aesthetic 
ends. Confessional modes are the most obvious, but there’s no shortage of examples. 
I’m thinking of Frost’s horse, when he ‘gives his harness bells a shake’, a gesture that 
signifies the horse’s skittishness about stopping in a strange place, and suggesting 
the pressure of time.44 It also works as a synecdoche for the countless moments of 
non-verbal communication that go into the relationship between horse and rider. That 
intimacy has a function in the poem: the horse’s shake does not break the narrator’s 
reverie so much as it draws them gently back, allowing social connections and their 
attendant obligations (the poem’s ‘promises to keep’) to coexist with the view. Snow 
and interpersonal connection are seen together—beautiful and difficult. I try to deploy 
this kind of emblematic gesture in my verse narratives—some detail that communicates 
the scene’s affective weight. From Part One:

                                —she remembers 
his head bent about his right hand, 
left there for not much but to rest 
across his body. he orders quesadillas— 
burritos are two handed food and the photo 
shows his loose wu tang in monochrome.

Told in verse, much of the story focuses on the affective; the private moments of its 
characters. It also, however, engages with some of the public and political struggles 
faced by people in their position: disadvantage and poverty at the intersection of single 
parenthood and living with disability. 

As part of this interrogation of public and private space—particularly with 
respect to social and economic conditions—the rogue wireless network has the 
potential to modulate psychogeographical explorations of place. The dérive (a walk 
for psychogeographic exploration) is another Situationst idea, translated as ‘drifting’.45 
It demands walking without the encumbrance of intent; drifters ‘let[ting] themselves 
be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there’.46 The 
goal, for Debord, is to develop an understanding of affective terrain—the real material 
and aesthetic conditions that form the stage for peoples’ lives. Debord writes of a style 
of walking that, while not completely random, departs from the walker’s habitual 
behaviours and allows them to observe the environment and its emotional tenor: the 
‘psychogeography’ of the terrain. This kind of drifting can be undermined if the walker 
uses a mobile device—Lai-Tze Fan writes of a different kind of walking encouraged by 
GPS systems, one in which the goal is an abstract ‘there’ divorced form the material 
‘here’.47 In the worst case, even the walker’s ‘here’ can be reduced to the ‘glowing dot’ 
that says You Are Here.48 What Fan refers to as ‘data transcendence (the separation of 
content’s form and materiality from content representation on-screen)’, given enough 
slack to occupy the walker’s psyche, cuts off the walker’s capacity to experience their 
surrounding material conditions in any conscious way.49

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), 92–94. For a more finely detailed analysis, there 
is Roland Barthes, ‘Textual Analysis of a Tale by Edgar Poe,’ Poe Studies 10, no. 1 (June 1977): 
1–10. In particular, page five has a discussion of authenticating the fantastic tale. See also 
Barthes’ S/Z.
44  Robert Frost, ‘Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,’ 1923.
45  See translator’s note one for Debord, ‘Theory of the Dérive.’
46  Debord.
47  Lai-Tze Fan, ‘Writing while wandering: Material and spatial contingency in locative 
media narrative,’ Convergence: The International Journal of Research into New Media Technologies 
23, no. 1 (2017): 5–19.
48  Fan, 5–19.
49  Fan, 5–19.
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By blocking access to the internet, rogue wireless networks create spaces in 
which many of the phone’s usual affordances are nullified.50 Mapping is limited to 
tiles in memory, messaging stops (except by SMS), and websites are unavailable. The 
absence of internet brings the data-transcendent reader back to earth and permits the 
digital text to draw attention to the analogue world. No specialist app is required to 
run on the reader’s device, and reader participation is not necessarily required (by 
scanning a QR code, calling a number, or similar). One of the reasons I like the idea 
of an interventionist text is its potential as platform for activist writing—exposing the 
text to those who have not asked for it. In my project’s case, the imposition of text 
might be read as analogy for the character suffering a brain injury—his perception of 
space is altered by damage to his eyesight and proprioception. His material prospects 
are diminished, and the political backdrop of Australia (with its ‘dole bludger’ label to 
essentialise people on benefits; with its growing homeless population) is placed under 
scrutiny. Part One, for example, contains letters from Centrelink (Australia’s social 
services body) reproduced verbatim. These demonstrate how voting publics perceive 
and treat (if indirectly) the disadvantaged with frugality and suspicion, perpetuating 
disadvantage. Vulnerability and struggle are the material conditions for people living 
with disability and for others too. Telling stories about Australia means telling stories 
about occupied land. I think the rogue wireless text has scope for exposing mainstream 
Australia to cultural differences that often go unheard. As an example of the potential 
impact of ‘deep mapping’ a place in locative narratives, Fan writes of the [murmur] 
project in Toronto, by Shawn Micallef, Gabe Sawhney, and James Roussel.51 [murmur] 
was accessed by calling numbers printed on signs shaped like big green ears. Fan 
writes of her experience of calling from Toronto’s Chinatown and hearing a story of 
the Jewish community that occupied the neighbourhood some 100 years earlier,

The depiction of the very physical space I occupied juxtaposed my 
busy surroundings with an imaginative historical understanding of 
this location’s rich history and that of Toronto…As [murmur] shows, 
an element of personal connection embeds a space with meaning in 
a way that inevitably encounters other memories, experiences, and 
representations to constitute cultural meaning.52

While my story does not try to deep map Perth and its phases of occupation, I suspect 
that its form might present interesting opportunities for other literary projects in 
Australia and beyond. In particular, I see the hacking gesture as a parallel for the 
weaponisation of language at work in activist poetries like Lionel Fogarty’s—the 
affinity between experimental poetics and hacking I discussed above.53 First Nations 
poets might be best positioned to take advantage of the ‘hacker text’ and its affordances 
for pushing through discourses; to make the unheard heard; to advance suppressed 
perceptions of now-colonised spaces.

50  With a number of caveats: First, it can only do so within its range. Second, the network 
can be configured to mediate internet traffic, usually in the service of eavesdropping (mine 
doesn’t). Third, the user can easily disconnect from wifi and get back on the internet. And last, 
GPS positioning itself can’t be defeated with this technique—that would require a jammer, 
Faraday cage, or similar. In the absence of map tiles, however, the reader becomes a spot on a 
featureless grey field.
51  Fan, 13–14.
52  Fan, 13–14.
53  In an introduction to Fogarty’s New and Selected volume, Mudrooroo describes 
Fogarty as ‘a Murri able to use the language of the oppressor as a weapon captured from the 
enemy’ in Lionel G. Fogarty, Munaldjali, Mutuerjareara (Melbourne: Hyland House, 1995), xiii. 
This notion (and introduction) is also discussed in Philip Mead, Networked Language (Melbourne: 
Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2008), 422–27.
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0x05: EOF. The Hack as Literary Intervention

This notion of laying bare knowledges and meanings leads me to my final point. I see 
the hack-enabled text as a compelling way to educate lay readers about information 
security. Readers become vulnerable to harm by investing in the device (that is to say, 
the emotional connections we make with—or through—the device leave us vulnerable 
to harm. I do not wish to claim that victims are at fault for being hacked), and taking 
calculated risks means knowing the risks. I have several years of involvement with 
information security groups, and I credit their members with much of my thinking 
about educating publics. Some infosec consultants put considerable effort into raising 
awareness of vulnerabilities, both human and machine: how those vulnerabilities 
might be exploited and what the consequences might be.54 Identifying, evaluating, 
and communicating these kinds of risks formed part of my design role in software 
engineering. The more we use information technology, and the more advanced that 
technology gets, the more we’re exposed to potential exploitation. In my project’s case, 
I hope to show readers that it is possible to unwittingly join malicious networks and 
have one’s communications intercepted. I hope to do so in a safe way that educates 
readers rather than frightening them. Fact sheets, as mentioned at the beginning of this 
article, seem the most appropriate information tool.55

This is where my metaphor—that hackers and poets do the same thing (i.e. they 
show how people are vulnerable to the system or The System, respectively)—breaks 
down. I think that literature’s social value lies in its capacity to give us a ghost of the 
other’s experience. When deployed to make positive social change, literature shows 
us the risks others take every day. Stepping out of the house can be a risk for people 
who are discriminated against on the basis of race, sexuality, gender (to name only a 
few, and not forgetting that some people do not have a house to step out of). There 
are all kinds of risks that people take without choosing to do so—everyday life is an 
exposure to risk, and we all have different exposures. Where the hack’s pedagogic 
potential lies in showing a reader their risk profile, the poem can show the risks other 
people are vulnerable to. The hack’s value lies in helping readers understand how they 
might better protect themselves through behavioural change; the poem’s value lies in 
helping readers understand how they might better protect others through behavioural 
change. I like the idea that these stories can be offered in pairs; to ask readers to think 
about risk in a holistic way. 

With respect to methods, and to technical exploitation, I think that there are 
two ways of giving the reader this kind of experience with hacking. The first is to 
expose readers to exploitation—preferably in a safe environment like an installation 
space. The second is to put the exploit into the reader’s hands. This latter formal 
experiment, while not a part of Zero Day, is an approach I plan to try. Zero Day is an 
early investigation into how software vulnerabilities might be used to deliver artistic 
projects, and I expect that others will be able to contrive far more interesting uses. 
Earlier, I quoted Debord and Wolman: ‘restricting oneself to a personal arrangement of 
words is mere convention’.56 I like that premise—I like to think of experimental poets 
as language hackers for this reason. The impulse to speak off-register, to rearrange 
and appropriate language into new contexts, generates potential sites for economic 
and cultural resistance. I like to think of mine as an activist project, doing its small part 
to act for vulnerable people—people whose suffering often remains silent because it’s 
undramatic.

54  ‘Social engineering’ is the industry term for exploiting weaknesses in human trust 
systems.
55  That is, for the kind of writer who would baulk at putting detailed steps into an art 
project.
56  Debord and Wolman, ‘A User’s Guide to Détournement.’
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Subjectivity, Desire, and the Impossibility of Neutrality in Adaptation (2002)

Jack Finucane and Laurent Shervington

The University of Western Australia

Adaptation (2002) is a film directed by Spike Jonze and written by Charlie Kaufman, 
chronicling a part-real, part-fiction retelling of Kaufman’s own experience adapting Susan 
Orlean’s The Orchid Thief (1998). Jonze and Kaufman’s film is told in a multi-layered and 
almost surrealist style, prompting film critic Roger Ebert to posit that ‘to watch the film is 
to be actively involved in the challenge of its creation.’1 Due to its highly fragmented and 
metanarrative structure, the film appears replete with philosophical significance, provoking 
several studies on the film’s engagement with postmodernism2, metafiction3 and the process 
of adaptation4. While these elements form a major part of the film’s narrative and subtextual 
composition, another seemingly uncommented upon tendency is the critique the film levels 
at the concept of neutrality. In the context of this article, neutrality is defined as a certain 
orientation that involves the erasure of bias or desire, along with a simultaneous investment 
in an ideal of objectivity. Such a concern forms a major part of the character Charlie’s (based 
upon Kaufman himself) struggle, with his own aspirations towards remaining separated and 
distanced from his creative work also framing his relationships with other characters.5 What 
is at stake within this meditation on neutrality is the status of subjectivity, that is to say, the 
imprint of one’s own desires upon the world around them. 

 From one reading of the film, by Messier, the status of subjectivity (although 
not mentioned by name) is present in the film through the process of disappearance, as 
Charlie’s final revelation involves the dual gesture of ‘writing himself and his desires 
onto the screenplay before eventually vanishing himself in the film’s final scene.’6 
While Messier is correct to assert the film’s interest in deconstructing various binaries 
of authority, his emphasis on erasure (of the screenwriter as reader and writer) does not 
follow. Rather, as this article will contend, it is precisely the emergence of Kaufman’s 
subjectivity, as concrete remainder, from the veil of neutrality which constitutes 
the drama of the film. In this sense, Adaptation’s engagement with neutrality isn’t 
merely a minor aspect of the narrative, but pivotal to the unraveling of a fundamental 
dialectic in the text. As this dialectic develops, the film culminates into a confident 
statement about the impossibility of erasing subjectivity, an insight that resonates in 
the character of Charlie. If it is true, following Jacques Lacan, that the subject isn’t 
simply a correlate of the conscious agency of the ego, but rather, the subject of the 
unconscious, Adaptation can be read as a cinematic text that dramatises the encounter 
and reconciliation with the stain of one’s subjectivity.  

1  Roger Ebert, ‘Adaptation’ Roger Ebert (20 Dec 2002), www.rogerebert.com/reviews/
adaptation-2002, accessed 13th Nov 2021.
2  Barbara Simerka and Christopher B. Weimer, ‘Duplicitous Diegesis: "Don Quijote" and 
Charlie Kaufman’s "Adaptation".’ Hispania, 88/1 (2005), 91–100. 
3  Victoria de Zwaan, ‘Fidelity, Adaptation, and Meta-Commentary: The Case of Susan 
Orlean’s The Orchid Thief and Spike Jonze’s Adaptation,’ Anafora, 4/2, (2017), 267–91. 
4  Vartan Messier, ‘Desire and the "Deconstructionist": Adaptation as Writerly Praxis.’ 
Journal of Adaptation in Film & Performance, 7/1, (2013), 65–82. 
5  For the sake of clarity, this article will refer to Charlie Kaufman, the screenwriter, as 
‘Kaufman’, and Charlie Kaufman, the character, as ‘Charlie’.
6  Messier, 68.
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The Normative Ideal of Objectivity in Science and Journalism 

 
This article argues that Adaptation puts forward a refined critique of neutrality. Before 
turning to a closer textual analysis, the location of such a critique can be philosophically 
scaffolded through an exploration of two domains which elevate the concept of 
objectivity to the status of an ideal: science and journalism.7 Despite the difference in 
their object of inquiry, these domains are analogous in the practitioners’ presumed 
detachment and distance from their work. On the side of journalism, the elevation 
of objectivity and impartiality is seen by many as a necessary ideal for a fair and just 
reportage of information. As far as this line of thinking goes, the impurity of bias or 
personal opinion has little to no place in the exchange of information. In his elaboration 
of the major four global news agencies (Agence France-Presse, Associated Press, 
Reuters and Agencia EFE), Jonathan Fenby describes the philosophical underpinnings 
of such a notion of journalistic objectivity: 

To achieve such wide acceptability, the agencies avoid overt partiality. The 
demonstrably correct information is their stock-in-trade. Traditionally, they 
report at a reduced level of responsibility, attributing their information to a 
spokesman, the press, or other sources. They avoid making judgments and 
steer clear of doubt and ambiguity. Though their founders did not use the 
word, objectivity is the philosophical basis for their enterprises – or failing that, 
widely acceptable neutrality.8

Likewise, in a critical introduction to journalism studies, Calcutt and Hammond 
delineate the concept of journalistic objectivity into three interrelated concepts: 
truthfulness, neutrality and detachment. In theory, ‘journalists are dispassionate and 
neutral so as not to let their own emotional responses and political allegiances get in 
the way of reporting truthfully.’9 Therefore, at least on the theoretical level, the domain 
of journalism depends upon the ideal of objectivity.

 Turning to science, a similar lineage presents itself. In their book length study 
of the general topic, Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison chronicle the emergence of 
objectivity in science in the late 19th century, referring to British statistician Karl 
Pearson’s call for enlightened citizens to put to one side their ‘own feelings and 
emotions’ for the good of all, following the model of the scientist who ‘has above all 
things to aim at self-elimination in his judgements, to provide an argument which 
is as true for each individual mind as for his own.’10 For Daston and Galison, in ‘the 
making of images, the taking of measurements, the tracing of curves, and many other 
scientific practices of the latter half of the nineteenth century, self-elimination became 
an imperative.’11 Critiques of the ideal of objectivity have largely aimed at this self-
erasure proposed in the domain of science, seeing this turn not as a desirable feature, 
but one that reveals a certain epistemological hubris. In Critique of Dialectical Reason, 
Jean-Paul Sartre depicts the figure of the scientist as desituated from their mode of 
7  Within these domains, the status of these normative ideals are the subject of constant 
debate, critique and revision. Recently, the work of Liam Kofi Bright has pursued a critical 
but reparative approach to the doctrine of science, asking questions about how intellectual 
communities communicate and publish knowledge. See: Liam Kofi Bright, 'Why Do Scientists 
Lie?' Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement, 89 (2021), 117–29. Haixin Dang and Liam Kofi 
Bright. 'Scientific Conclusions Need Not Be Accurate, Justified, or Believed by Their Authors.' 
Synthese (Dordrecht, 2021). It is not our intention to claim that members of these fields uphold 
the ideal of objectivity without suspicion or scepticism, but rather, that this ideal does constitute 
a certain tendency within the discipline. Such a norm should be understood to, paraphrasing 
Marx, weigh like a nightmare on the brains of their practitioners. 
8  Jonathan Fenby, The International News Services, (New York: Schocken Books, 1986), 25. 
9  Andrew Calcutt and Philip Hammond, Journalism Studies: A Critical Introduction,(New 
York: Routledge, 2011), 98.
10  Karl Pearson, The Grammar of Science (London: Scott, 1892), 6-8.
11  Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, Objectivity, (New York: Zone Books, 2007), 196-197.
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enquiry, unable to see how their intervention is constructed socially and historically 
as a process:

The stance of the desituated experimenter …  tends to perpetuate analytical 
Reason as the model of intelligibility; the scientist’s passivity of the system 
in relation to himself. The dialectic reveals itself only to an observer situated 
in interiority, that is to say, to an investigator who lives his investigation 
both as a possible contribution to the ideology of the entire epoch and as 
the particular praxis of an individual defined by his historical and personal 
career within the wider history which conditions it.12

For Sartre, the scientist’s adherence to the limited form of analytical Reason prevents 
them from seeing their subjective impact, as constructive of, and constructed by, the 
wider social processes around them. 

 Such a position is shared by Jacques Lacan, who posits that science relies on 
the repression of subjectivity. Speaking on the figure of the scientist, Lacan posits, the 
‘man of science could be approached in his style, his morals, his mode of discourse, in 
the way in which, through a series of precautions, he protects himself from a number 
of questions concerning the very status of the science from which he is the servant.’13 
Following Lacan, the substance of objectivity can be seen less as a positive feature 
than the absence of a certain type of feature: namely, the desires, preconceptions, 
biases and personality, that is, the subjectivity of the interpreter. It is for this reason 
that contemporary theorist Samo Tomšič claims that modern science, and as we have 
posited, journalism, ‘does not speak of the subject; on the contrary it constitutes itself 
on its foreclosure.’14 Following Tomšič, the formula of objectivity, in both science 
and journalism, relies on the foreclosure of subjectivity, as to retain this element is to 
eliminate the measured distance sought by the ideal interpreter. This ideal interpreter, 
as one who possesses and lives up to the normative ideal of objectivity, makes a crucial 
impression upon the character of Charlie Kaufman in Adaptation. For Charlie, despite 
his more creative occupation as a screenwriter, the pursuit of objectivity emerges in his 
attempts to adapt Susan Orlean’s book of literary journalism, The Orchid Thief. While 
Charlie is not restricted by the institutional demands of science or journalism, his 
pursuit of the normative ideal appears to come from within himself, as he expects to 
be able to adapt the text from novel to film without enforcing his own desires upon it. 
Charlie’s struggle to meet this self-imposed ideal is reflected in several early scenes of 
the film, in particular his conversations with his agent Valerie Thomas (Tilda Swinton) 
and his brother Donald (Nicholas Cage). Thomas and Donald both provokes doubt in 
Charlie’s approach, to which he responds with further verbal fidelity to the ideal of 
adaptation. In this respect, he associates the task of adaptation with the adoption of a 
neutral position, despite the impossibility of such a stance. This impossibility imprints 
itself as a self-imposed demand to live up to the normative ideal of neutrality. 

Kaufman’s Own Private Ignorance

Charlie’s desire for neutrality comes through most prominently in his insistence that 
The Orchid Thief reflects life as it is, free of the drama portrayed in Hollywood cinema. 
Sitting opposite agent Valerie Thomas, discussing the possible adaptation of Orlean’s 
novel, Kaufman persists in his conviction that he would rather allow a film to exist 
independently of any artificial plot that might be unduly injected into it. One may 
ask, as Valerie Thomas asks, what might that mean? Kaufman does not know what he 
means either, but he does offer a criterion by which one might introduce Hollywood 

12 Jean-Paul Sartre, Critique of Dialectical Reason, tr. A. Sheridan-Smith (London: NLB, 
1976), 38.
13 Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XI: The Four Fundamental Concepts of 
Psychoanalysis, tr. Alan Sheridan (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1998), 264.
14   Samo Tomšič, “Three Notes on Science and Psychoanalysis” Filozofski vestnik, 33/2, 
2012, 129. 
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excess into The Orchid Thief. Kaufman does not want the text to be forcibly disfigured 
by way of turning it into an:

orchid heist movie or. . . changing the orchids into poppies and turning 
it into a movie about drug-running. . . I’m saying I don’t want to cram in 
sex or guns or car chases, or characters learning profound life lessons or 
growing or coming to like each other or overcoming obstacles to succeed 
in the end.

Like Valerie Thomas, we must also ask what Kaufman means. Can anything exist 
independently? Does it not require a system of production, involving a host of writers, 
editors, agents, and characters to write about? As Pierre Macherey wrote:

All speculation over man the creator is intended to eliminate real 
knowledge: the ‘creative process’ is, precisely, not a process, a labour; it 
is a religious formula to be found on funeral monuments. For the same 
reasons, all considerations of genius, of the subjectivity of the artist, of his 
soul, are on principle uninteresting.15

This leaves Kaufman wondering how The Orchid Thief could ever be adapted, written 
as it is, in an untouchable sprawling New Yorker style that belies its mechanism of 
deceit. 

As Pierre Macherey has it, the speech contained in a literary product ‘must be 
incomplete’, ‘for in order to say anything, there are other things which must not be said’, 
a particular silence which is the ground of what may be written.16 One may suggest 
that Kaufman, is somewhat aware of this silence when adapting Susan Orlean’s The 
Orchid Thief. Additionally, one may suggest that Susan Orlean is also aware of this 
particular silence. In an interview Orlean states that her role is not in making a story 
interesting, but in ‘making it happen. You don’t want readers to be overly conscious 
of that’, and that her work ‘asks to be considered as speaking the truth’.17 Orlean 
suggests that her work springs from a particular social desire, in which ‘[p]eople want 
to know about the real world, and through a voice that’s more eloquent and creative 
than the news.’18 Here, Orlean’s interpretation of her own work chimes with that of 
the classic form of journalistic neutrality, that she, a New York Times staff writer, is a 
necessary component in the communicative construction of real-world events, and as 
such is in the peculiar position of trustworthy narrator who knows better, who knows 
what to keep in and what to leave out. This is precisely the text sheared of its context, 
masquerading as unashamed facticity.

Pursuing further the aforementioned notion of the ideal interpreter, Jason 
Iggers proposes that the concept of journalistic neutrality hinges on a decontextualized 
discourse. Iggers notes that the ‘missing context in a factual proposition is the part that 
identifies the point of view (subjectivity) from which the object appears as it does; 
the assertion of facticity locates the truth of the proposition in the object itself.’19 
This decontextualisation suggests that the journalistic object presents itself as fact 
through its very state as an object removed from its origin, that the truth is in the 
work. However, there is always something more in the object of journalism than the 
assemblage of facts into an intelligible narrative structure, something that, for the 

15  Pierre Macherey, A Theory of Literary Production, tr. G. Wall (London: Routledge, 2006), 
77.
16  Macherey, A Theory of Literary Production, 91-95.
17  Susan Orlean quote: Yvonne Conza, 'Storyteller Strategist: A Conversation with Susan 
Orlean,' Los Angeles Review of Books, Oct 24, 2021, https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/storyteller-
strategist-a-conversation-with-susan-orlean/. The second quote, ‘asks to be considered […]’ 
from Macherey, A Theory of Literary Production, 78.
18  The Yale Literary Magazine, 'Yale Literary Magazine interview with Susan Orlean,' 
susanorlean.com (blog), n.d., http://www.susanorlean.com/news/yaleinterview.html.
19  Jeremy Iggers, Good News, Bad News, (Westview Press, 1999), 105.
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journalist, is in the subject more than the subject, which leads to a product stained by 
its producer. This stain implies a certain silence through which the journalistic object 
is produced. A silence in which one may think otherwise of the presumed facticity that 
the object deceptively works to imply. As a revealing passage from Janet Malcolm’s 
The Journalist and The Murderer explains, ‘[t]he writer ultimately tires of the subject’s 
self-serving story’ so that ‘the majority of stories told to journalists fail in their object. 
The writer ultimately tires of the subject’s self-serving story and substitutes a story of 
his own.’20

In Still Life in a Narrative Age, Joshua Landy proposes that the 21st century is an 
age obsessed with narrative, and that Charlie represents the problem of producing 
a non-narrative work in such an age. Charlie, as Landy contends, must abandon the 
supposed non-narrativity of The Orchid Thief in order to produce a workable and 
entertaining narrative film. Landy pities the 21st century impulse towards narrativity, 
writing that ‘our culture is obsessed with narrativity. No one today would look at 
paintings of orchids, let alone read sonnets about them, and not many would even 
watch a documentary about orchids and their hunters.’21. Putting aside the fact that 
there most certainly are people who engage in these acts, one cannot help but set off 
a series of associations when looking at paintings or reading sonnets about orchids. 
Orlean herself writes that: 

Nothing in science can account for the way people feel about orchids. 
Orchids drive people crazy. . . They are the sexiest flowers on earth. The 
name “orchid” derives from the Latin orchis, which means testicle. This 
refers not only to the testicle-shaped tubers of the plant but to the fact that 
it was long believed that orchids sprang from the spilled semen of mating 
animals.22

Pressing on, Landy suggests that Kaufman does Orlean’s work a disservice when 
Charlie, charges The Orchid Thief with a lack of character narrative. Despite this, Landy 
repudiates Orlean in stating that ‘Orlean is already flailing for the right story to tell. 
How is Charlie expected to do any better?’23 Here, Landy misses a crucial element 
of Orlean’s work that Kaufman has not. Kaufman recognises that the narrative gaps 
present in The Orchid Thief are precisely the points in which Orlean reveals something 
of the production of her text. These gaps appear just enough to elicit in Charlie and 
Kaufman, the possibility of considering a desire beyond what is stated by Orlean in 
The Orchid Thief. Rather than Kaufman foolishly insisting that he has read Orlean’s 
desire in these gaps, he inserts himself. These gaps represent the stumbling block of 
journalistic neutrality, which hint at the concealed position of the journalist in the text, 
and allow the reader to think otherwise than what the journalist has stated. 

Unravelling Orlean

Donald, Charlie’s on-screen twin, when asked how he would finish Charlie’s script, 
replies with ‘I feel like you’re missing something’. Donald then recites the final lines of 
the novel back to Charlie:

Sometimes this kind of story turns out to be something more. Some 
glimpse of life that expands like those Japanese paper balls you drop into 
water and they bloom into flowers and the flowers so marvelous you can’t 
believe there was a time all you saw in front of you was a paper ball and a 
glass of water.

20  Janet Malcolm, The Journalist and The Murderer, (New York: Vintage Books,1990), 20.
21  Joshua Landy, 'Still Life in a Narrative Age: Charlie Kaufman’s Adaptation,' Critical 
Inquiry 37, no.3 (2011): 499, https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/659355.
22  Susan Orlean, The Orchid Thief, (Random House, 2009), 59.
23  Landy. 
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Donald claims that the metaphor that stands as the climax of the text casts doubt upon 
the entire work. By pursuing this incongruous feature, Donald opens the text to the 
possibility of unearthing Orlean’s buried narrative incompletion. This scene makes 
explicit the point at which a text reveals to its reader the elements of an author’s 
desire that is in the subject, more than the subject. This textual element may appear 
for the journalist as the lure that the subject symbolizes. It is in fact their desire to 
find themselves within the act of assembling for the subject, what appears as a series 
of random events, into an intelligible series, and thus knowable narrative. For the 
journalist, this desire usually appears as something hidden underneath the ordinary 
events a subject may recall in their story, which hides the believed truth of the story 
itself.

Contrary to this, Kaufman suggests that this affirmation of essential speech is 
itself non-existent, and that what is not spoken may have no essential ground. As such, 
the text becomes filled with the desire of the one who thinks there is more to the text. 
This is the case for Orlean, as she follows the obtuse Laroche, believing that behind his 
bravado, there exists some core truth. As Adaptation progresses, the line between reporter 
and subject is blurred through the longing for this essential element, mistaking the act 
of passion as the harbinger alluding to something more. Such a concept resonates with 
Slavoj Žižek’s articulation of a particular symptom which is ‘destroying him, but at 
the same time is the only thing giving him consistency.’24 Drawing on Jacques Lacan’s 
concept of that which is in one, more than one, Žižek’s conceptualisation suggests that 
Orlean will continue to pursue Laroche, beyond locating the Ghost Orchid, the object 
which she had given as reason to remain with Laroche. Ultimately, it is this wound 
that Orlean endures, brought about by her encounter with Laroche, that is silently 
destroying her life, but which provides it with consistency.

For Orlean, her symptom draws her closer to Laroche, working towards 
what she imagines is Laroche’s motivations, transfixed by his wildly oscillating, but 
ultimately empty passions. It is this symptom, expressed in myriad forms, that makes 
the subject of a work of journalism, more than they are. For the journalist, it is an 
element of themselves, invested in the subject, that lures them into thinking there must 
be more to the story, more to their story. This is the same for Kaufman and Charlie, in 
that the text’s gaps become filled with what he may think has occurred, and what must 
occur for his desire, to adapt a book into a film, to be fulfilled in some measure. 

One might suggest that what is revealed in Adaptation is the coordinates of the 
skeletal form of journalism as an apparatus, capable and waiting for investment. One 
might define, as Fredric Jameson has, this apparatus as a libidinal apparatus. Borrowing 
from Jean-François Lyotard, Frederic Jameson employs the concept of the libidinal 
apparatus, to describe an object ‘cut adrift from its originating situation and “freed” 
for the alienation of a host of quite different signifying functions and uses, whose 
content rushes in to invest it’25. The libidinal apparatus is an ‘empty form or structural 
matrix in which a charge of free-floating and inchoate fantasy – both ideological and 
psychoanalytic – can suddenly crystallize, and find the articulated figuration essential 
for its social actuality and psychic effectivity.’26 One might propose that the literary 
journalism of Orlean and the screenwriting of Kaufman share in this apparatus, in 
which Adaptation stands as the filmic depiction of this freed narrative structure, with 
its many gaps and pitfalls, calling for one reader after another to fill in the blanks.

Precisely, as Jameson elaborates, it is in the reduction of the collective, social 
elements of the production of a text, into the ‘valorized individual biography’ which 
permits the individual to insert themselves so that the textual apparatus becomes the 
libidinal apparatus, becoming a ‘machinery for ideological investment.’27 Once The 

24  Slavoj Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology, (London: Verso, 2007), 85.
25  Frederic Jameson, Fables of Aggression, (University of California Press, 1979), 95.
26  Jameson, Fables of Aggression, 95.
27  Frederic Jameson, The Political Unconscious, (London: Routledge, 1981), 15.
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Orchid Thief is assembled and printed, Laroche’s story has already been freed from 
its original context, that of a thief, stealing protected flora, and becomes the host for a 
variety of investments and allegories. One might find the principle of this machinery at 
work in Kaufman’s reading of The Orchid Thief, in which he finds the text lacking and 
in need of something to fill it with, primarily himself. Of course, Orlean has committed 
this same crime in producing her work, self-elected in order to reproduce the common 
occurrences of everyday life with the vitality only a New York Times staff writer could 
muster. Both Kaufman (here inclusive of character and director) and Orlean convince 
themselves that there is always more to the story, forgetting that they themselves are 
this supplementary addition. 

The Emergence of the Subject in Adaptation

As mentioned, Charlie’s encounter with Orlean and Laroche marks a point of rupture 
within his psychic structure, allowing him to see the impossibility of his previously 
held ideal of objectivity. The aftermath of such an event leaves Charlie in a bewildered 
state, after witnessing the deaths of Laroche and his brother Donald. The following 
scene, the morning after the incident, shows Charlie calling his mother crying, unable 
to speak to the violence he has witnessed. In such a state of destitution, Charlie’s 
subjectivity appears to emerge from behind the veil of neutrality, as he begins to 
take responsibility for his actions.  In Russell Sbriglia and Slavoj Žižek’s introduction 
to the edited volume Subject Lessons, they define the subject with direct reference to 
the unconscious, a divided and guarantee-less force that resembles the fallen figure 
of Charlie. Sbriglia and Žižek are careful to avoid the dual tendencies of previous 
approaches to the subject, which have either overemphasised the instrumentality of the 
rational subject of mastery, or undermined the usefulness of the concept altogether, an 
approach proximate to the new materialisms and deconstructionist thought. In their 
own words, the subject: 

is not the conscious or consciously thinking subject— the autonomous 
bourgeois monad or ego or individual likewise targeted by cultural 
materialism— but, rather, the unconscious subject, or, more precisely, the 
subject of the unconscious.28

The model Sbriglia and Žižek use for their understanding of the subject is elaborated 
by Jacques Lacan. Following Freud, Lacan locates the split in the subject through 
the quality of sexuality, as it is the fact of being sexed (or sexuated) that comes to 
metaphorise the subject’s alienation from their own being. In his own words, Lacan 
states ‘[s]exuality is established in the field of the subject by a way that is that of lack.’29 
It is, however, this lack that is itself the basis of how a subject comes to be marked by 
the quality of desire. Put otherwise, it is the fact that the subject is missing something 
that impels them to constantly seek to assuage this lack. As Lacan further posits, the 
fact of the subject’s division doesn’t foreclose the possibility of ethics, but is rather 
the basis for it. Lacan’s elaboration of this point is found in his re-reading of Freud’s 
statement ‘Wo Es war, soll Ich warden’ as an ethical injunction – ‘there where it was, 
or there where one was … it is my duty that I should come into being’ – that opens up 
a novel orientation towards the subject – object relationship.30 Simply put, for Lacan, 
the subject finds themselves revealed in the Other (or object), with this encounter 
marking the fact of inseparability between these two domains. The ethical position 
the subject must take up is, for Lacan, accepting the alien, exterior part encountered 
not as separate, but rather, as intimately part of oneself. Returning to our inquiry on 
objectivity, it might be said that the subject’s failure to be at one with itself entails its 
inability to remain in a distanced subject-object relationship. Here subjectivity can be 

28 Russell Sbriglia and Slavoj Žižek, Subject Lessons: Hegel, Lacan, and the Future of 
Materialism, (Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 2020), 8.
29 Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XI, 204.
30 Jacques Lacan. Écrits: A Selection, trans. Alan Sheridan. (London: Tavistock Publications, 
1977). p. 129.
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defined as rejecting this stance of neutrality and accepting that in any inquiry, be it 
journalistic, scientific, or creative, the residue of one’s desire is encountered. 

Likewise, the formal structure of Adaptation encourages its spectator to 
consider the implications of thinking Orlean and Laroche’s relationship alongside 
Charlie’s own mode of being, not least because of the fact Charlie becomes directly 
involved in discovering their clandestine relationship. If the logic expressed by Orlean 
and Laroche is that one cannot hold an exterior or distanced relationship between 
themselves and their work, such a logic repeats itself in Charlie’s development from 
the beginning to the end of the film. In other words, becoming embroiled in Orlean and 
Laroche’s relationship is what allows Charlie to come to the realisation that he ought to 
acknowledge and accept the stain of his own subjectivity, rather than try and obfuscate 
it. In the encounter with Orlean and Laroche, Charlie learns that taking a distanced 
perspective on his work and himself is impossible; that regardless of his attempts to 
erase his subjectivity, it will persist. In the opening voiceover of the film, the spectator 
is presented with a version of Charlie that wishes to simply subtract his subjectivity, 
to erase any excessive or unwieldy impact he has upon the world and those around 
him. Formally, this is expressed in the impossibly distanced opening images, which 
initially shows the Earth from space, moving into the hazy atmosphere with erupting 
volcanoes, meteors, lightning strikes and pools of water. Such an exposition reflects 
the interiority of Charlie, who, in attempting to grasp the totality of life on Earth in 
such a God-like or omniscient position, aims to downplay his own significance. This 
formal meaning dovetails with Charlie’s oration that follows the silent images:

Do I have an original thought in my head? My bald head. Maybe if I were 
happier, my hair wouldn’t be falling out. Life is short. I need to make 
the most of it. Today is the first day of the rest of my life. I’m a walking 
cliché. I really need to go to the doctor and have my leg checked. There’s 
something wrong. A bump. The dentist called again. I’m way overdue. If 
I stop putting things off, I would be happier. All I do is sit on my fat ass. If 
my ass wasn’t fat I would be happier. I wouldn’t have to wear these shirts 
with the tails out all the time. Like that’s fooling anyone. Fat ass. I should 
start jogging again. Five miles a day. Really do it this time. Maybe rock 
climbing. I need to turn my life around. 

In this soliloquy, Nicholas Cage’s delivery manages to capture a state of both perpetual 
defeat and persistent yearning, as in metonymically moving from topic to topic without 
a change in register or vocal inflection, Charlie is revealed as a character caught in the 
inertia between theory and practice. In theory, his character can articulate ideals of a 
happier existence, yet, in his continual, obsessive elaboration, he removes himself from 
the actuality of this state by never attempting to turn these into practical solutions. 
From this point, Charlie turns to the more existentially coded questions that plague 
him:

Why should I be made to feel I have to apologize for my existence? Maybe 
it’s my brain chemistry. Maybe that’s what’s wrong with me. Bad chemistry. 
All my problems and anxiety can be reduced to a chemical imbalance or 
some kind of misfiring synapses. I need to get help for that. But I’ll still be 
ugly though. Nothing’s gonna change that.

This later sequence should be understood as a linguistically expressed continuation of 
the opening images, as Charlie attempts to construct himself as a ‘nothing,’ a subject-
less bitter failure without any appeal to anyone around him. While Charlie’s complaint 
may reflect a certain image of his reality, it also serves as a circularly justifying gesture 
that doesn’t really aim at being understood or interpreted by the Other. In the preface 
to The Trouble with Pleasure, Aaron Shuster reflects upon the notion of the complaint 
not merely as a private action, but as an ideological gesture. As he writes,
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Indeed, complaining is a particularly excellent illustration of jouissance 
insofar as it demonstrates that real joy has nothing to do with feelings per 
se but consists in devotion and surrender to an activity, which may include 
very different and even negative affective states … Kvetching is a way of 
life, a weird flourishing in the Aristotelian sense, which instrumentalizes 
or immanentizes both the good and the bad to provide more grist for its 
cantankerous mill. And from the perspective of this peevish enjoyment, 
the other’s response or recognition has no more intrinsic interest than 
thirst, lost dry cleaning, a too sunny day, or anything else. In the end, the 
complainer is not really interested in recognition.31

Ultimately, in this state of pure complaint, Charlie refuses the positionality that comes 
with his existence as a subject and inevitably making a mark on his environment and 
with others. Such a dynamic is repeated in his interactions with Amelia, as well as with 
the task of finishing his manuscript. As mentioned above, it is only from the encounter 
with Orlean and John that Charlie realises that an alternative mode of being is possible, 
specifically, reconciling with the fact that subjectivity is unavoidable. This is perhaps 
best expressed in the final scene of the film, in which Charlie takes responsibility for his 
feelings towards Amelia, no longer fearing rejection. After admitting his love for her, 
Charlie’s voiceover emerges, with a distinctly more confident tone than the opening 
monologue:

I have to go right home. I know how to finish the script now. It ends with 
Kaufman driving home after his lunch with Amelia, thinking he knows 
how to finish the script. Shit, that’s voice-over. McKee would not approve. 
How else can I show his thoughts? I don’t know. Oh, who cares what 
McKee says? It feels right. Conclusive. I wonder who’s gonna play me. 
Someone not too fat. I liked that Gerard Depardieu, but can he not do the 
accent? Anyway, it’s done. And that’s something. So: “Kaufman drives off 
from his encounter with Amelia, filled for the first time with hope.” I like 
this. This is good.

Critical interpretations of this ending scene have been varied, with a central point of 
contention being whether the film endorses the cathartic, typical Hollywood-style 
closure; or points to the limitations of such a gesture. Following the logic of the former, 
Rapfogel poses:

The disappointing thing about Adaptation, for all its promise and 
intelligence, is that despite its self-consciousness and inventiveness it 
seems to share with so many pedestrian films a determination to answer 
questions rather than simply raise them, to choose some kind of concrete 
ending rather than a radical openness.32 

By contrast, for Messier, the film falls closer to the side of narrative ambiguity, as 
emphasis is placed upon Charlie’s subjective erasure by the end of the film, signaled 
through the metaphor of Ouroboros. As Messier considers, Charlie comes to a 
realisation after hearing Donald’s script changes: that he in fact stands in for the ‘self-
consuming snake that inspired Donald and symbolizes self-reflexivity.’33 Further, ‘this 
realization casts a shadow on Charlie’s confidence,’ as he comes to see that including 
himself in his film is a ‘result of his inability to function in the real world and get over 
his timidity to meet Orlean.’34 Following his reading of the film’s conclusion qua the 
time lapse of the bed of flowers, Messier asserts ‘in that brilliant moment where words 

31  Aaron Schuster, The Trouble With Pleasure: Deleuze and Psychoanalysis, (London: The 
MIT Press, 2016), 3
32  Jared Rapfogel, ‘Adaptation: How to stop worrying and love to compromise’, Sense 
of Cinema (17 Jan 2003) www.sensesofcinema.com/2003/feature-articles/adaptation/, accessed 
13th Nov 2021. 
33  Messier, ‘Desire and the "Deconstructionist": Adaptation as Writerly Praxis’, 77.
34  Messier, 77.
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and the gaze converge, the camera substitutes for the voice and Charlie erases himself 
as “Ourobouros”.’35 While Messier is correct to highlight the erasure of a certain 
orientation in Charlie, this does not coincide with the erasure of Charlie as a subject. 
Rather, it is at this point that the possibility of embracing one’s subjectivity, regardless 
of guarantee, is opened up for Charlie. In this sense, he begins to see the reminder 
(and remainder) of his subjective stain not as something to be hidden or erased, but 
something he is capable of coming to terms with.

Conclusion

This article has argued that Adaptation is a film that puts forward a refined critique of 
neutrality. Drawing from critiques of objectivity, the character of Charlie Kaufmann 
is approached as a figure that struggles with the demands of remaining neutral and 
objective in his adaptation of Susan Orlean’s The Orchid Thief. However, in his encounter 
with Orlean, he discovers a compromised relationship between Orlean and Laroche, 
her object of study. It is this fundamental encounter that allows Kaufmann to reconcile 
the impossibility of separating his subjective desires from the textual apparatus he 
aims to produce. 

In this sense, the film’s engagement with neutrality cannot be dismissed as a 
marginal theme, but rather one that provokes the central revelation of the text. By the 
conclusion of the narrative, this revelation has reached its apogee, as Charlie has found 
peace with the impossibility of erasing his subjectivity from his work, allowing him the 
space to complete his manuscript. From this position, Adaptation can be read as a cinematic 
text that dramatises the encounter and reconciliation with the stain of one’s subjectivity.   

35  Messier, 80.
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This paper seeks to bridge a gap in Australian art histories by examining the 
contribution of Northern Queensland to the Australian arts narrative. The story of the 
visual arts in Australia is often written from the perspective of the southern states, 
and the story of Queensland art is often written from the perspective of its capital, 
Brisbane. This is despite the early depiction of the rich flora and fauna of Far North 
Queensland recognised in early surveys. In examining the history of the arts from the 
north however, key themes emerge that characterise and challenge understandings of 
the visual arts in Queensland. By exploring the work of artist Clem Forbes (1938-1997) 
and sculptor Tom Risley (1947-2010) this paper suggests that the contribution made by 
artists living and working in Northern Queensland can throw light on what is distinct 
about the north as a vision of Australian art. 

Early histories of art in Australia have consistently spoken to a national, 
Eurocentric school of art. Within this, Queensland has often been celebrated for the 
lush and tropical landscapes of the Far North while being condemned in the south, for 
its parochial outlook. In between exists notions of regional art, romanticised at best, or 
judged as local at worst. This paper is part of a larger qualitative study of the arts in 
Northern Queensland 1971-1981, examining more closely the art of the region and to 
rethink its place in Australia’s art history. Relevant to this is the geographic, economic, 
and cultural factors impacting on the arts infrastructure in Queensland, explained 
through the drive for arts spaces, education structures and cultural programmes. 
Further, the study seeks to distinguish the works of visual artist Clem Forbes (1938-
1997) and sculptor Tom Risley (1947-2010) as artists working in situ in the north, 
arguing that their practice and exhibition outputs during their formative periods were 
distinct to Northern Queensland.1 Clem Forbes committed to depicting the landscape 
of the north including the towns of central Queensland, the rainforests of the Mackay 
Hinterland region and the Brigalow country found to the south of Rockhampton, 
making use of abstract techniques while remaining true to the imagery of the landscape 
as he saw it. Risley, throughout his career, drew materials and inspiration from the 
environment, both urban and natural, that would realise both symbolic and figurative 
representations of the people and places of the north. Both artists benefitted from the 
influence and mentoring of other artists and the support of cultural programs and 
1  Clem Forbes was represented by the Bakehouse Art Gallery, Mackay; Martin Gallery, 
Townsville; Holdsworth Galleries, Sydney and Brisbane galleries including The Young 
Australian Gallery. He is represented in public and private collections including the Mackay, 
Rockhampton, and Townsville regional art collections, Mackay Entertainment Centre; Burdekin 
Theatre, Ayr; James Cook University Central Queensland University, Queensland University 
of Technology, the University of Queensland, the National Gallery of Australia print collection 
and Artbank (Australian Government). Tom Risley was represented from 1982 by the Ray 
Hughes Gallery and Andrew Baker Art Dealer. His work is represented in public and private 
collections including the Cairns and Townsville regional art collections, QAGOMA; HOTA; 
the Art Gallery of NSW; NGV; UGSA; AGWA; the National Gallery of Australia; Artbank; 
Queensland University of Technology; Parliament House, Canberra; Auckland City Art Gallery 
and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
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exhibition opportunities throughout their development as artists. In remaining true 
to their locality, they would both seek to expand their sphere of influence beyond 
the constraints of their region. Through the methodology design for the project, rich 
and complex data informed by the ‘lived experiences’ of artists, directors and patrons, 
revealed a history of the arts in Queensland that works to broaden our understandings 
of the visual arts in Australia, while narrowing in on what was distinct about the 
practice of artists working in the north.2 

Locating Northern Queensland

The regions specific to this study include the Central; Mackay, Isaac and Whitsunday; 
North, and Far North regions of Queensland, all located to the north of Brisbane.3 
This study has collectively referred to this area as Northern Queensland. The major 
population centres are located along the east coast of Queensland, traditionally 
identified as port towns connecting the north to Brisbane and further to the south (Fig 
1).

The description of Queensland’s landscape after the closure of Moreton Bay as a 
penal settlement was described in 1923 as ‘rich in many types…with the heterogeneous 
splendour of mile upon mile of gleaming foliage.4 While the Far North of Queensland is 
often categorised by its wet tropical flora and fauna, forest landscapes to the south are 
distinguished by their evergreen or semi-deciduous rainforests, Brigalow country and 
Melaleuca woodlands as characterised by the Paperbark, Queensland Bottle and Tea 
trees.5 The regions in Northern Queensland were also defined by their mining, cattle, 
pastoral, and sugar industries critical to the state’s economic development, bringing 
with it the experience of adversity in the face of floods, fire, cyclones and hazardous 
landscapes.6 In addition, the geographic distance from the metropolitan centres of 
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane foreshadowed the impact of isolation, prioritising 
the development of transport and skill infrastructures throughout Queensland over 
cultural pursuits. 

Queensland Art as a History

On the whole the history of Australian art has been written from the cities 
of Sydney and Melbourne based on the state and national collections...7

William Moore’s 1934 survey provides an early national perspective on Australian art. 
Recognising that ‘art from the continent goes back to a remote period’ his chronology begins  

2  The notion of ‘lived experience’ relies on the epistemology of hermeneutics as 
developed by German Philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911). 
3  The geographic boundaries for the regions are defined by the Quensland Government. 
Queensland Government, ‘Trade and Investment Queensland’ (2022), https://www,tiq.qld.gov.
au/international-business/invest-in-queensland/regions, accessed 1 Jun. 2022.
4  Matt J. Fox, The History of Queensland: Its People and Industries: An Historical and 
Commercial Review Descriptive and Biographical Facts, Figures and Illustrations: An Epitome of 
Progress in 3 Volumes (Brisbane: States Publishing Company, 1923),  1.
5  Tony Barker & Ian Byford, Harvests and Heartache: Images and Stories of Queensland’s 
Agricultural Past (Queensland Department of Primary Industries, 1988), 3-5, 126.
6  Fox, The History of Queensland, 316.
7  Ross Searle, Artist in the Tropics: 200 Years of Art in North Queensland (Townsville: Perc 
Tucker Regional Gallery, 1991), 10.
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Figure 1 Northern Queensland Regions Included in Study8

with the development of the ‘Australian School’.9 By dating this from the return of artist Tom  
Roberts (1856-1931) to Melbourne in 1885, Moore strongly privileges the narrative of 
Australian art through the lens of the Heidelberg School. Isaac Walter Jenner (1836-
1901) painting in Brisbane, is described as one of the leading landscape painters in the 
eighties and nineties and ‘William Bustard (1894-1973), after Vida Lahey (1882-1968), 
the leading artist in Queensland.’10  While recognising the work of Queensland artists, 
Moore linked their subject matter and the developing art institutions to the notion of 
an Australian, rather than Queensland, school of art.

The early depiction of the rich flora and fauna of Far North Queensland 
was however, recognised by art historian Bernard Smith in his 1960 survey.11 Smith 
attributes the geographic and historical origins of Australian art to the Far North, in 
which he categorised, interpreted, and evaluated artworks specific to their scientific, 
ethnographic and topographical value and through the notion of the ‘picturesque’.12 
Further, Smith examined the theme of location, distinguishing the early artists of this 
period as ‘birds of passage’ in their visits to Australia, making note of the pastoral 
frontier artists painting between 1821-1851 beyond the Sydney, Hobart and Launceston 
settlements.13 Brisbane was noted as one of the settlements providing stimulus for

8  Northern Queensland Regions Included in the Study, Open Data Queensland, Accessed 
20 April 1922, https://www.data.qld.gov.au. The geographic boundaries for the regions are 
defined by the Quensland Government. ‘Trade and Investment Queensland’, 2022, Accessed 20 
April 2022, https://www.tiq.qld.gov.au/international-business/invest-in-queensland/regions. 
9  William Moore, The Story of Australian Art from the Earliest Known Art of the Continent to 
the Art of to-Day in Two Volumes (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1934).
10  Moore, The Story of Australian Art, 112.
11  Bernard Smith, European Vision and the South Pacific, 1768-1850: A Study in the History of 
Art and Ideas (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1960).
12  Bernard Smith, Australian Painting 1788-1990 with the Three Additional Chapters on 
Australian Painting Since 1970 by Terry Smith (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1992),  x.
13  Smith, Australian Painting 1788-1990, 42.
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amateur and professional artists to recapitulate the graphic interests of 
Sydney’s first artists, each settlement recording its local fauna and flaura 
[sic], its native peoples and its own progress.14  

Later, Smith’s emphasis on the intense Sydney-Melbourne rivalry that existed at the 
turn of the century further shifted the history of Australian art away from its northern 
origins, grounding it firmly in the south .15 Queensland as a result, was condemned as 
a ‘community more philistine than most.’16 Smith did however, made exceptions in 
his reference to the Sidney Nolan (1917-1992) exhibition at the Johnstone Gallery in 
Brisbane in 1954, the contribution made by the London trained artist and teacher, Roy 
Churcher (1933-2014), the critical outputs of Austrian born art historian Dr Gertrude 
Langer (1908-1984) and the paintings by artist Ian Fairweather (1891-1974). Smith 
further alluded to a Queensland approach to painting. 

In Queensland…a number of talented painters have sought to keep in 
direct touch with daily life - without a complicated aesthetic to explain 
it. Here, too, a kind of Merioola neo-romanticism typical of Sydney in the 
later 1940’s has been given new life and a certain vigour by being applied 
to subjects’ characteristic of the tropics.17

In Queensland it was Vida Layey (1882-1968) who wrote one of the first comprehensive 
histories of Queensland art for the Queensland Art Gallery in 1959 from the perspective 
of its beginnings as a Moreton Bay settlement.18 The University of Queensland would 
also complete a survey, extending the history to 1985.19 This ‘teleological process of art 
history’ therefore placed importance firmly on the notion of progress.20 

Ross Searle’s publication ‘Artist in the Tropics: 200 Years of Art in North 
Queensland’ for the Perc Tucker Regional Art Gallery, Townsville in 1991 was the first 
major survey of the art history of North Queensland. Searle categorically stated that 
there had been ‘little cohesive focus for the visual arts outside Brisbane.’21 The exhibition 
sought to provide an overview of the artists’ response to the tropical environment, 
landscape, and lifestyle from the period of white exploration and early settlement 
until the late 1980s as well as showing the way in which the artists responded to the 
region. The goal, Searle stated, was to ‘introduce the general public to an unknown 
artistic heritage thereby creating a sense of tradition.’22 Further, regional galleries have 
curatorially sought to create a narrative of the arts in Northern Queensland thematically 
as much as chronologically, attributing the concepts of isolation, colonialism, escape, 
tropical and the exotic to works created, or to the artists who were either living in or 
visiting, the north.23

14  Smith, Australian Painting 1788-1990, 42
15  John Mcdonald, The Art of Australia Volume 1: Exploration to Federation (Sydney: 
Macmillan, 2008), 616.
16  Smith, Australian Painting 1788-1990, 410.
17  Smith, Australian Painting 1788-1990, 410.
18  Vida Lahey, Art in Queensland, 1859-1959 (Brisbane: Jacaranda Press, 1959).
19  University of Queensland, University Art Museum, Queensland Works : Honours the 75th 
Anniversary of the University of Queensland (St Lucia: University Art Museum, 1985).
20  Hans Belting, The End of the History of Art?, trans. Christopher Wood (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1987), 6.
21  Searle, Artist in the Tropics, 10.
22  Searle, Artist in the Tropics, 10.
23  Exhibitions have included ‘Escape Artists’ (Cairns Regional Gallery, 1998); ‘Beneath the 
Monsoon: Visions North of Capricorn’ (Art Space Mackay, 2003); ‘Blighted Paradise: Colonial 
Visions of Northern Australia’ (Rockhampton Regional Art Gallery, 2001); ‘To the Islands: 
Exploring Works Created by Artists on Dunk, Bedarra, and Timana Islands between the 1930s 
and 1990s’ (Perc Tucker Regional Art Gallery, Townsville, 2013), and ‘Utopia Tropicae: The 
Spirit of the North’ (Perc Tucker Regional Art Gallery, Townsville, 2018)
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Methodology

Qualitative researchers deploy a wide range of interconnected interpretive 
methods, always seeking better ways to make more understandable the 
world of experience that has been studied.24 

The research design for the project supports the collection of data that includes the 
lived histories of artists, gallery directors and patrons who were living and working 
in situ throughout the scope of this study. Historical comparative methods were 
applied to the case studies and ethnographic field methods supported the researcher 
in accessing works beyond national, state and regional collections through access to 
the participants’ art collections and personal archives. The research utilised extended 
structured and semi-structured interviews with artists, patrons and directors who 
were active in Northern Queensland during the scope of the study. The inclusion of 
Clem Forbes (1938-1997) and sculptor Tom Risley (1947-2010) in this study meant that 
my own autobiography became relevant to the research design. I grew up in Mackay, 
the daughter of artist Clem Forbes and my mother, Dorothy Forbes (b 1934), was an 
artist and the director of the ‘Bakehouse Art Gallery’ which she established with Clem 
Forbes in Mackay in 1972. This meant that I was immersed from a very young age in 
the art world of this time (Fig 2). 

 This context supported the ethnographic approach to the methodology where 
my own history allowed me to act as a gatekeeper to the field. The work of grounded 
theorist Kathy Charmaz, in applying social constructionist theory, was therefore 
applied to the analysis of the data. Through this lens, the ethnographic, interpretive 
researcher is understood to engage with the participant’s view of the world in utilising 
a methodology which ‘exists out of respect for the complexity of the lived world and 
the complications of power and privilege or the lack thereof’.25 The research design is 
outlined in Figure 3.

Beyond the Brisbane Line

I have often wondered why Queensland artists do not go more often to 
Northern Queensland for subjects for their pictures.26

24  Norman K. Denzin & Yvonna S. Lincoln, The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research, 3rd 
ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2018), 17.
25  Joe Kincheloe et al., ‘Critical Pedagogy and Qualitative Research Advancing the 
Bricolage’, in Norman K. Denzin & Yvonna S. Lincoln, The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research, 
5th ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2018), 244.
26  ‘Scope for Art in the North Mr. R. Campbell’s Exhibition Opened’, Courier-Mail, (22 
Aug 1934), 17, in Trove [online database], accessed 8 Aug. 2022.
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Figure 2 The author, age 9, is pictured second from right, with director Dorothy 
Forbes (far right) at the Bakehouse Art Gallery, Victoria Street, Mackay. 1977. Persons 
on left are patrons of the Bakehouse Gallery.27

27  Dorothy Forbes Archive. 
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Figure 3 Research Design28

We think the north the most beautiful spot in Australia. It is so gloriously 
fertile. Take the canefields with their vivid and varied shades of green, the 
cutters burnt almost black in some cases, the farms and houses…29

While the discussion of what constituted a modern approach to figurative and 
landscape painting was topical in Brisbane from its beginnings, Queensland’s 
cultural development was also impacted by the need for infrastructure, specific to the 
establishment of art spaces, education, and cultural programmes. While the Queensland 
(National) Art Gallery opened in a temporary space in 1895, it was the Schools of Art that 
are recognised as the foundation of Queensland’s art history, offering the first formal 
art classes from 1881. Technical colleges including the Central Technical College [CTC] 
delivered art classes as influenced by the traditional Kensington School model from 
1915.30  The art societies including The Queensland Art Society (RQAS) would support 
exhibitions, prizes, scholarships, and education albeit with the focus on Brisbane. 
Later, it was the Queensland Arts Council [QAC] under the presidency of Gertrude 
Langer, that would introduce educational touring programs and ‘vacation schools’ 
from 1962, ‘aimed at nurturing arts practise’.31 Tutors such as John Rigby (1922-2012), 

28  Project Title: In Defence of the North. The Narrative of Place and the Art of Becoming. 
Northern Queensland 1971-1981. JCU. Primary Investigator: Celie Forbes
29  Roy Dalgarno, Unidentified press clipping ‘An Exhibition of Tropical Paintings’ (5 
Dec 1940) cited in  Keith Bradbury and Glenn R. Close, Thorns & Petals: 100 Years of the Royal 
Queensland Art Society (Brisbane: Royal Queensland Art Society, 1988), 91.
30  Eddie Clarke, ‘Technical and Further Education in Queensland: A History 1860-1990’, 
Historical Perspectives on Contemporary Issues in Queensland Education 7 (Brisbane: Department of 
Education, Queensland, 1992), 15.
31  Philip Strobl, ‘But the Main Thing Is I Had the Knowledge’: Gertrude Langer, Cultural 
Translation and the Emerging Art Sector in Post-War Queensland (Australia)’, Australian and 
New Zealand Journal of Art 18, no. 1 (2018), 27. 
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Mervyn Moriarty (1937-2021), Roy Churcher, and Stanislaus Rapotec (1913-1997) 
would deliver painting workshops, further situating them to run ‘on-demand’ tuition 
throughout Queensland, as supported by the regional art societies and branches of the 
QAC. This would, for example, bring artists such as Rigby, Moriarty and Rapotec to 
Northern Queensland.32 The QAC also supported cultural programmes and events. 
The first solo exhibition in Mackay by artist Clem Forbes for example, was sponsored 
by the Mackay Branch of the Queensland Arts Council.

The Australia Council for the Arts was established by the Federal Government in 
1967 and in 1975 became known as the Australia Council under Prime Minster Gough 
Whitlam. The Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council would support Tom Risley 
with material and equipment grants in 1981, 1983, 1985 and a Fellowship in 1991.33 The 
Australian Heritage Gallery was established in Cairns in 1976 ‘under the umbrella of 
the Aboriginal Arts and Crafts Pty. Ltd, the commercial arm of the Aboriginal Arts 
Board.’34 The gallery housed for example, a workshop/studio for potter Thancoupie 
(Gloria Fletcher 1937-2011) and acted as her agent.35

It was the Technical and Further Education [TAFE] colleges that would deliver 
art education throughout Queensland. In 1967 the Queensland (Capricornia) Institute 
of Technology (Rockhampton) was established, later becoming Central Queensland 
University [CQU] and in 1983 a diploma course in art and design was offered at the 
Townsville TAFE, transferring to James Cook University [JCU] in 1993. JCU and CQU 
further established art collections inclusive of the works of artists from the region.

Like Brisbane, professional artists in the north also became teachers and 
educators. Artists and academics in this study including Ron Kenny (1925-1987), 
Anneke Silver (b 1937), and Ron McBurnie (b 1957) all established careers in Townsville. 
Mervyn Moriarty formed the ‘Flying Arts School’ in 1971 facilitating workshops 
throughout regional Queensland.36 Clem Forbes from 1972 would deliver art classes, 
workshops and painting schools for adults and children at the ‘Bakehouse Art Gallery’ 
and later from his studio in Mackay and locations such as Eungella in the Mackay 
hinterland. The Queensland Adult Education model further supported workshops as 
delivered by professional artists. Artist John Rigby for example demonstrated painting 
techniques at a Clem Forbes workshop, speaking on ‘the need for originality and 
strength in artistic expression.’37 This message of creativity was therefore delivered 
through the artists working in the north as well as artists practicing in Brisbane and 
Sydney. 

Regional galleries sit outside the scope of this study but did not however, play 
a key role. Rockhampton Art Gallery was founded in 1967, moving to a purpose-built 
space in 1979, Townsville’s Perc Tucker Regional Gallery opened in 1981, the Cairns 
Regional Art Gallery in 1995, and Artspace Mackay in 2003. It was instead the art 
societies and branches of the QAC, as well as the emergence of commercial galleries, 
that would act as cultural hubs for artists and patrons along the east coast of Northern 
Queensland at this time. Their members and patrons advocated for the establishment 
of regional galleries and art collections and would provide exhibition opportunities, 
prizes and scholarships with a reach throughout the state.38 The painting ‘O’Neill’s 
32  Gertrude Langer, ‘Gertrude Langer Papers’, Brisbane, The University of Queensland, 
Fryer Library, Box 65.
33  Douglas Hall, Tom Risley: The Indigenous Object & the Urban Offcast (South Brisbane, 
Queensland, 1992), 25.
34  R. Macfarlane, ‘Email interview’ [email to Celie Forbes], 14 Jan, 2022.
35  R. Macfarlane, ‘Email interview’ [email to Celie Forbes], 14 Jan, 2022.
36  Marilyn Irene England, From River Banks to Shearing Sheds: Thirty Years with Flying Arts 
1971-2001  (Brisbane: University of Queensland,  2007).
37   ‘Art Style’, Daily Mercury, 10 (Oct, 1971). Newspaper clipping, Dorothy Forbes Personal 
Archive, Brisbane.
38  Michael John Richards, Grow the Arts, Reap the Harvest: Queensland’s Arts Councils and 
How the Arts Build Stronger Communities (Teneriffe, Qld: Post Pressed, 2006).
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Place’ by Clem Forbes, awarded the 1972 Mackay Caltex Art Prize, was presented by 
the Mackay Art Society to the Regional Council as the ‘first step’ in establishing an 
art collection, and in 1980 ‘Rainforest’ (Fig 9) was gifted to the council by the Mackay 
Branch of the QAC.39  From 1972 the Gallery Uptop (Fig 4), Rockhampton (Director: 
Lal Lanyon);  The Bakehouse Art Gallery, Mackay (Director: Dorothy Forbes); The 
Martin Gallery, Townsville (Director: Ralph Martin), and The Trinity Gallery, Cairns 
(Director: Jim Macfarlane and Rosemary Macfarlane) (Fig 5) would support artists 
through exhibition turnover, teaching opportunities and the provision of studio space 
for artists. These galleries would connect dealers and artists operating from Brisbane, 
Sydney and Melbourne to exhibiting opportunities in the north.40 Works by Australian 
artists exhibited in these galleries included Sidney Nolan, Gil Jamieson (1934-1992); 
Clem Forbes; Robert Preston (b 1942); John Rigby, Ray Crooke (1922-2015); Robert 
Dickerson (1924-2015); Pro Hart (1928-2006); Anneke Silver (b 1937); Brett Whiteley 
(1939-1992); William Yaxley (b 1943); Tom Risley; William Robinson (b 1936), and 
David Rose (1936-2006).41

Figure 4 The Gallery Uptop42

39  ‘Painting Presented to City’, The Daily Mercury, 1972 in Dorothy Forbes Personal 
Archive, Brisbane.
40  Evidence of correspondence with galleries are found in archives including the Martin 
Gallery archive, JCU Special Collections; the John Cooper Collection, Fryer Library UQ; the 
Gisella Scheinberg Papers, NLA; Dorothy Forbes papers and interview with Jim and Rosemary 
Macfarlane.
41  This is not the complete list of artists in the exhibition history of these galleries as 
included in the study. Works by Australian artists were also found to be represented in the 
collections of patrons in the study.
42  The Gallery Uptop, 248 Quay Street, Rockhampton, Queensland, c. 1971. Photo: Kevin 
Langford. Rockhampton Regional Library. 
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Figure 5 The Trinity Gallery43

The Art Side of Art History44 

Clem Forbes and Tom Risley were artists working in Northern Queensland during the 
scope of this study. Forbes lived and worked in Mackay from 1965, while Risley, born 
in Rockhampton before moving to Cairns as a young boy, lived and worked in the 
Atherton Tablelands. Forbes would award Risley the 1977 Mareeba Art Society prize 
for sculpture, becoming a mentor to Risley during this period.45 As a maturing artist, 
Tom Risley would include the sculpture ‘Letter to Clem Forbes’, evocative of rainforest 
foliage, in the 1981 ‘Fabrications’ exhibition at the Martin Gallery, where Forbes’ work 
was also exhibited.46 Risley acknowledged Forbes in the catalogue, writing, ‘I would 
like to thank Clem Forbes for making available his work to augment my own.’47  Both 
Forbes and Risley understood that to mature as an artist you ‘needed to be around 
like minded people,’ whose practice had developed beyond their immediate region.48 
They would however, adopt different strategies in making their work available to the 
public. Clem Forbes sustained his practice in the north through representations in 
galleries, exhibitions, and tuition. Risley, while basing himself in Herberton from 1984, 
was represented by the Ray Hughes Gallery in Brisbane from 1982, giving him access 
to the critique of artists, dealers, and curators in the south.49 In this way these artists 
can be discussed both individually and collaboratively through the critical decisions 
they made as artists as informed by their locality. 

43  The Trinity Gallery, Australian Heritage Gallery Cairns, 229 Sheridan Street, c. 1976. 
Photo: Cairns Historical Society. 
44  Bernard Smith, ‘In Defence of Art History (2000)’, cited in S. P. Rex Butler (ed.), 
Antipodean Perspective Selected Writings of Bernard Smith (Clayton, Victoria: Monash University 
Publishing), 340-60.
45  Coral Risley. Interview with Author. 11 July 2019.
46  ‘Letter to Clem Forbes’. Nov 1980. Jeff Risley Collection.
47  Martin Gallery, ‘Tom Risley, Fabrications’, (Townsville, Queensland, 1981). ‘Martin 
Gallery Archive’, James Cook University Special Collections.
48  Coral Risley. Interview with Author. 11 July 2019.
49  Risley had a studio in Kangaroo Point from 1982-1984. While awards, residencies 
and commissions took Risley to various cities including Japan, Auckland, Murano (Italy) and 
New York, Herberton remained Risley’s base throughout his life. Coral Risley. Interview with 
Author. 11 July 2019.
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Clem Forbes (1938-1997)

There are three things that obsess me and each one incorporates the other 
at some stage. Rainforest paintings, Lasseter paintings [and] Brigalow 
paintings. The Brigalow is the scrub from Mackay to Rockhampton and 
is being cut down at an alarming rate and the Bottle Tree is dying…the 
Brigalow paintings are something of a requiem to me…I have been around 
gold mining towns quite a lot in the north … and is right through my 
paintings. Lassater has become for me the soul of this.50 

Forbes was born in 1938 in the Bowen in the Whitsunday region. His parents as 
hoteliers, would move to small towns throughout Queensland including Merinda, 
Esk, Eumundi on the Sunshine Coast, and Amity Point on Stradbroke Island in 
Queensland’s Moreton Bay. Forbes would not however have been identified as an 
artist from Mackay or even the north until 1970.51 Clem Forbes for example, was a 
competent portrait artist working in Brisbane from 1962 in the style of Max Meldrum 
(1875-1955).52 From 1965 Forbes would hold major exhibitions in Brisbane and Sydney 
while consistently exhibiting in Mackay, Townsville, Cairns, and Rockhampton. As 
a mature artist, he would act as teacher and judge throughout the north including 
Mackay, Atherton Tablelands and Cairns.53 Forbes stated in 1982 that he had chosen 
to stay in the north, making ‘its environment and the people of that environment, his 
special concern.’54 

Forbes’ early art training was through in Eumundi on Queensland’s Sunshine 
Coast where he received lessons in various media including watercolour, from artist 
James Phillips Samuel (1879-1962), who trained at the Royal Academy of Art.55 Forbes’ 
early studies were therefore informed by the Kensington School model, also delivered 
at Brisbane’s CTC. Forbes was to contract tuberculosis in 1954, spending over two years 
in the South Brisbane Auxiliary hospital. He was sustained through this period by his 
study of art. In this way Forbes was largely self-taught. It was in Brisbane during the 
1950s that Forbes was therefore a witness to the emerging discourses on contemporary 
art where he would later develop associations with artists including John Rigby whom 
he would acknowledge as a mentor.56 Visits to Brisbane art galleries would also inform 
his thinking. 

Central Queensland would feature heavily in Forbes’ more developed works 
after moving to Mackay with his wife Dorothy in 1965. The dry and remote landscapes 
typical of the mining towns of western Queensland, including Collinsville, Clermont, 
and Nebo, as well as his memories of the Merinda farmers on cattle farms to the west 
of Bowen where he grew up, were realised in these paintings. Forbes did not paint en 
plein air instead working in his studio from memory and photographs he had taken 
in situ. Forbes would win the Cairns Art Society Non-Traditional Art Prize in 1967 
(Judge James Wieneke, Director Queensland Art Gallery 1967-1974) for his work ‘The 
Crow and the Hides’ (Fig 6) and ‘Blair Athol Township’ (Clermont, Queensland) 

50  Clem Forbes. ‘Artist Statement’ [Letter to G Scheinberg], 3 March 1973, Records of the 
Holdsworth Galleries 1969-1996. Files Relating to Clem Forbes. National Library of Australia, 
Canberra, Box 55.
51  ‘Artist profile’. Daily Mercury, 1969. Newspaper clipping, Dorothy Forbes personal 
archive, Brisbane. 
52  Portraits included Leneen Forde 1935–1966, Governor of Queensland in Bettina 
MacAulay, Clem Forbes: Image Maker (Mackay, Queensland: Artspace Mackay, 2004), 10.
53  In 1976 Forbes become a full-time practicing artist.
54  Programme for the opening of the Burdekin Theatre Mural, Clem Forbes commission. 
Burdekin Theatre, Ayr. Burdekin Shire Council. 1982 in Dorothy Forbes Personal Archive, 
Brisbane.
55  MacAulay, Clem Forbes: Image Maker, 11.
56  Dorothy Forbes. Interview with Author. 18 April 2019.
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was exhibited in the 1971 Redcliffe Art Contest.57 Dorothy Forbes understood these 
paintings as his move away from traditional approach to landscape, for three reasons. 
One, that Forbes had shifted or removed the horizon line within the composition of 
the work, secondly, through the understanding of mark making and the use of colour, 
particularly ochre, and finally, through experimentation and mastery of media and 
technique, developed after his move to Mackay.58

This was evidenced in the ‘Lasseter’ series painted between 1967 and 1973 (Fig 
7 and 8).59 Artist Stanislaus Rapotec, visiting Queensland in 1971 through the QAC 
vacation schools, would have a significant impact on Forbes’ career. On meeting Forbes 
in Mackay, Rapotec would reflect on the painting techniques that allowed Forbes to 
visually transcribe the landscape of Northern Queensland.

There is a coat of P.V.A [poly vinyl acetate] – or P.V.A white paint firstly 
put down and that you painted on top of such a surface with a sort of 
mixed media … That is the way you explained it to me if I remember it 
well.60

Figure 6 ‘The Crow and the Hides’61

57  QAGOMA, ‘Research Library’, ‘Art Prizes and Exhibitions 1950-1975’, Accessed 11 
June 2022, https://qag.trimagiccc.com.au/
58  Dorothy Forbes. Interview with Author. 18 April 2019.
59  The series was not only inspired by visits to mining towns in Queensland but by the 
legend of Harold Lasseter’s lost gold reef, as described in the novel ‘Lasseter’s Last Ride’ by Ion 
Idriess published by Angus and Robertson 1931.
60  Stanislaus Rapotec, ‘Letter to Clem Forbes’, 5th September 1971. Dorothy Forbes, 
personal archive, Brisbane.
61  Clem Forbes, ‘The Crow and the Hides’, 1967. 952x660mm, Acrylic on Composite 
Board. Cairns Non-Traditional Art Prize, 1967. Judge James Wieneke (Dir. Queensland Art 
Gallery). Collection Dorothy Forbes Collection. Photo: Matt Forbes. 
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Figure 7 ‘Lasseter Searching’ (Lasseter Series)62

Figure 8 ‘Lasseter Dreaming’ (Lasseter Series)63

62  Clem Forbes, ‘Lasseter Searching’ (Lasseter Series), c. 1968. Oil on Composite Board, 
P.V.A. base. 92cmx92cm. Dorothy Forbes Collection. Photo: Celie Forbes
63  Clem Forbes, ‘Lasseter Dreaming’, (Lasseter Series), c. 1968. Oil on Composite Board, 
P.V.A. base. 92cmx92cm. Dorothy Forbes Collection. Photo: Celie Forbes
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Rapotec would present a selection of these paintings to the Holdsworth galleries on 
his return to Sydney.64 As a result, the ‘Lasseter’ series formed the foundations of a 
major exhibition of over 70 paintings in 1973 becoming somewhat of a homage to 
Northern Queensland.65 

Gisella Scheinberg, director of the Holdsworth Galleries, in describing reactions 
to the exhibition wrote to Forbes that, 

Most of the public have told me that they compare your work with Nolan, 
but the funny thing is that those paintings sold are your original work and 
people do not compare them with other artists.66

It was the use of mixed media that Forbes would go on to master. It was this technique 
that would allow him to depict the translucency of the environment he saw in the 
Eungella rainforests (Fig 9), Melaleuca wetlands (Fig 10), and the canefields of the 
Mackay Hinterland region.

During this period Forbes would also become fascinated with the Brigalow 
country and its Bottle Trees typical of the landscape connecting Mackay and 
Rockhampton. These works would evidence Forbes’ move to printmaking, and the use 
of gouache and acrylic as media that would document yet aspect of the Queensland 
landscape (Fig 11 and 12). The truth of these works therefore is in the understanding 
of their imagery as strongly local. Dorothy Forbes stated, ‘the development then was 
authority, authority over the landscape as he saw it and authority over his method – 
the way of describing it.67

Tom Risley (1947-2010)

Risley has spent most of his life in Far North Queensland...The regional 
environment has enriched his work, as evident in his early pieces 
employing ‘found objects’ depicting the wildlife of the coast... While the 
subject matter may be regional, the processes that drive his practice have 
important art historical precedents 68

Tom Risley lived and worked in Tolga in the Atherton Tablelands to the south-west 
of Cairns, moving to Herberton where he would be based from 1984. It was Risley’s 
period of experimentation in Tolga throughout the 1970s that was formative in his 
development as a mature artist. 

Tom Risley was a self-taught artist acknowledging however the use of the trade 
skills gained at Cairns State High School, his training as an electrician and his work for 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation [CSIRO] in rainforest 
ecology research, as critical to his practice.  Risley’s father Noel Risley (1919-1980), 
a figurative sculptor was an early influence.69 Noel Risley was immersed in the arts 
community of the Far North, sustaining friendships with artists such as Ray Crooke 
(1922-2015), Heinz Steinmann (b 1943) and Percy Trezise (1923-2005) while exhibiting 
with the Trinity Gallery in Cairns and the Martin Gallery in Townsville.70 His 
sculptures, carved from coral, pumice and red cedar found in the coastal environments 

64  Dorothy Forbes. Interview with Author. 18 April 2019.
65  NLA: MS9153, Box 55, Records of the Holdsworth Galleries 1969-1996, Files relating to Clem 
Forbes, Bakehouse Gallery, ‘Exhibition Catalogue Clem Forbes 10th April - 5th May 1973’. 
66  Gisella Scheinberg, ‘Letter to Clem Forbes’ , 26th April, 1973 in Records of the Holdsworth 
Galleries 1969-1996.
67  Dorothy Forbes. Interview with Author. 18 April 2019.
68  Steven Tonkin and Tom Risley, Tom Risley, (Cairns: Cairns Regional Gallery, 2005),  6.
69  Hall, Tom Risley, 8.
70  Jane Cornwell (daughter of Noel Risley). Interview with Author. 6 April 2022.
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of the Far North, were typical of his work.71  In 1977 Clem Forbes would award Tom 
Risley the Mareeba (Atherton Tablelands) Art Society sculpture prize for a small 
soapstone piece strongly influenced by this style (Fig 13). His father, Risley stated,  

Figure 9 ‘Rainforest’72

71  Examples of these sculptures are found in the James Cook University Special 
Collections. Noel Risley archive.
72  Clem Forbes, ‘Rainforest’, 1978. Oil on board, 1190mmx1335mm. Mackay Regional 
Council Collection. 
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Figure 10 ‘Eungella’73

73 Clem Forbes, ‘Eungella’, [Tea-Tree Swamp (in the wet) Series], c.197. Synthetic Polymer 
Paint on Board, 90mmx67.2mm. Collection of Mackay Regional Arts Council. The series was 
exhibited in the Young Australian Gallery, Brisbane in 1974. 
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Figure 11 ‘Lost Image’74

74  Clem Forbes, ‘Lost Image’, 1977. Etching and Aquatint, printed in Brown Ink, from 
multiple plates, 30cmx22.6cm (plate mark). National Gallery of Australia Collection: https://
www.printsandprintmaking.gov.au/works/41857/images/24675/. 
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Figure 12 ‘Smoking Brigalow’75

‘developed in me a spiritual association with nature which has, in recent 
years, been enhanced by a scientific understanding.’76

Risley however, would move away from this style by 1978, becoming  ‘disenchanted 
with my (till then) figurative work in natural materials.77 He would acknowledge the 
influence of American sculptor David Smith (1906-1965) and Anthony Caro (1924-
2013) in his transition to the use of paint and metal as opposed to stone and wood 

75  Clem Forbes, ‘Smoking Brigalow’, 1978. Oil on Board, 90cmx90cm. David Bleakley 
Collection. Photo: Celie Forbes. 
76  Thomas G. Mccullough, The First Australian Sculpture Triennial: 28 Feb.-12 Apr. 1981: 
At Preston Institute of Technology and La Trobe University (Boondoora, Victoria, Melbourne: First 
Australian Sculpture Triennial Committee, 1981),  152.
77  Martin Gallery, ‘Tom Risley, Fabrications 13 Nov-4 Dec. 81’, (Martin Gallery Archive, 
Townsville: James Cook University Special Collections).
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which was for him, indicative of an association with craft.78 This transition began with 
‘Printed Circuit’ (Fig 14), a work referencing Risley’s technical background through 
the engineered approach to sculpture and the fabricated environment it evoked. It was 
awarded the Cairns Art Society Sculpture Prize in 1980.79 

The Malanda Fountain, the 1979 commission for the Eacham Shire Council (Fig 
15) funded by the Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council, would see Risley making 
use of welded steel on a scale and volume he had not worked with previously. The 
abstract sculpture, evocative of ‘a flame on a misty Tableland evening’ was positioned 
outside the Eacham Shire offices.80 Doug Hall, director of the Queensland Art Gallery 
from 1987-2007, described the Malanda Fountain as ‘a large and impressive work in 
its visual strength, its denial of materials to override ideas and in its ability to express 
strong abstract principles drawn from nature.’81 

In 1981, Risley was invited to exhibit three pieces in the ‘First Australian 
Sculpture Triennial’ at La Trobe University in Melbourne, marking another milestone 
in his career.82 Included was the work ‘Homage to my father’, a large, welded steel 
work evocative of Noel Risley’s figurative sculptures. Risley saw the sculpture as ‘a 
slight deviation toward the figurative image, to accommodate what were his [father’s] 
great humane qualities.’83 ‘O’ (Fig 16) was also exhibited, evidencing again, Risley’s 
approach as symbolic in the relationship with the Australian environment. Doug Hall 
stated that ‘O’ ‘evoked a sense of beginning that invites associations with nature, not 
unlike an embryonic seed form, sprouting into its new existence.84 ‘Eclipse’ (Fig 17) 
further represented this understanding of the northern environment in its use of form, 
shape and through placement of objects, a clear shift from the more two-dimensional 
steel pieces evident in the Malanda fountain. 

The 1981 ‘Fabrications’ exhibition of works primarily in steel, at the Martin 
Gallery in Townsville, was Risley’s first solo exhibition and the culmination of this 
developmental period. The period, Risley stated, 

was one of introspection and soul searching as to the validity of the object 
as art, but came through convinced that I can still make a worthwhile 
contribution in this area.85

78  Risley, ‘Artist statement’, Fabrications.
79  Coral Risley. Interview with Author. 11 July 2019.
80  Lisanne Gibson and Joanna Besley, Monumental Queensland: Signposts on a Cultural 
Landscape (St. Lucia, Qld: University of Queensland Press, 2004), 90.
81  Queensland Art Gallery, Tom Risley: The Indigenous Object & the Urban Offcast, 8.
82  Mccullough, The First Australian Sculpture Triennial, 152.
83  Mccullough, The First Australian Sculpture Triennial, 152.
84  Queensland Art Gallery, Tom Risley: The Indigenous Object & the Urban Offcast, 8.
85  Risley, ‘Fabrications’.
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Figure 13 [Untitled]86

86  Tom Risley, [untitled sculpture], 1977. Soapstone, 130x140x85mm. Mereeba Art 
Sculpture Art Prize 1977. Judge: Clem Forbes. Dorothy Forbes Collection. Photo: Celie Forbes. 
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Figure 14 ‘Printed Circuit’87

87  Tom Risley, ‘Printed Circuit’, 1979. Timber/Plywood, Fibreglass/Polyester, Resin/
Pigment, Aluminum Tube/Sheet, Chromed Steel, and Paint, 320x170x90cm. Cairns Art Society 
Sculpture Prize 1980. Judge: Michael Shannon, Martin Gallery, Fabrications Exhibition 1981. 
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Figure 15 ‘Malanda Fountain’88

88  Tom Risley, ‘Malanda Fountain’, Eacham Shire Council Offices, 1980. Five welded steel 
plates, 5m2. Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council Funding. Photo: Coral Risley Archive. 
The sculpture was relocated to the Malanda Environment Centre by the Eacham Council in 
1999 and later to Herberton in 2009, through the advocacy of residents. 
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Figure 16 ‘O’89

Figure 17 ‘Eclipse’90

89  Tom Risley, ‘O’, 1980. Welded Steel Strip, 150x140x55cm. Coral Risley Collection. 
Photo: Celie Forbes. 
90  Tom Risley, ‘Eclipse’, 1980. Welded Steel Strip/Rolled, 150x240x120cm. Atherton Art 
Society Prize 1981. Judge: Clem Forbes. Martin Gallery, Fabrications Exhibition. Coral Risley 
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Risley’s exhibition in 1982 at the Ray Hughes Gallery, Brisbane was the first in 
his relationship with the director, Hughes. Aligned to the Queensland Branch of 
the Contemporary Art Society, Hughes would exhibit emerging contemporary 
Queensland artists experimenting with abstraction.91 It is through this relationship 
that Risley would gain the critical exposure he sought beyond regional representation 
and would facilitate professional relationships with artists such as Ian Smith (b 1950), 
William Yaxley and William Robinson. As early as 1982, Risley’s ‘still life’ works 
would demonstrate the use of urban found objects marking once again, his renewed 
direction as an artist.92 Artist Ian Smith, born in Cairns, reflected on Risley’s technique 
as a successful challenge to traditional representations of the northern landscape.  

North Australia and the lifestyle of its people – the exotic being eroded by 
encroaching drabness. It is more rust than rustic; and differs, in its dense 
humidity, from the outback or inland desert already much represented in 
Australian art...93

What is Forgotten…Remains in Limbo until Drawn to Light by Historians94 

In this way the key themes characterising Queensland’s art history are evident in the case 
studies, explained through an understanding of the Queensland landscape as different 
to that of the rest of Australia. The challenges understood as typical of Queensland, in 
the drive for arts spaces, education structures and cultural programmes, were resolved 
by the artists while living and working in Northern Queensland. Clem Forbes would 
realise the heterogeneous landscape of Northern Queensland through a prolific body 
of work. His reach was as an educator and through his studio and exhibition output 
in the north and in through major exhibitions in the metropolitan centres to the south. 
Risley’s physicality as an artist was through his experimentation with materials drawn 
from the rural, coastal, and urban environments of the Far North. In engaging with the 
arts community beyond the region where he lived, Risley would go on to produce a 
diverse and extensive body of work that would have an international reach throughout 
his career. The truth of both these artists, however, is in their practice as distinct to their 
experience of Northern Queensland. Searle’s argument, therefore, that ‘redirecting the 
flow of information from the regions back to the urban centres will support Australia 
in having a sufficiently broad base on which to form ideas of what truly constitutes its 
national identity’, is consistent with the findings of this study.95

Collection. Photo: Tom Risley (Tolga), Coral Risley Archive. 
91  Helen Fridemanis, Artists and Aspects of the Contemporary Art Society (Queensland 
Branch, Brisbane: Boolarong Publications, 1991), 56.
92  G. Langer, ‘Three Still-Lifes in Shape’, The Courier Mail (29 Oct 1982).
93  Ian Smith, ‘Artist’s Choice No. 27. Tom Risley: Drums’, Art and Australia 23, no.4 
(Winter, 1986), 492. 
94  Smith, In Defence of Art History (2000), 348.
95  Searle, Artist in the Tropics, 10.
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Gerald Murnane’s Reimagining of Self: Adapting the Living Author

Lana Stockton

Curtin University 

This article discusses the semi-autobiographical writing style of the Australian author Gerald 
Murnane, through which he adapts autobiographical elements into his fiction. I inspect scenes 
from The Plains, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, and his latest novel Border Districts, 
analysing how they mould and adapt the author’s likeness into symbolic representations. From 
there I suggest how these literary images of the author might express their relation to personal 
or cultural memories. The paper reflects upon the relationship between Murnane’s distinctive 
writing voice and the cultural phenomenon of haunting. It contemplates how his uncanny 
adaptations of the self into literature introduce the reader to expressions of unsettled history. 

An author’s works and visual language may be seen as an adaptation of their experience 
– imagined or learned – into our knowledge systems. This paper inspects how the Australian 
author Gerald Murnane symbolises his processes of remembering and his desire to creatively and 
conceptually locate the self in its surroundings. Murnane adapts his journey – from a childhood 
in Victoria, to retirement in the rural town of Goroke – into narrative storytelling with a unique 
visual language. This includes, most notably, apparent adaptations of his imagination and 
memory (emotional lived events) into literary symbols. 

Murnane is a Victorian-based author known for rarely leaving his home 
state. He writes novels and short stories inspired significantly by his childhood 
and life as it connects to the Australian landscape. These semi-autobiographical 
novels – or ‘autofiction’, a genre gaining in popularity thanks to writers like Rachel 
Cusk – can be defined as works that abandon traditional conventions, to blend the 
autobiographical and the fictional into a collage. From there, the reader may struggle 
to distinguish between sentences grown from lived experience and ones heralded 
from the imagination. This combination of fact and fiction creates a magical and 
sometimes haunting quality to the stories. Murnane’s autofiction style notably reflects 
on his own writing practice, something that may resonate with creative readers and 
promote deeper linking of art and life in the genre. His works are more than thinly 
veiled autobiographies; literature that emerges from life connects with social history. 
Murnane’s novels are an ideal space for hauntings to settle – where recollections of 
life’s events blossom and come into focus through their literary repetition. I define 
hauntings here as the repressed knowledge and presence of strangeness that connects 
us to cultural memory. They are a refuge for private psychic experience to be resituated 
in the public sphere of the novel. 

In previous investigations, I have described Murnane as a painter of memory 
‘whose visual evocations involve spillages and re-emergences of remembrance’ and 
whose works ‘are at a fundamental level fascinated by the idea of bringing visibility to 
the absent and formless’.1 Murnane’s unique use of visual symbols has also previously 
been charted in scholarship such as the 2017 conference Another World in this One. 
There, Anthony Uhlmann (among others) spoke about the links between mind, images 
and meaning in Murnane’s work – finding glimpses of meaning in Murnane’s word-
associations and symbols that gather fragmentary images into patterns.2 
1  Lana Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms: Envisioning the Haunted Novel in Roberto 
Bolaño’s 2666 and Gerald Murnane’s The Plains’ (PhD diss., Curtin University 2019), 9. 
2  Anthony Uhlmann,  ‘Report on the Mind in Border Districts’ (conference paper, 
Another World in this One: Gerald Murnane’s Fiction, Goroke, Victoria, 7 December 2017). 
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At times, Murnane’s narration in his novels resembles that of Jonathan Swift’s 
classic allegory in Gulliver’s Travels, which ‘depicts a traveller-narrator who uncovers 
strangeness in a distant culture and people as a means to invite a reflection on the 
European reader’s own world’; it also contains stylistic ‘elements from ethnographically 
inflected postmodern fiction that adopts the format of the travelogue or the chronicle, 
such as that of Bruce Chatwin’s The Songlines’ from 1987.3 Fans of Marcel Proust’s 
work may also recognise and enjoy Murnane’s evocations of involuntary memory as 
a common theme. 

 Murnane’s frequent use of unnamed narrators and autofiction style in his novels 
helps to bring into question traditional ways of seeing, remembering and making sense 
of the world. Below I will discuss a number of examples of how Murnane writes his 
narrators within the books The Plains, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, and Border Districts, 
through which we see quite a unique adaptation of self. 

The Voice of the Author (‘Stream System’)

Murnane’s Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs is a collection of eccentric short works that 
express a particular love for the Australian landscape through the voice of their semi-
autobiographical narrator. Here, a study of authorial voice by Debra Adelaide can 
help to guide us into an understanding of Murnane’s approach. In her piece, Adelaide 
puts forth that Murnane’s ‘mind and the voice appear to work as one: if he is not quite 
literally speaking his mind, he is literally writing it’.4 She observes, in relation to his 
short story ‘Stream System’ (a title from his story collection in Invisible Yet Enduring 
Lilacs), that he crafts a voice for the work by affording its sentences a stream of 
consciousness and creative imagination. Murnane’s resulting piece is ‘equally memoir 
and story’.5 The short story provides a map into the working of the author’s mind 
specifically through the techniques of word associations and cartographic metaphors. 
As the author translates himself onto the page by charting the landscape of his youth, 
the land is embodied with his voice.

Other scholars, too, have noticed that Murnane’s narrators remember by charting 
themselves in space. As noted by Paolo Bartoloni in ‘Time in Gerald Murnane’s Velvet 
Waters’, Murnane’s literary selves become landscapes of traveling, multitudinous 
tracks.6 Murnane’s narrators have memories that blend the real and conjecture. In a 
scene from ‘Stream System’ the unnamed narrator recounts how he remembers his 
aunt’s room: 

When I sat in the cane chair in my aunt’s room I faced north. By turning 
my body a little in the chair I was able to face north-east, which seemed 
to me the direction of America. If the stone walls of the house around me 
had been lifted away, I could have looked north-east for half a mile across 
yellow-brown grass towards a slight ridge known as Lawler’s Hill. I could 
have seen beyond Lawler’s Hill only pale-blue sky, but if, while I sat in 
my chair, I could have thought to myself as standing on Lawler’s Hill 
and looking north-east, I would have seen in my mind yellow-born grass 
reaching a mile and more north-east towards the next slight hill.7 

This scene demonstrates Murnane’s projection of the self beyond its normal bounds 
of space and time. Here, he repeatedly steps in and out of his younger self, imagining 
beyond memory and into fictional possibility. Murnane’s refusal to name his narrator, 

3  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 11. 
4  Debra Adelaide, ‘The Voice of the Text’, The Journal of the Australian Association of 
Writing Programs 11, no. 1 (2010), 3. 
5  Adelaide, ‘The Voice of the Text’, 3. 
6  Paolo Bartoloni, ‘Time in Gerald Murnane’s Velvet Waters,’ Antipodes 14, no. 1 (2000), 
47.
7  Gerald Murnane, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs (Artarmon: Giramondo Publishing, 
2005), 47-48. 
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notably, produces what Bartoloni calls a ‘digressive skeleton of thoughts’ through 
which Murnane appears to humour his own personal attempts at devising mnemonic 
systems.8 The very act of imagining what he could have seen as a child, if we were 
imagining images in his mind’s eye, adds a certain comedy. The author’s voice is 
pensive, meticulous in his geographical mapping, and unusually fixated on the task of 
locating the self in relation to the landscape. 

Symbolic Representations (The Plains)

 Murnane’s works regularly function as sites of re-emergence of phantasmatic copies 
of the author, stripped of his name and regular identity. I use the term ‘phantasmatic’ 
here to denote ‘images that oscillate between visibility and invisibility, presence and 
absence, materiality and immateriality’.9 Murnane’s early novel The Plains famously 
begins with the following line: 

Twenty years ago, when I first arrived on the plains, I kept my eyes open. I 
looked for anything in the landscape that seemed to hint at some elaborate 
meaning behind appearances.10 

The line is echoed again thirty-five years later when Murnane opens his 2017 novel, 
Border Districts: 

Two months ago, when I first arrived in this township just short of the 
border, I resolved to guard my eyes, and I could not think of going on 
with this piece of writing unless I were to explain how I came by that odd 
expression.11 

Due to this pleasingly familiar sentence structure, the unnamed narrator appears to 
recur as a figure between the two novels, with an insistence that resembles that of 
the ‘phantom’. Phantoms are classified as insistent intrusions, theorised by academics 
such as Cathy Caruth as tell-tale signs of ‘unclaimed experience’, that is, memory that 
remains in transit without a clear owner.12 Repetition that occurs within and between 
these two novels may have the effect of producing a quality of haunting in the authorial 
voice. A reader, for example, may remember where they were when they first read The 
Plains and, when encountering the opening of Border Districts, greet the narrator as if 
a ghost – an apparition and return of a character who had disappeared into darkness 
all those years ago. 

The voice in Border Districts is all the more aware and expressive of its authorial 
status than the voice in The Plains (which is already quite self-reflexive). Murnane 
informs us extensively about the novel’s writing process throughout the novel. 
Adelaide has referred to this voice as ‘the perfect literary kiss’:

Murnane’s simultaneous intimacy and distance, personal involvement yet 
consummate detachment, means that in his prose we receive a remarkably 
unmediated voice, one that is innocent, has converted the whore of 
language into the virgin of fictional prose, has returned to paradise before 
the fall. Murnane is at once writing his own life yet is as far removed 
from autobiography as you can get. Or, to use Barthes’ singing voice 
terminology, he has created a grain of the voice, one that is not personal, 
yet is individual, dramatic and expressive on every necessary technical 
level, one that emerges from deep within the cantor’s, the writer’s, own 

8  Bartoloni, ‘Time in Gerald Murnane’s Velvet Waters’, 50. 
9  Maria del Pilar Blanco and Esther Peeren, eds, The Spectralities Reader: Ghosts and 
Haunting in Contemporary Cultural Theory (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 212.
10  Gerald Murnane, The Plains (Melbourne: The Text Publishing Company, 2012), 3. 
11  Gerald Murnane, Border Districts (Artarmon: Giramondo Publishing, 2017), 1.
12  Cathy Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History (London: The John 
Hopkins University Press, 1996). 
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language. A voice, if you like, that is fully embodied. Where we hear the 
lungs as well as ‘the tongue, the glottis, the teeth, the mucous membranes, 
the nose …’.13 

The plot of The Plains revolves around a filmmaker who is researching a film script. 
He journeys inland to a remote town to learn about the plainsmen and their culture 
that the filmmaker is foreign to. The plot appears as if it were an allegory. Based on 
what we know about the author, we are invited to compare the inland town of The 
Plains to what we know about Murnane’s hometown of Goroke. It is surprising and 
uncanny to read a description of a landscape that consists of lush grasses, where we 
might expect red earth. Even more peculiar are the descriptions of the landowners. 
Those of the inland are wealthy bourgeoisie – avant-garde, experimental thinkers and 
artists. We sense the presence of the author’s life and interests; every peculiar detail 
produces a mirage of an alternative Australia. As the foreword to The Plains (by Wayne 
Macauley) notes, we step into another world ‘as exhilarating as anything proposed 
by Swift, Kafka, Borges or Calvino, written in a prose to rival the European greats’.14 
The author’s presence in this novel – his alter ego – invites us into an interior that 
is anything but empty; its people are more sophisticated than we who live on the 
coasts. There is, perhaps, a subversion of the concept of terra nullius here, although 
only Murnane’s story ‘Land Deal’ addresses aboriginal Australia directly. The narrator 
speaks through a voice that is at once innocent and detached, but also occupying an 
uncertain territory between paradise and fall. 

The Face of Bendigo (Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs)

With Adelaide’s words about authorial voice in mind, we may look for motifs of 
disembodiment and bodily fragmentation in Murnane’s work as signs of the author’s 
voice adapted to the page. When depicting his likeness in literature, Murnane often 
breaks down his face into phantasmatic pieces. I note that a favourite symbol in 
Murnane’s oeuvre is that of broken glass, particularly marbles. Murnane’s narrators 
cannot help but to peer through the glass, observing the fracturing and kaleidoscopic 
effects these devices have on the images of people around them. Invisible Yet Enduring 
Lilacs contains one such example, which places strange bodily apparitions into familiar 
references to the land of Australia, such as the place name of Bendigo. The following is 
a quote from the once again unnamed narrator: 

I had failed to notice that the glass I peered through for signs of my first 
poet was part of the same symmetry that always appeared to me in the 
streets of Bendigo as a pair of eyes and a nose under a frowning forehead.15

This disembodied apparition of a broken face – seen not as a whole but in pieces – 
represents a way of seeing that we may connect to the experiences of haunting. From 
the fractured pieces, we infer that a voice, lived experience, or memory has returned 
with the insistence of the phantom, demanding address. 

A Priest and a Moustache (Border Districts)

I want to substantiate how insistent phantoms are in Murnane’s work, alongside the 
frequency of his usage of unnamed narration. Thought to be Murnane’s final novel, 
Border Districts contains a narrator who remembers receiving schooling from an order 
of religious brothers, who he remembers as:

13  Adelaide, ‘The Voice of the Text’, 8. 
14  Murnane, The Plains, IX.
15  Murnane, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, 2. 
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a band of men who dressed each in a black soutane with a bib of white 
celluloid at his throat. I learned by chance last year, and fifty years since I 
last saw anyone wearing such a thing, that the white bib was called a rabat 
and was a symbol of chastity.16 

The narrator describes in his mind: ‘an image as that of the white patch which appeared 
just now against a black background at the edge of my mind and will not be easily 
dislodged’.17 The rabat inside the narrator’s mind appears as a phantasm, making him 
what we might call a phantom-bearer. The image of the rabat in the metaphorical crypt 
of the narrator’s mind may be considered as a symbol of something unspeakable: 
a gap in one’s memory, or a failure to find words. Here, ‘the crypt of the nameless 
narrator buries the image and conceals its meaning’: the rabat alone in the narrator’s 
mind ‘holds witness and persists as a mnemonic device’ with a secret language.18 

What is notable about the scene with the rabat is not so much the suggestion 
that Murnane himself is translating his recollection of his school days into fiction via 
disembodied pieces; rather, the ghostly flash of white in the mind most significantly 
recalls previous apparitions from Murnane’s The Plains. In that novel, written decades 
prior, the narrator’s reflected face in a window was described as a sudden white 
flash. In a case of a phantasmatic misrecognition of the self, the narrator saw his own 
reflection in a window, but mistook it for a piece of parchment. Murnane writes:

I saw that the far sheen of the reflected sky was not the uniform steely 
colour it had first seemed, but faintly streaked and mottled. I would have 
taken all the pale markings for remote shreds of cloud, except that as I 
walked away one of them remained fixed in the glass while the image of 
the sky around it changed with every step I took. I had been watching 
the blurred whiteness that stood for my own face – the blank paper I had 
fastened to the dummy myself. 19

This misrecognition, and the subsequent replay of similar apparitions decades later, 
appears to play out an authorial pursuit to visually locate and represent the self. It 
presents to the reader the notion of mapping oneself in a window pane, again with 
a characteristic innocence and detachment. This mapping resembles that of a child’s 
game, bringing forth an amusement that delights but also, perhaps, unsettles us, for 
the narrator appears lost and confused. He is, after all, a filmmaker out of his depth 
and unanchored in a strange town. He tries to locate himself visually in space the only 
way he knows how. This preoccupation with the visual is a common thread connecting 
all the unnamed narrators. 

Returning to Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs (2005), we may see one of the most 
overt demonstrations of how repetition may be used to draw emphasis to concerns 
about one’s identity, location in space, and (dis)embodiment. Murnane’s narration 
draws attention to repeated phrases through the use of italics or capitalisation. The 
unnamed narrator reminisces: 

When I had looked at the outline of the body of pale blue that consisted of 
the body labelled STREAM and the body labelled SYSTEM and the narrow 
body of pale blue connecting the two – that is to say, when I had looked 
at the two larger bodies and the one smaller body that together comprised 
the body of pale blue labelled STREAM SYSTEM, I had noticed that the 
outline of the whole body brought to my mind a drooping moustache.20

16  Murnane, Border Districts, 1. 
17  Murnane, Border Districts, 2. 
18  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 158.
19  Murnane, The Plains, 100-101.
20  Murnane, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, 124. 
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‘Stream System’ as a short story is a semi-autobiographical piece in the sense that 
it appears to fuse Murnane’s recollection of his past together with his imagination, 
leaving these distinctions uncertain. The narrator recounts his experience of walking 
through Salt Creek and seeing the words ‘stream’ and ‘system’ on a street directory. 
You will notice that the unnamed narrator has repeated the word ‘body’ seven times 
in the above passage, the repetition urging the significance of the word in relation to 
the landscape. It may be read as a passage centrally interested in the location of the 
body – the narrator’s – in the land, and the meaning of that relationship. The narrator 
is connected not just to the land, but to his family through the land as a mnemonic 
device. 

As the story continues, the unnamed narrator remembers his family. As he 
walks through the landscape the narrator encounters ‘yellow water in heart-like 
shapes’, which remind him of a pendant that was worn by his aunt.21 Strikingly, a 
recollection featuring a disembodied moustache then reminds him of his grandfather. 
Murnane remembers – and positions the audience to reflect on the nature of memory 
and the conventions of autobiography – by connecting the body to place.

I’ve previously noted that this storytelling resembles Julie Gough’s ‘Hunting 
Ground (Haunted)’ (2017), a video installation where the artist walks through serene 
rural areas that her film reinscribes with the memory of historical massacre as a way of 
communicating ‘hidden histories’.22 By placing his voice into the landscape, Murnane’s 
passage engages memory by pulling focus to the key words. The haunted landscape 
provides a place for the author’s images to swim: ‘recalling that the phantom is 
sustained by false appearances and secret words’,23 one may conclude that the story of 
the stream system ‘illustrates the link between symbols and remembering’.24 Memory 
and place converge as the subject walks through the landscape. The land in turn 
becomes imbued with his own meanings, his personalised set of symbols. 

Eating Landscape (Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs)

Earlier I mentioned Adelaide’s study of authorial voice, a study that at one point 
explained the connection between voice and landscape through gastronomical 
metaphors (‘fast readers devour books, we consume the text’).25 This is pertinent 
as Murnane has, in Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, chosen to depict himself as a child 
literally swallowing pieces of the landscape through metaphors of seeing as eating. 
To understand the significance of this choice, note that metaphors of eating have 
often been used when depicting or working through the process of remembering. 
Murnane’s stories are littered with cryptonyms – that is, haunted keywords encrypted 
with expressive traces of memory, like magic safes for immense secrets. 

The following excerpt from Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs contains an example of 
a cryptonym, in the form of a repeated word – ‘swallow’. In the passage, the unnamed 
narrator (a stand-in for the author) speaks as an Australian reminiscing on his post-
war childhood. He describes the experience of going to the theatre in the years between 
1946 and 1948. Murnane writes: 

The films I watched made me discontented. Scene after scene disappeared 
from the screen before I had properly appreciated it … what I looked for 
in films was what I called pure scenery … places safely behind the action: 
the places where nothing seemed to happen … when I saw any such banal 

21  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 159.
22  Joseph Pugliese, ed., Julie Gough’s Forensic Archaeology of National Forgetting 
(Charlottesville: Kluge Ruhe Aboriginal Art Collection of the University of Virginia, 2017). 
23  Nicholas Abraham and Mária Török, The Shell and the Kernel: Renewals of Psychoanalysis, 
Volume 1, ed. and trans. Nicholas T. Rand (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 
1994), 133. 
24  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 159.
25  Adelaide, ‘The Voice of the Text’, 6. 
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arrangement of grassy middle distance and hilly background, I tried to 
do to it something for which the simplest word I could have found was 
swallow. I wanted to feel the waving grass and that line of hills somewhere 
inside me. I wanted grass and hills fixed inside the space that began, as I 
thought, behind my eyes.26

Murnane draws attention to the key word ‘swallow’ through use of italics in the above 
passage and on subsequent pages. In this way, the narrator remembers through 
reversion to the most primitive bodily function. The cryptonym usage occurs alongside 
the following image: ‘a greedy boy with his cheeks swollen by a segment of landscape-
pie’, seen to be using bodily effort to get ‘the scenery from outside to inside’ to attain a 
‘piece of plain with a rim of hills floating inside my private space’.27 

The process of unsatisfied eating may be imagined as a symbol of melancholy, 
which is a temporal ailment that may be symbolically represented in an environment – 
for example, a landscape may remind us of the transitory nature of life.28 Here, ‘vision 
is overtly the conduit through which literature swallows’,29 a consumption that is the 
symbolic process of bringing the inexpressible into ‘a secret tomb inside the subject’.30 
The narrator is left discontented even after he has ‘absorbed a slab of pure scenery’, 
something that may emphasise a longing for land, and a failure to vocalise one’s 
thoughts.31

When Murnane’s figure fills his mouth with landscape instead of speech, he 
plays out a drama of melancholy in which his mouth, ‘unable to say certain words 
and unable to formulate certain sentences’, regresses into a ‘food-craving mouth’ that 
takes in and absorbs a fantasy of land in the place of words.32 Silence, and the child’s 
symbolic regression in development from speaking to eating, signifies the narrator’s 
‘inability to voice the source of their discontentment’.33 The image of the boy eating the 
landscape represents a phantasmatic scene; it adapts a metaphorical experience into 
fiction. 

The Dummy (The Plains)

Returning to The Plains, we find a key scene demonstrating the adaptation and 
unravelling of self into the text. The following scene occurs when the narrator attempts 
to construct a likeness of himself through the use of household objects: 

I needed a head for my dummy. I taped a feather duster to the chair in the 
correct position. But I guessed that the dull tail-feathers of a bustard would 
be barely visible, whereas my own face was noticeably pale. (It occurred 
to me that most of my days on the plains had been spent indoors.) The top 
drawer of my filing cabinet was half-full of unused paper for manuscripts 
and typing. I took a handful of crisp white sheets, moulded them loosely 
around the fronds of the duster, and then fixed them in place with tape.34 

I have included the image of Giuseppe Arcimboldo’s painting The Librarian (Fig. 1) for 
reference, due to the similarity I see between its subject and the dummy represented 
in The Plains, and due to the painting’s meaning. Supposedly, The Librarian may be 
interpreted as a humorous representation of a sophist – a man made from the books that 

26  Murnane, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, 9-10. 
27  Murnane, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, 10.
28  Celeste Olalquiaga, The Artificial Kingdom: A Treasury of the Kitsch Experience (New 
York: Pantheon, 1998), 122. 
29  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 124.
30  Abraham and Torok, The Shell and the Kernel, 130. 
31  Murnane, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, 11.
32  Abraham and Torok, The Shell and the Kernel, 128.
33  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 124.
34  Murnane, The Plains, 99-100. 
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he owns but has not read. This, at least, is how I picture the dummy. Both Murnane’s 
written representations and Arcimboldo’s painterly representations humour the men 
that they mimic. In addition to their comedic quality, these dummies may be identified 
as figures of the uncanny, for we may infer that ‘some mechanical process is concealed 
beneath their appearance’.35 I mention the uncanny here as in Sigmund Freud’s 
interpretation artificial dolls are direct manifestations of its presence. Freud defines 
the uncanny as that which frightens us by being ‘long known to us, once very familiar’, 
now made strange by its resituation into the public sphere.36 Depicting oneself as a 
mannequin is a sure strategy to draw attention to the mechanical processes involved 
in translating one’s self to the page. Moreover, it draws attention to a crisis occurring 
in the boundary between the subject’s interior and exterior, as the narrator’s inner 
turmoil spills into a strange external representation. 

A phantom of the author appears in this scene, adapted first into the nameless 
narrator, and again into the dummy. The phantasm is that which ‘simultaneously 
holds the semblance of the missing subject and threatens the narrator’s subjectivity’, 
that is, their experience as an individual.37 The dummy’s apparition is followed by its 
immediate deconstruction, as the unsatisfied narrator proceeds to pull apart the ‘crude 
likeness’ of himself: 

The sheets of paper that had passed for my face were wrinkled and 
creased, but I carried them to the great central table where I had worked 
since midsummer. I sat down and tried to smooth the paper a little with 
my hands. And I stared for a long time at the pages, as though they were 
anything but blank. I even wrote on them – a few hesitant sentences – 
before I swept them to the floor and went on with my work.38

Figure 1. ‘The Librarian’39 

35  Sigmund Freud, ‘The Uncanny’, The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works 
of Sigmund Freud, vol. 17, trans. Alix Strachey (New York: WW Norton & Co. Inc., 1919), 4. 
36  Freud, ‘The Uncanny’, 1-2. 
37  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 130.
38  Murnane, The Plains, 101.
39  Giuseppe Arcimboldo, The Librarian, 1566, Oil on canvas, 97 cm x 71 cm, Skokloster, 
Image Source: Wikipedia Commons.
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Through the acts of making and unmaking a copy of the self, the narrator is 
‘symbolically undone and discarded’.40 His act of reassembling that which remains 
of his body provides time and space for assembling his speech. The wrinkled paper 
speaks gently about the ungrounded narrator’s relation to his body, broken down as 
it is into pages. In terms of the meanings this scene might evoke, I note: bodies are 
symbolically sites upon which public concerns are signified.41 They can be depicted 
to work through broader individual or cultural concerns, such as loss of identity. The 
scene is, characteristically, an intimate yet detached moment of narration. 

The Eye (The Plains)

In The Plains, the unnamed narrator mirrors Murnane’s subtle annihilation of the 
self – a destruction that is implicit from the outset in his namelessness – with his 
unusual actions. On the very last page of the novel, the narrator photographs his own 
iris, producing an image of darkness where the self should be. Murnane writes the 
following:

And so, on those darkening afternoons, at those scenes whose scenery 
seemed more often pointed at than observed, whenever the camera in my 
hand put me in mind of some young woman who might see me years 
afterwards as a man who saw further than others, I would always ask my 
patron at last to record the moment when I lifted my own camera to my 
face and stood with my eye pressed against the lens and my finger poised 
as if to expose to the film in its dark chamber the darkness that was the 
only visible sign of whatever I saw beyond myself.42 

Here the filmmaker narrator’s apparent quest in the narrative is to inspect his own 
visual standpoint. In doing so, he interrogates and humours the mechanisms that he 
uses to locate himself spatially. This scene’s solipsistic gesture – akin to the speeches of 
Satan in John Milton’s 1667 Paradise Lost – compounds an overall sense of ‘unsettling 
interiority’ in the narrative.43 We are left wondering whether the events of the novel 
were nothing more than a mere ‘reverie’ that has possibly taken ‘up no more than a 
few seconds – in that man’s mind’.44 The narrator ‘ends his journey at the point of his 
annihilation’: instead of a traditional portrait, he would photograph only the darkness 
inside his own iris.45 It would appear as though the narrator ‘sees, therefore he is’; 
with nothing beyond himself but darkness, the subject is left exposed. I see a certain 
playful irony in a literary adaptation that absorbs its author, ending at the point of his 
disappearance into darkness. 

There are other ways in which Murnane metaphorically plays out the proverbial 
death of the author, tongue in cheek. In Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, Murnane’s narrator 
ultimately and repeatedly loses the distinction between his body and land. Here the 
narrator loses the ability to pinpoint his location within a city of which Murnane 
should be familiar:

I was somehow within the city, equidistant from every point in it, as though 
each place I had admired or guessed at when I saw it in the sunlight was 
now pressing against the outer wall of the theatre; or as though the map I 
had lately thought of as outspread was now shaped like the rings of Saturn 
encircling me in the darkness.46

40  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 130.
41  Lisa Hinrichsen, Possessing the Past: Trauma, Imagination, and Memory in Post-Plantation 
Southern Literature (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2015), 115.
42  Murnane, The Plains, p. 174. 
43  Imre Salusinszky, Gerald Murnane (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1993), 57. 
44  Salusinszky, Gerald Murnane, 57. 
45  Stockton, ‘Tracing Phantasms’, 129.
46  Murnane, Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, 14. 
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This theatre in Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs, too, has an interior that resembles the total 
inside of the mind where images are projected in the dark. Within this space, the body 
of the narrator is suspended without a clear sense of time, as if floating in a vault. 
Readers of the above passage may be reminded, of course, of the conclusion of The 
Plains, through the shared theme of darkness encroaching upon the narrator. In this 
way, Murnane’s constructions and deconstructions of the self echo throughout his 
oeuvre. We learn his individualised symbols for adaptations of the self. The narrator is 
consistently a cartographer, lost in space – a continuity that produces a sense that they 
are a single entity throughout the novels. 

Memory, Vision, and Haunting?

Images from the mind of an author bring narration to lived experiences and memories; 
these phantasms (like the disembodied moustache in Invisible Yet Enduring Lilacs) also 
test our systems for making sense of self. Phantasms, as they appear in the novels, create 
an uncanny feeling of something estranged that continues to haunt the narrative. These 
common symbols hold the benefit of helping the reader to consider the mnemonic 
objects frequently depicted in Murnane’s stories as a series of ‘outward projection of 
what is repressed’ in one’s own ‘interior’.47 By observing these symbols we may learn 
about how to remember: through recollections of place, through mapping, and through 
creative experiments (such as looking through coloured glass, or the construction of a 
mannequin). Murnane’s process of picturing the self – broken into parts, or at one with 
the landscape – invites this inspection of our ways of seeing and systems of knowing.

47  Peter Schwenger, The Tears of Things: Melancholy and Physical Objects (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2006), 8. 
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Byam Shaw, Tom and Macartney, Ian, eds, World-Dreem: An anthology of new(er) 
writing, Scotland, Sincere Corkscrew, 2021; paperback, pp.78; RRP £7.99; ISBN: 

9781527296336.

Coming up with a pithy description for World Dreem is difficult. The title suggests a 
hint of Surrealism: a collective of geographically distributed writers, all unconsciously 
working toward a vision of a world untainted by whatever horrors the past holds. 
In the manner of an exquisite corpse, World Dreem ranges over themes from panic 
shopping to predestination. More than one work is set underground. There’s poetry, 
short fiction, and there are hybrid forms. In short, there’s a lot happening over its 78 
pages.

Within their respective editorials, Ian Macartney in the foreword and Tom 
Byam Shaw in the ‘backword’, the editors give context to this lockdown project. It’s a 
way to connect, particularly for Shaw, but it is, as Macartney writes, a great deal more. 
The book aims to platform a selection of talented young writers; writers that happen 
to be too young to be taken very seriously, but are producing works of a standard up 
to, or exceeding, more established writers. Shaw puts it this way: ‘Ian and I agreed that 
we’d bring together the best people that we knew and get from them their best work: 
a no-filler collection’.

Macartney and Shaw live in Aberdeen, and there’s naturally a strong presence 
of Scottish writing, with several pieces in Scots vernacular. ‘Cross Country’ from Mag 
is a stand-out among these. A decent Scots vocabulary isn’t necessary here; even with 
the most rudimentary reading accent, this poem carves out a forceful sonic space:

Caulked against gusts by rain-dappled back

Tight as a heart; Six loons packed in; 
Een hud baccy n een hud skins, 
Coaxing grubs way lighter n scratch 
Fae a passed flint ay bastard hash (40)

This poem is a bleak, windswept, and unforgiving ‘liminal fugue’ state. Figures drift 
in and out of focus, as do the town and time, and the poem’s narrative drift lets the 
language’s sound take prominence. Re-reading is both necessary and well-rewarded.

Speaking of highlights, ‘The Dream of Saul’ is one of my favourite prose pieces 
in the collection. Full disclosure: its author, Prema Arasu, is a colleague and friend at 
UWA, and they prompted me to write this review. Yet even with this in mind, her short 
fiction work ‘The Dream of Saul’ is subtle, and the writing is extremely sharp. Arasu 
achieves a fine balance of repetition and minimalism to cement suggestions with the 
reader. The story works, for example, with a muted but striking colour palette:

Everything is white. 
Everything that is not white is a pale blue-green colour—a colour 
not found in nature—a colour distinctively reserved for the 
distinctly artificial. The colour of medical masks and latex. (36)

The story begins as the narrator’s ‘legs are growing onions’, and the white-and-grue 
palette helps to establish the surreal oneiro-medical setting. Everything here is the 
definition of uncanny—recognisable, almost normal; but just weird enough to be 
terrifying through suggestion alone. ‘The doctor’, for example, takes one of the narrator’s 
leg onions ‘and removes his mask. He bites into the onion.’ From here, the doctor and 
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the narrator’s mother drift in and out as the narrator struggles to differentiate real 
from unreal. The writing’s matter-of-fact, calm tone makes an affecting contrast with 
barely-suppressed terror and growing self-doubt. Like much of the book, this text isn’t 
trying to sell the reader anything obvious, but there’s a great deal of potential in the 
reading. 

One of the more formally interesting narratives is Ian Macartney’s ‘Trans-spatial’. 
It’s a hybrid piece, somewhere between playscript and short fiction. Its protagonists 
are Elijah and his son Isaac; the pair are travelling through ‘The Transpacific Tunnel 
[that] begins at Lebanon, Kansas and reopens at the Lambert Centre, Northern Territory’ (16). 
What makes this story unusual is its superposition of states: there are three distinct 
pasts and presents in this story, all moving in parallel. The text alternates between 
monadic stretches of text and sudden drops into three choices. ‘Elijah remembered’, 
for example, ‘the football game / the soccer game / the night she went missing’. There’s little 
to correlate the three narrative states and the reader’s never sure if they appear in a 
consistent order, or what relationship they have to one another. It’s possible that the 
story relates a single journey, one so monotonous that it starts to take on a kind of 
formal repetition, and this structure is a simple space-saving measure. It’s hard to say, 
and that uncertainty—the feeling of suspension it generates—is, perhaps, the book’s 
defining characteristic. 

World Dreem is an excellent anthology from, as its editors hoped, a collection 
of talented writers. This is not to say that every piece meets a uniformly excellent 
standard. There are moments of overwriting (‘dear friend–as I have you in my hand—
in front of me—by summon of some liquid crystal’ (51)) but those are rare. And in 
case, my taste will vary from that of other readers. On other occasions, florid prose is 
part of the appeal, as in Ask Vestergaard’s ‘Nøkken’, which sees a shapeshifter wallow 
in an explosion of sound and colour that’s reminiscent of Christina Rossetti’s ‘Goblin 
Market’. I would like, in closing, to give the final word to Enxhi Mandija’s ‘Lie of the 
land’, a beautifully paced and spacious portrayal of a painter working in a remote 
Albanian museum. The narrator speaks of their mother in an old portrait; ‘She didn’t 
particularly like that picture, she said it was staged, not natural—dukem si e ngrirë, I 
look like frozen’. The feeling of suspension I described earlier might feel strange when 
reading World Dreem, but this collection allows the reader a great deal of space to bring 
something of their own experience to the writing. As Mandija’s narrator has it, ‘To 
orient yourself around loose beginnings—to get the lie of an I remember.’

Chris Arnold

The University of Western Australia
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Crespy, David A. and Konkle, Lincoln (eds.), Edward Albee as Theatrical and 
Dramatic Innovator, New Perspectives in Edward Albee Studies 3, Leiden & 
Boston, Brill, 2019; hardback, pp x, 254; R.R.P. €97.00; ISBN: 9789004394704.

In presenting this collection of essays, the editors David Crespy and Lincoln Konkle 
state: 

Early in Albee’s career, [the] breaks from reality [in Albee’s plays] were 
explained as part of the Theatre of the Absurd movement … [But] his 
plays do not merely transfer the absurdist playwrights’ subject and style 
into American settings. Albee brings the real and the unreal into close 
proximity, making them even more disturbing than some absurdist plays’ 
frank artificiality. (3)

The relationship between Edward Albee and Absurdism was the focus of the first 
volume in the New Perspectives in Edward Albee Studies series, with its aim to 
open new fields of inquiry in Albee studies. In this third volume, there appears to 
be a consensus among the contributors that the works of Edward Albee resist simple 
categorisation as absurdist theatre. Albee’s myriad innovations in drama and stagecraft 
take centre stage instead as the contributors draw on notable biographies of the 
playwright, the playwright’s own published reflections on his work, other scholarly 
works, and interviews in this collection that features nine well-researched essays and 
a previously unpublished interview. 

In their introduction, the editors underscore how the variation in Albee’s style 
might result in his plays being thought of as not ‘of a piece’ (1). Yet, what is striking 
about this collection is the common threads and thematic concerns that are woven 
through each chapter. Key plays are studied in different lights by each contributor, 
engaging the reader in making complex connections in Albee’s body of work. Indeed, 
as Albee himself said in a 2007 interview with Carol Rocamora for The Guardian, ‘I 
suspect that every play I write is part of one large play’. Albee’s ‘essence as a dramatist’ 
(7) is effectively conveyed by the end of the collection. Edward Albee as Theatrical and 
Dramatic Innovator is enriched by the contributors’ gamut of expertise in American 
theatre education, research and praxis, including insights from American cultural and 
theatre scholars based in Seville, Western Australia, and Paris.

David Crespy deftly shows how Albee’s theatrical design was influenced by 
his vast knowledge of classical music, his appreciation and accumulation of art works, 
and the relationships that he built with other artists. I found this chapter particularly 
moving as Crespy affords the reader clear glimpses of Albee as a deeply involved, 
perhaps controlling, designer and playwright, and a generous patron of the arts 
through the voices of the playwright’s contemporaries. The previously unpublished 
transcription of an interview included as the final entry in this collection, in which the 
reader hears the cadences and thoughts of the playwright himself, fittingly pairs with 
this first essay. 

A common theme explored by the other contributors to this collection is Albee’s 
interest in re-presenting the secular. For example, the staging of the dying process, not 
death itself, is analysed in Milbre Burch’s study of three plays. Burch usefully coins 
the term ‘theatrical thanatology’ (45) to refer to this dramatisation and the innovative 
ample space Albee makes for the dying protagonist’s consciousness—and their grief—
work to be heard and seen by the audience, even as it is silenced or ignored on stage. 
In this essay, the reader is offered insight into the influence of Elizabeth Kübler-Ross’ 
five stages of grief on the playwright. Parisa Shams similarly examines how Albee 
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confronts his audience in ‘Goat’. Informed by Judith Butler’s ethics of vulnerability 
and violence and Emmanuel Levinas’ theory of the face, Shams’ deeply theoretical 
analysis moves beyond the extant critical focus on the staging of the bestiality taboo to 
closely examine Albee’s tragic problematisation of the bonds of kinship. 

These bonds that are destabilised and denaturalised in Albee’s plays are a 
theme returned to again in Ashley Raven’s and David Marcia’s essays. Both Raven 
and Marcia show how Albee’s use of vaudevillian comedy in ‘Counting the Ways’ 
and ‘Marriage Play’ respectively produce what could be described as a Brechtian 
verfremdungseffekt that engendered the participation of Albee’s audiences. This effect 
is perhaps explicated most clearly by Valentine Vasak in her essay on the disturbing 
stage designs of ‘Box’ and ‘Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung’, which are 
distinct departures from the (de)familiar scenes of Albee’s other plays.

Although it is placed in the middle of the collection, Nathan Hedman’s essay 
is useful for understanding Albee’s calling on his audiences to witness scenes they 
might not otherwise have cause to reflect upon, using techniques dealt with by the 
other contributors in this collection. Hedman begins with a helpful scaffold of the 
three relevant features of Charles Taylor’s ‘immanent frame’ that he applies to Albee’s 
drama: ‘disenchantment, disembeddedness, and bufferedness’ (105). He argues that 
rather than setting his characters up for Aristotelian anagnorisis, Albee launches them 
into what Hedman dubs ‘Albee’s secular epiphanies’ (104). There are several detailed 
sections in Hedman’s essay, which sometimes might appear to detract from his central 
premise. But overall, Hedman elucidates the innovativeness of Albee’s deployment of 
religion to stage transcendence in the modern—secular, isolating—context shared by 
the witnessing audience.

Crucially, Ramón Espejo Romero and Julia Listengarten finally remind the 
reader of the expansiveness of what may be understood as the modern and the secular 
as they explore the transformative influence of Albee’s innovations in the different 
contexts of fascist Spain and the Soviet Union respectively. Romero’s and Listengarten’s 
essays are fascinating and important, both making evident that further research into 
the effect that Albee’s innovative work has had and continues to have on other realities 
is needed. I think Albee would approve. 

Charmaine Herfkens-Fernandez

The University of Western Australia and Edith Cowan University
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Gerzic, Marina and Norrie, Aidan, eds, Playfulness in Shakespearean Adaptations, 
Studies in Shakespeare, New York, Routledge, 2020; hardback, pp. 270, 15 b/w 

illustrations; RRP $252.00, ISBN: 9780367256463.

Playfulness in Shakespearean Adaptations posits that play and playfulness are integral 
to the process of Shakespearean adaptation. The collection is divided into four 
sections focusing on how Shakespearean texts are adapted in new—sometimes 
unconventional—mediums. These are stage adaptions, screen adaptations, adaptations 
of Shakespeare the man, and contemporary film adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays. 
Within their valuable introduction, Marina Gerzic and Aidan Norrie claim that a playful 
and irreverent approach to Shakespearean adaptation places a focus on ‘the ways in 
which they are used as pedagogical aids to help explain complex language, themes, 
and emotions found in Shakespeare’s works, and more generally make Shakespeare 
“relatable” and entertaining for twenty-first-century audiences’ (9). Overall, the book 
successfully provides a wide-ranging overview of the role of play and playfulness in 
adaptations of Shakespeare, giving examples that vary in scope, period, and medium. 

The first section, ‘Page to Stage/Stage to Page’, is the longest, containing five 
chapters. This section includes detailed readings of the creative approaches taken by 
a variety of Shakespearean retellings, ranging from the nineteenth century to present 
day; namely, Victorian burlesques of King Lear (Roberta Gradi), Margaret Atwood’s 
retelling of The Tempest in Hag-seed (Miranda Fay Thomas), adaptations of Richard III in 
children’s literature over time (Marina Gerzic), an adaptation of A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream in Neil Gaiman’s Sandman comics (Chelsea L Horne), and the relationship 
between Shakespeare and truth in Terry Pratchett’s Wyrd Sisters (Sophie Shorland). 
This section provides a wide-ranging approach to relatively unconventional ways that 
Shakespeare’s plays have been adapted for different mediums. The detailed analysis 
in each chapter is backed up by strong historical and genre-specific research that lends 
the articles credibility and weight, depicting mediums that have not always been 
considered in the field alongside Shakespeare, such as comics, in a strong academic 
light. 

Both of the contributions to the second section, ‘Practicing Shakespeare on Stage 
and Screen’, are written by practitioners outside of academia, something intended 
to give insight into specifically performance-based adaptations of Shakespeare and 
highlight engagement with Shakespeare outside of the current state of scholarship. In 
the first chapter, Sally McLean, writer, director, producer, and actor of the online series 
Shakespeare Republic, discusses the irreverent play of the adaptation and suggests that 
an online medium introduces Shakespeare to new audiences. In the second particularly 
engaging and insightful chapter, Katie O’Reilly and Phillip Zarrilli discuss the creative 
process behind their play richard III redux OR Sara Beer IS/NOT Richard III, a piece 
which attempted to challenge the relationship between theatre and disability through 
a series of scenes in which disabled comedian and actress Sara Beer performed both 
as Richard and as various versions of herself. This chapter was one of the highlights 
of the volume, and a piece which I felt captured the essence of its engagement 
with play and playfulness in Shakespearean adaptation. O’Reilly and Zarrilli wove 
together stories of their historical and textual research, physical preparations, and the 
important narrative of disability activism in their casting choices, how they chose to 
adapt the piece, and the existence of Shakespeare’s Richard III within a stigmatized 
state of cultural superiority.

The third section, ‘Adapting the Man’, focuses on depictions of Shakespeare 
as a person and an early modern celebrity who is largely inseparable from his works. 
Ronan Hatfull’s chapter uses a discussion of the film Bill to show ways that recent 
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adaptations of Shakespeare’s life have filled in his “lost years” and depict Shakespeare 
as a relatable author who struggled to find his voice and achieved his renown through 
hard work. The second chapter, by Aidan Norrie, discusses the fictional relationship 
between Shakespeare and Elizabeth I. Norrie describes how portrayals of this 
relationship are often responses to audience expectations about Elizabethan England 
and tend to reflect an attempt to humanize Elizabeth as a monarch, rather than any real 
historical accuracy. This section showed a different and enlightening take on the idea 
of adaptation, showing that Shakespeare himself has been “adapted” just as much as 
his works have. Additionally, as both articles point out, there is far less information 
available about Shakespeare as a man than there are about his plays, and as a result, 
adaptations which focus on his life tend to reflect the intentions of the works’ creators 
than truths about Shakespeare himself. 

The fourth and final section, ‘Adapting the Plays’, considers the ways that 
contemporary film adaptations which update Shakespeare for a modern audience often 
treat Shakespeare with what Gerzic and Norrie describe as “reverent irreverence” and 
that these adaptations often fail when their focus is either too faithful to a source or 
too overly didactic. Jennifer Clements’ article on the film Hamlet 2 discusses how the 
rewriting of Hamlet into a redemptive comedy endorses a neoliberal notion of success 
which is shown to be achievable in an ultimately unrealistic way. Christian Long 
discusses the effects of film adaptations of Shakespeare which replace early modern 
concepts of nobility with a sports-based meritocracy. Lastly, Sonja Klejj discusses the 
children’s film Gnomeo and Juliet, suggesting that the film only somewhat successfully 
challenges Shakespeare’s views on gender and familial relationships. 

This book brings important critical attention to mediums of adaptation which 
have been previously underexposed, such as burlesques, comics, fantasy novels, web 
series, and children’s books. These mediums are often seen as unserious or lacking 
in the gravitas that subjects with as much critical capital as Shakespeare is often 
given. The chapters in this collection show that such playful mediums are perfect 
for highlighting these themes in Shakespeare’s works and those by Roberta Gradi, 
on Victorian burlesques of King Lear, and Katie O’Reilly and Phillip Zarrilli, on the 
creative process behind their play richard III redux OR Sara Beer IS/NOT Richard III, 
were particularly insightful and entertaining contributions to the collection’s overall 
aim. I would particularly recommend these chapters to those interested in theories 
of Shakespearean adaptation. Playfulness in Shakespearean Adaptations introduces a 
range of both mediums and methods of adaptation, many of which have received 
relatively little critical attention, and all of which highlight the importance of play and 
playfulness to adaptations and cultural understandings of Shakespeare’s works. 

Anna Quercia-Thomas

The University of Western Australia
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Mills, Jennifer, The Airways, Sydney, Pan Macmillan, 2021; paperback, pp.384; 
RRP $32.99, ISBN: 9781760980504.

Reading Jennifer Mills’ The Airways in 2022 is an oddly discombobulating experience. 
We live in strange times. Two years into a global pandemic which has radically upended 
the ways in which we communicate and interact, many of us are still trying to locate 
ourselves within this still-evolving landscape. Intimacy has become a commodity many 
cannot afford—intimacy gained through proximity and touch becoming something 
loaded with a sense of threat. Yet bodies are not ‘machinery’; they are porous places 
with fluid boundaries—within which, as Mills writes, there is ‘no separation between 
outside and in’ (316).

The Airways reads as a narrative of many dimensions—of perspectives, 
temporalities, locations. The novel tracks between Sydney, Beijing, and the uncertain 
journey made by a spirit back to its birthplace. In one temporality, we follow Adam, 
an Australian living in Beijing. He holds down a job whose description is vague—
he works in marketing, but it ‘[isn’t] clear what [the company is] selling’ (18). His 
girlfriend is estranged due to reasons we learn later within the book. Adam lives an 
inane, Kafkaesque existence, its meaning and function as unclear as the air of Beijing; 
the quality of which Adam ritualistically checks and rechecks throughout The Airways.

It would, perhaps, be logical to assume that the central character of a novel 
about hauntings would be Adam—the living protagonist. Yet The Airways opens and 
closes with Yun, Adam’s non-binary ex-housemate, whose death in Sydney occurs 
three pages into the narrative, arriving with brutal poetic force:

fall, falling. Back of the head. 
(grunts and drunk scents, sweat) 
the eyes went for a white moment, contents tipped out, nonsense 
(what sharp rib this) 
the sense of harm arrived before pain  
[…] 
not breathing. Clear the airways (3-4, emphasis in original)

‘So it went,’ Yun tells us. ‘The body that possessed me, the nothing that was all I 
knew’ (4). Yun is the force which gums the novel together. They are a charismatic 
central protagonist, whose name means both ‘cloud’ and ‘consent’, and who imprints 
themselves onto our skin as the reader. They saturate the air through the breath of the 
living: ‘they feed: they divide and multiply and separate and become singular and 
multiply again’ (90). Yun’s spirit swims through bodies, inhabiting them for as long as 
it is necessary until they find the next host. In this way, they travel back to China—but 
not in the sense of returning home, for ‘the body was the only homeland. And that’s 
long gone’ (251). Yun’s journey in search of Adam is about unfinished business. It 
germinates around the central preoccupation of The Airways: what does it mean to 
cross boundaries—personal, gendered, political, sexual?

It was Michel Foucault who wrote in The History of Sexuality, Volume 1 (1976) that 
‘power […] was essentially a right of seizure: of things, time, bodies, and ultimately life 
itself: it culminated in the privilege to seize hold of life in order to supress it’ (136). This 
statement resonates with the aim of Mills’ work: to frame depictions of consent around 
the concepts of death and power. The boundary Adam crosses within The Airways is 
that of watching those he desires sleep, without their consent. As Yun puts it, ‘Adam 
[…] disturbed my surfaces’ (2). In intruding into the private space of somnolence, 
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Adam feels he does no wrong. ‘You must respect people’s boundaries […] But he did,’ 
Mills writes. ‘It was harmless, really. Innocent’ (238, emphasis in original).

There is a moment in The Airways in which Adam and Yun’s roles are reversed: 
Yun watches Adam rest with his eyes closed, before making their presence known, 
saying that Adam will ‘burn’. Adam awakes to find Yun standing over him. The 
moment is undeniably heavy with homoeroticism. He asks them if they were watching 
him sleep—‘Who would do such a thing?’, Yun replies. ‘Adam felt an understanding 
pass between them, electric in the damp air’ (148). After Yun’s death, with Natasha, 
Adam ventures a step further: he films his girlfriend as she sleeps. Her discovery of 
this violation fuels their estrangement.

This fascination with prone bodies circles back to the death of Adam’s father, 
whose death—when he was a child—Adam failed to grieve and process satisfactorily 
due to his mother’s swift repression of the event. The separation of death is irrevocable, 
and the paternal intimacy cannot be recovered. Through the recurring symbol of dying 
lilies in vases of browning water, Mills evokes a sense of the unresolved nature of 
Adam’s grief, and how he replicates the experience of watching the dead with that of 
watching those who are sleeping. Later in the novel, when Yun wakes and confronts 
Adam about touching them, Adam feels the ‘sudden pain of separation, as desire 
became poison’ (339).

Mills’ clean precision of language is masterful and intense: she can as easily 
evoke the claustrophobic tension of the Beijing underground as conjure the skies 
of Sydney like a Whiteley painting. This dual sense of locatedness and dislocation 
intensely communicates itself to the reader—as the novel progresses, you become 
more finely attuned to your own body. Mills’ expert handling of sensation means that 
even passages in which nothing happens—as when Adam is lying, half-conscious, 
in his room—are mesmerising. Similar to many moments in the works of Fyodor 
Dostoyevsky, The Airways makes the torture of the tangled mind not only evident on 
the page, but also far from mundane.

Although the pandemic is not an element within the novel—the ideas for which 
first began to possess Mills in 2014, whilst living in Beijing—it is impossible to read 
The Airways without being haunted by certain aspects of the narrative. Natasha returns 
home to Wuhan to see her family. Reminiscent of social distancing, passengers on 
the Beijing underground ‘line up obediently in the area indicated by yellow lines and 
arrows’ and are expected to ‘stay behind the line, respect the boundary’ (19). While 
watching a man ‘hoick wet phlegm’, Adam wonders

how long it would take for a person to come into contact with every other 
person in the city, if there was a six-degree-type equation for the likely 
exchange of microbes, viruses, spores (22).

The Airways is a novel which does many things: it elegantly navigates non-binary 
and queer existence, and it poetically sets forth a discourse around consent and the 
violation of personal boundaries. But perhaps most importantly, Mills’ work explores 
pressing ideas around what it means to be haunted by trauma, to be haunted by the 
past. As someone tells Adam within the novel: ‘places aren’t haunted, people are 
haunted’ (219).

Ellie Fisher

The University of Western Australia
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Price, David, Dark Tales from the Long River: A Bloody History of Australia’s 
North-West Frontier, Fremantle, Fremantle Press, 2021; paperback, pp. 208; RRP 

$32.99, ISBN: 9781925816631.

David Price, a Western Australian educator who was born and raised in 1960s Carnarvon, 
has, as noted on the publisher’s website, ‘long been intrigued by the hidden history 
of his hometown and its wilful amnesia about the treatment of Aboriginal people 
and Asian migrants’ by early white colonisers. Price’s concept of Australia’s ‘willful 
amnesia’ is one that I returned to throughout reading his non-fiction work, Dark Tales. 

In When Silence Falls: An Introduction (2015), Cara Pinchbeck, senior curator of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, writes 
that, as an Aboriginal person she is acutely aware of gaps in Australian history, 

and the role power plays in the construction of knowledge and narratives 
of the past. All too often the complexities of history are not captured, for 
there is little benefit for those constructing those histories to acknowledge 
anything that operates in opposition to their overarching narrative.’ (3) 

Dark Tales is Price’s clear attempt to unearth and explore these previously hidden 
complexities. Reminiscent of The Killing Times, the University of Newcastle’s Colonial 
Frontier Massacres, 1788-1930 project, which has developed a map that provides evidence 
of mass killings from 1788 until 1928, Dark Tales is carefully constructed around court 
cases that occurred in the north-west of Western Australia in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century. Each case strategically reveals the background and context of a 
violent death with stories that peel back layers of intersectional injustice and often 
abhorrent abuse.  

Each of the cases are also linked in some capacity to Charles Denroche Vaughan 
Foss, the Irish-born former pastoralist who in 1882 was appointed as an ‘itinerate 
magistrate’ for the Gascoyne (9). Operating from his home in Carnarvon, Magistrate 
Foss held his position for over 33 years (retiring in 1915) and throughout his tenure 
was a man who wielded ‘justice like a weapon’ (51). It is the judgements of Foss and 
the interpretation and implementation of ‘justice’ that Price unpicks in this work. 

Dark Tales took time for me to complete. This is not in any way a reflection on 
the quality of this meticulously researched and highly accessible work. It is more an 
observation of the importance of Price’s historical witnessing and the brutality of the 
content. The book is structured around nine true stories and as I finished each chapter, 
I found that I needed space to sit with the material and reflect on the lives lost and 
violence perpetrated. 

Two chapters in particular have stayed with me. In the first, ‘The Lonesome Death 
of Thackabiddy’, Price recounts the death of an Aboriginal man named Thackabiddy 
in 1883 and the trial of his accused killer a white man called Charles ‘Charlie’ Clifford. 
Thackabiddy was suspected of sheep stealing but, despite no evidence, he was shot in 
the neck, chin, and arm (40), repeatedly beaten, and forced to walk for four days (over 
160kms) while chained by the neck to a horse. When, on the fourth day, Thackabiddy 
tried to escape, he was shot again, this time through the ankle:

It was now clear that Thackabiddy could no longer walk, and Carnarvon 
was still some sixty kilometres away. The deeply shaken Clifford was in 
a quandary, but he was also in no mood for niceties. He decided to take 
matters into his own hands and, attaching the prisoner’s chain to his horse, 
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dragged the wounded man by his neck through the scrub for more than 
a kilometer. Thackabiddy somehow got a hand on the chain and fought 
desperately, sometimes on his back at other times on his stomach or side, 
to keep from choking.

Clifford stopped and tied the naked and bloodied man’s arms behind his 
back and chained him to a tree. (41)

After days chained to the tree without food or water, Thackabiddy died and his body 
was left chained to the tree for two days (42). ‘Charlie’ Clifford, although charged 
with manslaughter, before Magistrate Foss at Carnarvan was found not guilty at the 
supreme court in Perth in 1884. 

‘How Topsy Died’, recounts the shooting of a little girl named Topsy and her 
mother Clara in 1912 by a shearer called John (Jack) Sheehan. Sheehan had been angry 
at Topsy’s father Margoo, and in attempting to shoot Margoo, had hit Clara instead. 
The bullet went through Clara’s arm, breaking her bone then exiting to shoot Topsy in 
the stomach. Topsy died a short time later and Sheehan, although also charged with 
manslaughter, was similarly found not guilty by the jury. The ruthless destruction of 
this family and the disrespect shown to both them and the witnesses throughout the 
investigations into Topsy’s death are heartbreaking and extremely difficult to read. 
‘How Topsy Died’ also crystallizes the themes of sexual abuse and exploitation that 
seep throughout Dark Tales. Key witness testimony states that Sheehan and another 
man had sought to ‘get a woman’ for sex the night before, but had been escorted from 
camp by Margoo.

In both of these sections, Price’s use of primary material (particularly newspaper 
articles) as a literary approach is particularly persuasive. In an interview provided in 
the Teaching Notes for Dark Tales, Price notes that 

the language …[newspapers] used [during the period] gives us a powerful 
insight into prevailing attitudes and beliefs about law, order, punishment, 
migration and Aboriginal rights. It is telling and confronting for the 
modern reader to see, for example, racist language routinely appearing in 
the newspapers of the time. 

The effectiveness of this technique shines, particularly in the descriptions of Topsy’s 
death.

Suppressing or ignoring the difficult and violent aspects of our Australian 
history prevents a full understanding of our culture and the echoes of that suppressed 
trauma continue into the present. The impressive research in Dark Tales handles 
shocking content with a deft touch and emerges as an invitation for contemporary 
audiences to address the willful amnesia underpinning our foundational myths. It is 
an important and accessible book that should be widely read and discussed. 

Amanda Gardiner

Edith Cowan University
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Straw, Leigh, The Petticoat Parade: Madame Monnier and the Roe Street 
Brothels, Fremantle, Fremantle Press, 2021; paperback, pp.200; RRP: $32.99; 

ISBN: 9781760990558.

Academic, historian and writer Leigh Straw has become an authoritative and award-
winning voice in Australian true crime, shining light upon the often-forgotten female 
figures of the genre. Having penned biographies of Kate Leigh, Dulcie Markham and 
Australia’s first female detective Lillian Armfield, her latest title, The Petticoat Parade: 
Madame Monnier and the Roe Street Brothels, continues Straw’s work uncovering the 
lives of fascinating, innovative and often controversial women.

The fair damsels who inhabit the Rue de Roe conceived the brilliant idea 
of a petticoat parade each afternoon for the entertainment of the tired and 
jaded travelers. And so  it  came  about  that  every  afternoon  and  evening  the 
residents of the various villas in the Rue disported themselves on their verandahs, 
but with the advent of the hot spell petticoats were cast aside, and travelers had a 
vision of the fair demoiselles clad only in the flimsiest of flimsies (98).

This highly readable true crime biography is also a social history of Perth/Boorloo in 
the early twentieth century. At the center of the book is Josie de Bray, aka Madam Monnier, 
aka Marie Louise Monnier, a brothel madam who owned most of Roe Street from WWI up 
to the 1940s. Josie’s life was truly remarkable and exhilarating, from surviving an attempt on 
her life by a returned soldier in 1917 to her establishments being at the center of underworld 
violence during  the 1920s. An  ill-fated  returned  to France before WWII  to visit  family saw 
her bombed and  then captured by  the Germans. Whilst  she was  a prisoner of war,  she was 
still collecting rent from her brothels and when she finally made it back to Perth/Boorloo in 
1947 she was rich, remaining so until her death in 1953.

 The breadth and depth of Straw’s research is not simply illustrated by an 
extensive list of notes and references, but more so in the fascinating and obscure 
historical facts and people that Straw weaves through her narrative. The Petticoat Parade is 
a keenly observed account of the way women who lived in the shadows of society 
used their ingenuity to carve out lives that challenged all notions of contemporary, 
white womanhood. As well as the women making their living off sex and sly grog, 
this also includes those who were sent to police them. Straw recounts one of the 
‘unintended benefits’ of WWI had been the employment opportunities it provided for 
women, including in the traditionally male-dominated field of policing. After signing 
indemnity agreements which absolved the police department of any responsibility for 
their safety and welfare, the Women Police wore a hat and gloves, and the handbag 
they carried was their only form of protection. Fascinating to read are the eleven duties 
of the Women Police outlined in the Annual Police Commissioners Report of 1917 and 
how focused the Women Police were on prevention of crimes committed by, and 
against, young girls and women. Straw writes that, ‘[l]ike the brothel madams 
themselves, the Women Police were powerful, in their own way. It often seemed as 
if they worked for opposite sides, but they too were keepers of the secrets of Roe 
Street’ (83).
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For all the ways in which Straw’s work challenges the gendered nature of 
Australian crime histories, it shares with those narratives the same lack of First Nations 
people in the telling. The Whadjuk Noongar people who are the Traditional Owners of land 
on which Straw’s narrative takes place are not mentioned by name and barely at all in general. 
Whilst I was engaged and fascinated by the stories told in this book, I continually 
wondered about this forgotten aspect of Straw’s historical record. 

Camilla Palmer

The University of New South Wales
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Wood, Robert, Redgate, New Delhi, Red River, 2020; paperback, pp.160; RRP 
$14.51, ISBN: 9788194509325.

Robert Wood’s Redgate is an exploration of diasporic identity, imagination, and 
enlightenment through poetry, offering Hindi translations by Abhimanyu Kumar. 
Rather than being a heuristic process, Wood’s writing creates a ‘poetic territory’ (10), 
despite Redgate’s existence as a coastal place situated on Wardandi country, in the 
southwest of Western Australia. Wood asserts his poetry is true to where he stands 
and what he lives for. His reconciliation of Western and Eastern philosophies and 
his uniting of reality, fantasy, observation, memory, and imagination to construct a 
‘welcome location’ (155) are what ultimately make Redgate, a depiction of hope.

 Just as the cover and page art of the book portray an outline of the physical 
landscape, poetically we are introduced to Wood’s version—his drawing of the place. 
Whilst racial categories remain separate social spaces in Redgate, the position of 
collective pronouns ‘them’ and ‘us’ intentionally varies. The beauty in this fluidity—
brought about by challenging the notion of the ‘other’—is its building of a new reality 
through discourse. When his ‘we’ changes, the communal identity that Wood portrays 
is no longer fixed but shifting. Is it an understanding of selves past and present? Or 
dialogue between the coloniser and the colonised? The ambiguities of meaning are a 
riddle in Wood’s gnomic poetry. 

 Within his poem ‘Where Carrots’ (13), Wood presents his vision of the 
Georgette Shipwreck of Calgarta Beach. In order to fully grasp this vision, however, 
the readership must understand grief, displacement, and colonialism:

Where carrots and cabbages and ships 
hauled over sand and sound 
where they remarked that 
the colour was always green, somehow, 
and the mushrooms were never found 
where the twilight was molasses 
because we lost our matches, 
that was where they came to 
that was where the stockman rescued 
and we knew, somehow, that their bones and wings 
would be laid there when all the world found out. (13)

Wood’s gnomic style lends itself particularly well to the exploration of a historical, 
and thus undeniably multifaceted phenomenon. Being the first in the collection, the 
poem acts as a framework for the remainder of the book. In Wood’s vision of Redgate, 
Isaac’s rock—the site of the shipwreck—is a symbol of collaboration between a male 
traditional owner and a white woman in 1876. Isaac’s rock is positioned as an anomaly, 
becoming a poetic place and a symbol of hope. The urgent collaboration of two people 
saving those in trouble and suffering has been immortalised in the landscape. The 
tragic and inescapable reality is that massacres of Aboriginal people continued past 
1920. 

 Borne from nostalgia and a deep homesickness, the poetry has been produced 
in New York, written in old libraries surrounded by works of famous writers and the 
sense of becoming closer to history. Wood mentions his inspirations at the end of the 
book, of which Rumi and Neruda are two. The ancient sites being reminisced within 
Neruda’s works are emblematic of the accomplishments of Incan cultures that existed 
prior to the interference of colonisation. In the same way Neruda achieved a complex 
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sense of love toward a place, Wood serenades Redgate. His exploration of the past is 
an act of placemaking, operating as a tunnel into Wood’s soul. Redgate allows one to 
realize exactly what it means to be within that land, whilst being hundreds of miles 
away.

 The exploration of enlightenment in Redgate also echoes Rumi’s influence. I 
identified a pattern of yearning, struggle, return and ultimately, union in the search 
for meaning in the work of both poets. Rumi states that we are of God, and while our 
spirit is separated from God, we always have the longing to go back and join him. On 
earth we must endure suffering to be able to find him again, not in heaven through 
death, but as seen in ‘We Sat Down’ (125), somewhere ‘between’: 

Between heaven and earth 
we found windows 
in a house made empty 
of talk by a wind of wildness. 
 
We sat down to eat 
the wrasse brought up from their watery depths 
and the ones we welcomed 
they told us  
of the many thousand miles they’d walked to be here now. (125)

 In Wood’s poem, ‘wildness’ banishes ‘talk’ as a return to one’s (wordless) base 
nature allows clarity in an abandonment of the trivial. The ‘thousand miles they’d 
walked’ to arrive at this space of wisdom echoes Rumi’s portrayal of the path that 
must be endured to reach true belonging. 

 Perhaps with a poetic goal of determining topophilia, Wood binds tragedy with 
nature and explores the linkages between the culture, history, and spiritual origins of 
Redgate and its people in an epigrammatic fashion, whilst maintaining an enigmatic 
style. Reading Redgate for me, raised multiple questions, but my favourite has to be—if 
reaching enlightenment is returning home, had we not intrinsically held within us 
unknowable truths from the start? 

Baran Rostamian

The University of Western Australia
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